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Drunk on
the waters of
•Ignorance
By W.D. Cutlip

In the last few years, the Maine Legislature
has served up a couple of laws that affect
people who sell and serve liquor. The most
recent legislative attempt to deal with Demon
Alcohol, passed in July, has the curious feature
of being able to punish bartenders and
waitpersons for making ignorant mistakes,
yet does not require them to know anything.
"There's no license, no special training that
anyone has got to have to sell alcohol in this
state," said Bob LaGuardia, training and
education officer of the Maine Bureau of Liquor
Enforcement. '1t's not even mandatory that
they attend a certification program."
Butthe penalty facing a serverwhois caught
violating those laws can be anywhere from $50
to $250,000, depending on the circumstances.
That's expensive ignorance.
Personally, I find it strange that, in a state
where drivers are required to take tests to
prove they know how to drive around the
block, the people who serve drinks to those
drivers do not have to prove that they can
distinguish between "kinda" drunk and "visibly" drunk.
With this in mind, I visited several local
establishments to see just what people knew
about the law. lleamed many things; I saw
many unusual Sights. And, luckily for me, I
ran out of pocket money long before my tour
was over.
Continued on page 8
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My week of living dangerously as a phone-sex pro
Porn without pictures
By Judith Lewis

Fred leads a high-powered life. As a lawyer with a
prominent Washington, D.C., law firm, he spends his
days badgering little guys - intimidating private
citizens into dropping their lawsuits against his
wealthy corporate clients. At the end of a long day,
he comes home to his apartment and calls his wife,

whom he sees only on weekends when he returns to
his home in a Virginia suburb. Then he makes another
phone call, to a 900 number he finds in a D.C. newspaper. In the politest of terms, Fred calls for "adult"
conversation.
Fred is my second client on my first day on the job
with Preferred Services, Inc. He's been referred to me
by the woman who runs the business, Marie. "He just
wants a woman in her early 30s," she counsels. Marie
has no idea, at this point, whether I fit that description;
the hiring process, fittingly, requires no more than a

phone call. In a lilting voice suggesting roots in the
South, Marie explained the profession to me before I
took the job, and she did her best to make the job
sound like good, clean fun. "Oh, you can make up
characters. You can pretend you're anyone you've
ever wanted to be."
And so, for a week, I pretended to be a
phone-sex pro.

Continued on page 10
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Feds tell One
Bancorp to sell
Maine Savings
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A review of top news stories In Greater Portland:
November 28 through December 4, 1990.
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We're looking for
students like Katherine.
"The Adult Degree Program IS
the only viable way for me to
pursue my B.A.. raise three
children and direct a private
preschool all at the same time!
It's a very speCial program"
- Kathenne Howell. ADP student
Preschool Director. Vermont

~

'ndlvldua"y-deslgned. Independent study B.A. students
earn 15 credits per semester- with campus reSidenCies
either one weekend a rnonth or nlhe trays a semester.
NurSing and teacher licensure programs offered. Accred·
Ited. finanCial aid available. Independent study MA also offered.

Vermont College of

Norwich University
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IMaillre's Most Comprehensive HeaIJh & Racquet Club.

196 U.S. Route 1 • Falmouth, ME • 781-2671

Local towns eye hunting regulations

No people, fewer deer kIlled
In '90 hunting season
New hunting rules - and proposals for more - are surfacing
in several of the suburban towns surrounding Portland as
townspeople ooncerned for their safety increasingly challenge
the rights of Maine hunters. The challenges have drawn attention since October, when hunter Donald Rogerson was found
innocent in the 1988 shooting death of Karen Wood.
Cumberland and Yarmouth have been in the limelight
recently for their hunting regulation efforts. But like all Maine
cities and towns attempting to regulate hunting, they face an
uphill battle. Maine law prohibits municipalities from enacting
hunting or gun regulations on the local level which are stricter
than state regulations.
The state does, however, allow municipalities to regulate one
aspect of guns: the discharge of guns in municipalities. So while
no municipality can restrict owning or carrying a gun, it can
prohibit firing a gun - or a certain type of gun - within its
confines.
On Election Day, Chebeague Island voters voted 124 to 90 to
ban the use of rifles on Chebeague Island during hunting
season. The referendum question was non-binding and the
Cumberland Town Council has yet to decide whether to ban
rifle hunting. H the council does concur with voters, it will
outlaw hunting with rifles only. Less powerful shotguns and
muzzle loaders would still be permitted.

Falmouth rules draw fire from hunters
The Town of Falmouth enacted an emergency ordinance this
fall that established a section of the Falmouth Foreside area as a
no hunting zone. It also prohibited hunting near Falmouth
schools and required hunters to hunt at least 500 feet from a
dwelling, a 200-foot increase on the state law. The Sportsman's
Alliance of Maine (SAM), which boasts 8,200 members, is
challenging the reqUirements in court.
The new regulations were a response to "an increased
number of oomplaints being lodged against hunting/' said
Kevin McCarthy, who chaired the Freeport Town Council last
year and lost a re-election bid in June. M({:arthy said several
residents called him to oomplain they were "seeing hunters
within a stone's throw of their kitchen windows."
McCarthy said the Karen Woods case did not prompt the
new ordinance. But he did say the incident served as an "illustration of the oonflicting issues of population density and
hunters wanting more land to hunt on" and as "a worst-case
scenario that we wanted to avoid." Woods was shot in the
backyard of her home, located in a small town near Bangor.
But Thomas Nannery, director of SAM, said the Falmouth
law is "impinging on sportsmen's rights." The suit SAM filed in
Cumberland County Superior Court on Nov. 21 cites the state
laws that prohibit municipalities from enacting hunting or gun
regulations stricter than the state's. The suit asks the oourt to .
rule that the ordinance adopted by the council is invalid.
"We want to send a clear message to all towns in Maine that
if they put in no-hunting rules and regulations, they're going to
have to answer to us," said Nannery.

A safer season
The 1990 hunting season, which ended November 24, was a
rarity as no one was accidentally shot and killed, acoording to
Paul Fournier, a spokesman for Maine's Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife. Fournier attributed the relatively safe
hunting season to hunter safety courses that the state has
required of new hunters since 1986. (Hunters who had their
licenses before 1986 and renew them from year to year are
grand fathered and not required to take the hunter safety
courses.)
It was a safer season for deer, too. There were 5,DOO fewer
deer killed this year than last - 25,1DO compared to 30,260.
Fournier attributed the decrease to the 10,ODO fewer hunting
licenses gran ted this year than last.
AndyNewmon

Federal regulators are
urging One Bancorp to sell
Maine Savings Bank, a
subsidiary of the financially
troubled holding company.
According to One Bancorp
President Vincent Furey, One
Bancorp will attempt to sell
Maine Savings by the end of
the year. Furey said that
regulators have "enoouraged" the sale of Maine
Savings by One Bancorp,
which lost $144.7 million last
year and has a negative net
worth of $28.5 million.
Any deal that Maine
Savings strikes is likely to be
assisted by the FDIC (Federal
Deposit Insurance Corp.),
which could make the bank
more attractive by absorbing
some of its estimated $300
million in bad assets, said
Steve Hirshon, a financial
analyst with Maine Securities
Corp. in Portland. "No one is
simply going to step in and
assume maybe $300 million
in bad assets just for the
pri vilege of taking over the
(bank's) accounts," said
Hirshon.
'1t's our goal to guide this
proceeding through to a
transaction where we're able
to shape the destiny of the
bank," said Furey, who hopes
the bank will steer clear of a
takeover. He would not
reveal who was interested in
purchasing the bank, but said
potential buyers include a
few banks already in Maine,
out-of-state banks and
investor groups that aren't
currently in the banking
business. Hirshon said that
KeyCorp, parent oompany of
Key Bank of Maine, "might
be the most likely" buyer.

-

Jock makes it
official: budget
red ink and layoffs
On Nov. 30, Governor
John McKernan oonfirmed
what critics had been predicting for months: The state
budget is out of balance and
employee layoffs are inevitable.
McKernan asked department heads to submit plans
to cut their budgets by 15
percent in an effort to reduce
state spending by $110
million for the remaining six
months of the fiscal year. The
Governor refused to speculate on the number of layoffs
that may result from the
budget cuts.
'We need a state government Maine people can
afford," said McKernan, who
blamed higher oil prices and
the federal budget deficit for
a drop in state revenues that
he said could not have been
predicted before his Nov. 6
re-election.
To avoid reducing state
education aid to towns by
$37.5 million, McKernan
proposed borrowing $63
million from the state
teachers' retirement system

Continued on page 4

Introducing Phonesmart Wth Call Return.
Are you going [Q let bad timing scuttle your plans?
So now you won't miss the boat on the next
also select the other Phonesmart services, Caller ID~
Now you don't have [Q worry about missing an
important call that comes your ·way.
Repeat Dialing, or Call Trace, fora very reasonable price.
important call while you're tied up with something
Call Rerum is just one of the new and innovative call
If you would like more information about getting
else. Thanks to Call Return, one of the new Phonesmart management services from New England Telephone.
Phonesmart in yourarca, please call us at 1-800-922-8383,
services from New England Telephone.
It's a service that gives the ordinary phone extraordinary ext.981.
Call Retmn lets you dial the last incoming call you
capabilities. And it gives you better control over your calls.
Phonesmart is another reason we're the one for you,
received, whether you were able to get [Q it or not. And if
Call Return is easy to use, and even easier to hook
New England.
that num ber is busy, Call Return will alert you when the up, because it runs through the same New England
line is free, and put the call through as soon as you pick Telephone network you're using now.
up the phone. All without interrupting your normal
New England Telephone
You can have Call Return for just $2.25 a month (or
phone service.
$3. 95 for both Call Return and Repeat Dialing). You can
A NYNLX Company
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Furniture Restoratton
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Architectural Woodwork
Used Furniture & Antiques Bought & Sold
Gary F. Lehy
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Work within your own boundaries.
You create the package you think is
most appropriate for your loved one
- and one that you can afford.
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Picture Yourself:

Image & Relaxation Center
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WEEN YOU BUY A CUP OF CHOWDER
Open daily 9-5
Saturday 11-6

low
tide
cafe

Wharf St.
Old Port
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FRESH BREADS
GREAT SANDWICHES
HEARTY SOUPS

Dlwtraion: Susan Ash! ey

Let the Spirit Shine ...
... with wonderful. gifts from Amaryllis. We have Tin tlrjs & Clocks from
China, Afghan sox & mittens, embroidered folk art T-shirts, hand/mit
sweaters, silk lingerie, a great collection of Iuus & accessaries, and lots of
panywear, all carefully selected to help make your season bright!
117'< 1.k4-di-Je.?/~

END THE
CONFUSION
Mariner's
Church

LUNCH SERVED
DAILY 11:30-3 PM

AMARYLLIS

Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange Street. Portland. ME 04101

772-4439

parking stamps available for free parking

Open 6 a.m. Mon.-Fri./8 a.m. Sat.
366 Fore Street· Old Port

Continued from page 2

through June 30, with the
money to be repaid with
interest beginning in 1993.
McKernan said that
Human Services, Corrections
and state mental hospitals
will be spared cuts, but all
other departments and staterelated agencies, including
the University of Maine
system, will be asked to
propose cuts by mid-December.

Carpenter wins
nod for state
attomey general
Former state Senator
Michael Carpenter of
Houlton was the odds-on
favorite to become Maine's
new attorney general after
winning the endorsement of
the Legislature's Democratic
caucus Dec. 4 . The full
Legislature was expected to
elect Carpenter formally as
Casco Bay Weekly went to
press.
Carpenter out-polled
democratic state Senator
Barry Hobbins of Saco and
Chief Deputy Attorney
General James Kilbreth of
Brunswick.
Maine's new attorney
general succeeds lO-year
veteran James Tierney, who
chose not to seek re-election
after he lost in the Democratic 1st Congressional
District primary in June.
Carpenter served 12 years
in the Legislature, and
narrowly lost a bid for
attorney general to Tierney in
1986. His win consolidates
the political strength of
northern Maine Democrats in
Augusta, induding House
Speaker John Martin of Eagle
Lake and Senate President
Charles Pray of Millinocket.
Maine is the only state in the
nation where the attorney
general is selected by the
Legislature, which is controlled by Democrats by a
margin of 119 to 67.

DEP wants Sebago
water level lower
The state Department of
Environmental Protection
(DEP) wants the S.D. Warren
Co. of Westbrook to lower the
water level of Sebago Lake,
which S.D. Warren controls at
its Eel Weir Dam.
A DEP report found that
beaches at Sebago Lake State
Park are being "seriously
affected" by current water
levels. Lower water levels
during summer and fall
would restore beaches and
reduce erosion.
Water levels in Sebago
have been a direct function of
S.D. Warren's management of
flows, and water levels in the
lake have been steadily raised
since 1982 to maximize the
company's hydroelectric

production.
In keeping with their twoyear-old grudge against this
newspaper, S.D. Warren
refused to comment to Casco
Bay Weekly on their plan.
DEP dam supervisor Dana
Murch said S.D. Warren has
begun working on a lakelevel management plan.

Supreme Court
denies gun permit
After Portland's James
Hilly was denied a concealed
gun permit in 1988, he
appealed the Portland Police
Department's denial all the
way to Maine's Supreme
Judicial Court. But on Nov.
29 the high court shot down
Hilly's appeal, stating that
requirements for obtaining a
concealed gun permit are
constitutional.
Hilly, who is executive
director of Regional Transportation Project (RTP), said
he has had permits to carry a
concealed gun in Portland
since 1984. But when he went
to renew his permit in 1988,
Portland's concealed gun
permit procedures had been
changed by then-newly hired
Portland Police Chief Michael
Chitwood.
"Chitwood did some
things which I think were
Machiavellian," said Hilly,
who took offense at four
questions concerning criminal record on the application.
Hilly has no criminal record
but said he chose not to
answer the questions "on
principle." He added, "I
think (Chitwood's) willing to
bend the law or go outside
the law to get what he
wants." Hilly also refused to
be fingerprinted, another
implementation of
Chitwood's to check the
background of applicants
with the FBI. A state statute
allows fingerprinting only to
verify people's identities, not
to check their backgrounds,
Hilly maintained.
But Hilly's appeal drew
fire from the high court
Maine police are now
equired to ask the questions
Hilly refused to answer in
1988, making the issue moot.
The court further opined that
Maine's concealed gun
permit applications represent
"a reasonable response to the
justifiable public safety
concerns engendered by the
carrying of concealed wea~
ons," and pass" constitutional muster as an acceptable
regulation of the individual's
right to keep and bear arms."
Hilly said he will re-apply
for a concealed gun permit,
and will again refuse to be
fingerprinted.

RWS ashes to
become bricks
On Nov. 29 the Regional
Waste Systems (RWS) board
approved an experimental
project that could have
Portlanders walking on ash.
RWS will spend around
$9,000 to tum ash from its
waste-to-energy plant into
two dozen paving tiles and

bricks, according to Charles
Foshay, general manager of
RWS.
Recycling the ash would
solve future storage problems, said Foshay. About
60,000 tons of ash are buried
in a Scarborough landfill each
year, and the landfill will be
full in 10 to 12 years. The
bricks have to pass environmental tests and the ec0nomic incentives have to be
there. "This project is part of
our long-range thinking,"
said Foshay.

HALOGENS for the HOLIDAYS
Wide selection of halogen desk lamps and torchieres.
See us for your halogen replacement bulb needs.
• STOREWIDE HOLIDAY SALE PRICES ON ALL FLOOR AND TABLE LAMPS·

Federal tax drives
up local gas prices
The federal tax on gasoline
rose 5.1 cents a gallon Dec. 1,
bringing the total federal levy
up to 14 cents a gallon.
The addi tional excise tax,
imposed by the federal
government to help reduce
the deficit, came as gasoline
prices were decreaSing. Ellen
Kornetsky, Maine's manager
of public affairs for the
American Automobile
Association (AAA), said the
statewide average for regular
unleaded gasoline as of Dec.
3 was $1.49.8. The new tax
brings the price back up to
where it was on Oct. 23,
when the highest average
since the Iraqi invasion of
Kuwait was reported. The
day before the Iraqi invasion
the Maine average for regular
unleaded gasoline was
$1.17.2.

Oooops
In CBW's Nov. 29 cover
story about MaineShare and
United Way, it was erroneously reported that Maine
Foreign Affairs Education
Fund publishes Citizens'
Guide to the Maine Legislature. The guide is actually
published by the Maine
People's Resource Center.
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Black or White
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Hause Package Sale
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297 Forest Ave .•
Portland
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lighting needs
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Mon·Wed &Sat 9-6 pm
Thurs & Fri 9-8 pm
Sun 12-5 pm
Ask about our Bestin-Toum "House
p~.pricing

If you see any movie
this year, make it

liW~(fie·mi'~.\
Available only in unrated
version at Videoport
.. ......a ..

BIG mTS AVAILABLE. ..

Reported by JCXln Kantro,
Randy Wilson and
Andy Newman

WEIRD NEWS:
--After drinking a case of
beer, Steven Little got up
enough nerve to break into a
store in Longmont, Colo. He
was trying to pry open the
front door with a crowbar
when he saw people inside
staring at him and realized
the store was still open.
--Richard Brown of
Boston stopped. a police
cruiser to report a fire in a
nearby variety store. Rather
than thank the dutiful citizen,
the officers arrested him for
starting the fire himself since
Brown was carrying four
gallons of gasoline and an
unused firebomb at the time.
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WATERS OF IGNORANCE
Continued from front page
The people who keep track of the alcoholic tide tables in this
country say the tide is going out. The high-water mark was
reached somewhere around 1980 when, after nearly five
decades of relatively unmetered consumption, reasons not to
drink began to accumulate on the beaches of the American
consciousness like so many empty bottles.
After the repeal of Prohibition in 1933, the social acceptability of alcohol reached dizzying heights. The public, long
accustomed to the go-ro-hell drinking habits of Ernest
Hemingway's characters, and inspired by contemporary
cinematic lushes like William Powell's 'Thin Man" character,
began to emulate those habits in earnest.
Thereafter the decline of religiOUS practice, plus the depressive influence of various wars and police actions, made drinking ever more desirable and acceptable. The practice of celebrating the end of a hard day with a stiff drink became a daily ritual
among most working men. (While more and more women have
since joined men on the work force and in that sunset drinking
ritual, the alcohol industry's own market research indicates that

The cooler doesn't care what your blood alcohol level Is. The cops are another matter.
women account for only 25 percent of the alcohol consumed in
this country.)
But three things eventually combined to reverse this alcoholic trend:
First, the ever-increasing prosperity of the '50s and '60s put
more and more cars on the road, which, combined with a
rapidly growing population, produced a lethal situation: more
drinking plus more driving equaled more highway deaths.
People took notice of this phenomenon, and so did state and
federal lawmakers, who responded with laws that lowered
legal tolerance for blood alcohol levels while raising the stakes
for convicted offenders. Penalties for drunk driving escalated
rapidly from a cop's irritated frown to a first-time offender's
mandatory jail term.
Second, a sustained volley of broadsides by medical researchers in the U.S. and elsewhere served to reinforce what
people's hungover bodies had been telling them right along:
booze is bad for you. Since the late '50s, consumption of alcohol
has been linked to cancer, heart disease, degenerative diseases
of the bones and joints, respiratory ailments, bowel disorders,
date rape, child abuse, mental illness, you name it - everything
that an increasingly health-conscious country desired to avoid.
Third, a preoccupation with alcohol's effects on productivity
in the workplace began to contribute to the general decline of
alcohol consumption. The trouble America has had in the world
marketplace has been connected, however tenuously, to the
perception at home and abroad that Americans take their work
lightly and bend their elbows regularly.
As a result of this phenomenon, the once-standard, threemartini power lunch has become increasingly rare in the
business world. Even moderate drinking, once thought to be the
hallmark of an easy mixer, is increasingly considered to be the
distinguishing characteristic of the underachiever. Drinking on
the job, once fairly common, is almost unheard of - and is
usually punished with great severity whenever it is discovered.

In 1989, when America's least-favorite working alcoholic,
Captain Joseph Hazelwood of the Exxon Valdez, added his own
verse to the song "What Do You Do With A Drunken Sailor?"
("Put Him In Charge Of A Great Big Tanker"), intolerance to
the evil deeds of intoxicated persons reached new heights. A
significant number of people in this country felt that it was past
time to burn down the edifice of alcoholic tolerance.
The place to light that fire, of course, was in the courtroom.
And there was no lack of fuel: state and federal legislatures
produced great piles of kindling in the form of made-to-order
laws, laws passed with the fond hope of solVing the polity's
problems.
For instance, the Maine Legislature passed a "sellers and
servers" law last July that holds bartenders and waitpersons
responsible for liquor code violations, like serving alcohol to
minors, "visibly" inebriated adults and to anyone after hours.
Fines for such violations range from $50 to $100 dollars.
The reasoning behind the law is sound: if you make more
people responsible for liquor code enforcement, fewer accidents
will result from persons abusing alcohol.
However, no law is perfect.
Some laws are less perfect than others.

Firsthand knowledge
While purely academic
research has its own special
place in the repertoire of
accepted journalistic behaviors,
there is no substitute for
actually going out and seeing
the thing for yourself. The
astute observer in the field,
equipped only with his or her
eyes and ears, is more than a
match for the chair-bound
journalist.
With this in mind, I set out
on the evening of Nov. 27 to
explore the limitations of the
"sellers and servers" law by
getting drunk in public, which
is something I am not generally
known for - I hope. Armed
with a pad of paper and a
ballpoint pen, I took my place
among the regulars at Raoul's
Roadside Attraction.
The selection of Raoul's was
not an accident. In the first
place, my house is only a 20minute walk from there. I had
no intention of doing any
research into OUI procedures
or jail conditions. In the second
place, Raoul's has a
Breathalyzer machine downstairs in the billiard room, an
CBW photo(To7lb! Harbert electronic genie that supposedly gives a fairly accurate
reading of blood alcohol level. I thought I might need that
technological edge.
Sitting next to me at the bar were Leslie, 41, who works in a
legal office, and Michael, 43, who calls himself a "functioning
drunk." Susan, the bartender, set a bottle of beer in front of me
and moved down the bar, popping bottle caps and pouring
drinks for other customers.
'This is sort of unusual for me to be here in the middle of the
week," said Leslie. "I usually come here on Friday night with a
few people from the office, and we generally have about three
or four beers.
'That's about the limit for me. There've been times when I
drank much more, but that's what I feel comfortable with now."
Michael, who said he drinks five or six nights a week, started
drinking when he was" ... eight or nine years old, I think. The
first time I got drunk was when I was 13. My parents would
have parties and I'd go around and empty all the glasses that
just had a little in them."
Michael's experience is not rare. Most activist groups that
deal with alcohol abuse cite negative parental example as the
common cause of juvenile alcoholism. I started drinking the
same way; so did Leslie, but with a difference.
"My dad started giving me shot glasses of beer when I was
four years old," she said. "My father was an alcoholic, and he
fought it for a long time. He completely gave it up for about two
years, but that's how he died."
What?
"He killed himself. He just went off the wagon and committed suicide, drank himself to death." She said this dispassionately, with perhaps a hint of diffidence. Did I embarrass her by
bringing this up?
"Oh, don't worry. That was years ago."
I was embarrassed. To cover this, I ordered another round of
"Old Thought-Provoker" and shifted the conversation to the
"sellers and servers" law. Leslie and Michael had both heard of

the law, and both approved of it - with reservations.
'1 think that, to the extent drunk drivers are stopped, it's a
good law," said Leslie. "But I'm not sure of it's applicability. We
talk about it in the law office where I work. We wonder how it
applies to office parties. Is the employer responSible? He serves
liquor, right? It's a good question."
Michael's objection to the "sellers and servers" law stemmed
from his own phenomenal ability to hook down bottle after
bottle of ale and appear sober. "Some people just hold their
alcohol better than others," he said. '1 think that the law is
limited for that reason. I don't feel that a bartender should be
held responsible for what he can't know for sure."
At about this point, Susan returned to see if we wanted
another round of drinks, and I was surprised to find that I only
had a single dollar bill on my person.
I looked at my watch. In just 1.5 hours I had consumed seven
16-ounce bottles of beer, a new personal record. Could I be
drunk?
"Go try the Breathalyzer," said Susan. "That's the only way
you'll know for sure."
Near the bottom of the stairs I had a little mishap - I slid on a
step and bruised my posterior rather severely. This gave me
pause: did I really need to spend my well-earned salary on a
Breathal yzer test? I decided that mere bruises were inconclusi ve
- perhaps even inadmissible - evidence. I walked up to the
Breathalyzer, inserted 50 cents and blew into the machine
through a straw.
Lights flashed. "You are high," said a mechanical voice, "Haha-ha!" The digital readout said that my blood alcohol level was
.09, which is .01 over the legal limit for drinking and driving.
Well, ha-ha-ha, I thought. I must be drunk.
Back at the bar, I told Susan about my accomplishment. Most
of my new friends congratulated me, although Susan did not
exactly radiate approval.
"How about one for the road?" I asked.
"No," said Susan.
IINo?"
"You just told me you were drunk. I"can't serve you."
I was miffed. She was about to serve me before I took the
test, right? "Fun is fun," I said. ''The experiment is now over.
It's been a sparkling success, thanks to you. Now pour me
another. Besides, I'm not driving."
'That's got nothing to do with it," said Susan. "You could
walk out that door and trip on the stairs and I'd be liable. No
way."
That settled it. I collected my notes and my dignity and left
Raoul's.
As I walked out, it occurred to me that, if nice persons like
myself were to be cut off in such a callous manner, this new law
might actually be a very bad law. Determined to continue the
experiment (and extend my buzz), I walked into a nearby
package store and pulled two cans of beer out of the fridge.
I was legally drunk - righteously, sincerely, beautifully
drunk. Perhaps I was even visibly drunk. Could the man
behind the counter detect it? To weight the experiment in his
favor, I breathed heavily and aromatically in his direction,
wobbled a little and even offered an insufficient amount of
money for the beer. He never caught on. Another customer
gave me the 50 cents that I lacked and I was out the door in a
heartbeat.
I felt very successful, very clever and generally larger than
life. I knocked back the beer and staggered home.
Later that night, as I hovered over the commode in a state of
dreadful anticipation, I began to think that the "servers and
sellers" law might not be so bad after all.

Imperfect knowledge
Bob laGuardia's title is Training and Education Officer of
the Maine Bureau of Liquor Enforcement, a title that he alone
held until mid-November, when the bureau finally certified a
second training officer. 'That's our biggest problem," he said.
"We've got between 40,000 and 60,000 servers and sellers in this
state and only two people to train them: myself in Southern
Maine and this other fellow in Aroostook County."
This is unfortunate, said laGuardia, as liquor laws are
changing every two months or so. Now that sellers and servers
are personall y responsible for enforcing the liquor code, it
would seem that the need for training has never been greater.
Just what should a seller/server know?
"We offer a certified seller/server program, for which there
is no charge," said laGuardia. ''We cover the disease of alcoholism, how alcohol affects a person, factors leading to intoxication, drunk-rlriving prevention and intervention, how to
establish policies and guidelines for employees, how to prevent
liquor-related violations such as sales to minors, visibly intoxicated people and after-hours consumption.
''We update them on new Maine liquor laws, and make them
aware of their responsibilities as sellers and servers under the
new law that was passed in July (of 1990), which makes them
responSible for any violations and fines them from $50 to $1,500
for each violation.
"In addition to all that," said laGuardia, "we make them
aware of the Maine Liability Act which passed in 1985, that
provides for third-party injury and property damage, for which
sellers and servers could be sued, as well as their place of

business, which also Set an upward limit of $250,000 for those
suits. However, the seller I server can still be held liable for
medical and health care, which potentially means millions of
dollars."
This sounds like an excessive amount of information, not to
mention an excessive amount of responSibility, for a $5-an-hour
bartender to handle. How does one get to know all this stuff?
''We have a program that is five months old, called TIPS,
which stands for 'Training in Intervention Procedures for
Servers,'" said laGuardia. "I've trained about a thousand
people in this state since it began. We give the course in various
places around the state periodically at the request of business
owners. There are four other programs in the state, but we have
no statistical data on them."
Dave Brushaber, another bartender at Raoul's, has had about
as much training as anyone can have. After tending bar in one
Portland watering hole or another for the last 10 years, Dave
has been through the mill.
"Yeah, I've had some training," said Dave. "I took the TIPS
course through Horsefeathers. Everyone here has had some
training. If you only hire profeSSionals, you don't have to worry
about that stuff."
Perhaps. Doug Born, the doorman at Raoul's, has never been
to a TIPS session. '1'd love to go," he said. "I just don't know
when they're offered. I called the state to try to find out, but no
one ever got back to me. I suppose I could have tried harder."
How does Doug, an informally trained person liable under
the new "sellers and servers" law, feel about it?
"It's absolutely not fair. When you find somebody drunk
enough to cut off, it's usually too late."
This was a sentiment often echoed in a small survey I
conducted of Portland drinking establishments. Larry nust
Larry"), owner of the Range Light on Commercial Street, gave
this example:
"There are a lot of times when things get so busy that you
can't pay too much attention to what one guy is doing," he said.
"Usually, if somebody gets shut off, they just go to the next bar
and drink there.
"Now, if you care about the people who come into your
place, you'll shut 'em off when they get drunk," he said. "If
they say, 'I'm not driving: that's not relative. But the fact that
they've already been asked to leave another bar is. And you
can't always tell that by just looking at somebody."
In general, though, most sellers and servers approve of the
new law. Travis Soule, doorman at Cadillac Jack's on Fore St.,
said that it raised his consciousness: "I think it's making more
people aware of what's going on. It keeps us on our toes. That's
the way it ought to be."
Yet there seems to be a peculiar split in the industry. All
those surveyed who had taken the TIPS course, like Travis,
were happy with the sellers and servers law. But even people
like Tropical Penguin's Mark Hallett, who didn't take the TIPS
course but understood enough of the new law's ramifications to
send his doorman, says that he is "indifferent" to it. "Everybody should be responsible for themselves," he said. "That
includes people who drink."
Clearly, there is some relationship between knowing the
sellers and servers law well and feeling comfortable with it
Perhaps that comfort lies in knowing exactly what it is you can
be sued for and aVOiding that. But there are businesses here and
there where that knowledge is not in evidence.
In my tour of local watering holes, I found that most establishments work hard to protect themselves and their servers and their customers. The examples cited above represent the
responsible majority. But I expect to hear about a few of the
places I visited on the six 0' clock news.
On my way home from this survey, I stopped at a small
mom and pop store that sells beer and pretzels and little else.
Before I could go into my sellers and servers rap, the girl behind
the counter - who looked to be about 14 - went to fetch her
"older" sister, who apparently handles the PR work.
"Do you know about the sellers and servers law?" I asked.
She shrugged. "My mother is usually in here."
I explained to her that, under the Maine Liability Act, if I
were drunk when I came into her store, bought a 60-cent can of
Schaeffer beer and then killed or injured someone after I left,
she could be sued for ringing up that one sale by that person's
relatives for a maximum of $250,000, and perhaps even be sued
for millions of dollars in medical expenses. All this and morejust for selling me tha t last drink.
Add to this the $50 to $1,500 dollars she might be fined
under the sellers and servers law - if this particular act of
drunken manslaughter were to happen somehow in plain view
of a liquor enforcement officer - and it comes to quite a sum.
"Doesn't that scare you?" I asked.
She shrugged. "I guess so."
She's guessing. That's a pretty good guess. I hope she gets a
chance to talk to her mom about this before the cops come.

W. D. Cutlip has a great store of (theoretical) knowledge concerning the
differena bdween "visible" and "blind" drunken/leSS.
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It's early evening when Marie calls to give me Fred's number_ My hands shake as I dial, and I wonder why. What is there
to get nervous about? No one will know my name, no one will
see me; I should be completely invulnerable, If I'm bad at this,
who's to know? And if I'm good - which could be equally
embarraSSing - who's to know that either? What Fred and I will
discuss over the next 10 minutes belongs to a world that
includes only two people and the inhabitants of their imaginations. We become a subculture unto ourselves, with a tacit
understanding: Nothing will be too kinky, disgusting,or
dangerous for the boundaries of this talk.
Still, there's a certain adrenalin-inducing fear involved in
these first few calls_ The men are still a mystery; I don't yet
know what to expect. Fred answers and I introduce myself. "Hi
Fred," I say in my sultriest voice. "This is Sheila_ What would
you like to talk about?"
"Well, let me begin by telling you a little bit about myself,"
Fred answers dispassionately. He sounds cold, and I wonder
how this amid possibly lead to talking about sex. My doubts
are quickly allayed. 'Tm 42, happily married, and I'm bisexual," Fred informs me in a manner that would befit a phone
canvasser.
'1 have a male lover in addition to my wife. I enjoy dressing
up in women's lingerie."
I'm stunned_ Not shocked, not appalled, just plain dumbfounded. "Why?" I ask, in spite of myself- I mean to be cool,
worldly, professional at this; but I really am curious. It's not as if
I've led my life secure in the notion that there are no grown
men out there with a hankering to select certain wardrobe items
from Victoria's Secret. I've just never talked to anyone who does
it - or, at least, admits to it_
'1 guess it makes me feel submissive," Fred muses. '1 enjoy
that. It makes it easier for my lover, Jack, too. He enjoys treating
me rough while I'm wearing a negligee."
"You like to be treated rough?"
"Yeah, I guess I do."
"Why is that?"
"Because I'm expected to take control all day, and sometimes
I have to be cruel to people to get my job done. So when my
lover plays the dominant role with me, it's breaking the rules,
somehow. I enjoy that."
Fred and I chitchat some more, about social mores, why he
can't tell his wife about his bisexuality, what a great lover she is,
and his penchant for black men. "There again," he says, "it's the
taboo that turns me on." All the formalities out of the way, we
move on to the reason Fred called - Fred's dearest fantasy. '1've
always wanted a woman to watch Jack and I," he says, matterof-factly as ever_ "Will you imagine for me that you're that
woman?"
For the next 10 minutes, I describe things I've never seen, say
things I've never heard myself say_ Sometimes I stop, at a loss
for words, running low on ci'eative imagery. "Keep talking,"
Fred whispers urgently_ "Don't stop talking to me now."
So I keep on. I describe the two of them changing configurations, I tell Fred he looks sexy in lingerie. I think up pictures, I
try to envision what kind of woman Fred's wife is. Just in the
middle of a good thought, though, Fred interrupts me. "Thank
you very much, Sheila_ You did a fine job_ I'm going to take a
nap now."
Click.

Safe sex
People unfamiliar with the subculture of the adult conversation industry have a comfortable illusion, and it goes like this:
Never mind those suggestive ads. Men don't call to act out
forbidden sexual practices with women, or other men, over
these phone lines_ They just call to talk, because they can't get
dates. Because their self-esteem is at an ebb. Because therapy is
terribly expensive.
Part of it's true: Therapy is expensive.
It was with this belief in mind that I set out to become
initiated into the world of telephone encounters. Had I known
the reality, I might have delved deeper into my psyche before I
agreed. But it's too late now - now that I'm doing it, there's no
going backI am the kind of person who likes to be good at what I do, or
not bother. It takes me hours to write, to clean the house, even
to make dinner sometimes. I wish I could toss this off as "just a
job," as they say you can after you've done it for awhile. At the
moment, though, I can't manage to be cavalier about it. I want
to be good. I start spending off-hours devising ways to perfect
my technique.
Marie calls; it's late Friday afternoon_ "I have another one for
you, " she says. She spells his name carefully, repeats the phone
number and briefs me once again_ 'This one, he likes to be
dominated," she says_ "Now, most of the time that just means
they want you to be aggressive; but you never know, he might
want hard-core dominance_ Wait and see what he says."

December 6, 1990

In actual fact, the client, Larry, tells me precious little, except
what he wants me to do_ His fantasy is a limited topic for
conversation, so I'm left to improvise. Judging by his breathing
patterns, he is obviously too busy to elaborate much further.
'1Jse your imagination," he keeps whispering, "say anything
you want."
The problem is, I don't want to say anything, really, except to
ask him questions. I want to know what he does, why he's
calling, why he doesn't just hire a hooker for a couple of hours after all, his fantasy is as safe as sex gets. But Larry allows no
time for conversation; he's on a mission. The call is over in six
minutes. Larry thanks me politely, and hangs up.
All I know about Larry I've learned from his area code. I
wanted to know more. Larry's rushed approach left me feeling
embarrassed, like I'd been the butt of someone's joke. Fortunately, he's the exception. Most callers want something to
legitimize the proceedings somehow. Something to convince
them, and me, that they're not calling just for sex.
Take Bob, for instance, the easiest and most respectful
phone-sex junkie alive. ('1 call one of these lines twice a week,"
he boasts, CUriously. '1 adore talking to women_") All Bob
wants from that woman is a small frame and large breasts; after
I assure him I am indeed that lOl-pound, top-heavy female, he
doesn't bother to ask another detail about my looks_ He even
reports his own stats: "I'm 5-foot-9 and extremely muscular," he
offerSBob doesn't jump into erotica: His idea of foreplay entails
talk about the wealth of historical artifacts in Virginia, about
PBS's Civil War Series, about the bars and clubs he frequents.
He tells me about his high-stress, high-pay job as a policy
analyst and about his four-bedroom house on the edge of the
woods.
At least seven minutes pass before Bob announces, shyly,
that he wants to "get horny." He holds no peculiar scenario up
his sleeve, no long-held secret fantasy, just conventional,
straight sex - in words. You gotta wonder - why doesn't the guy
just go out and get laid? Despite the strange circumstances of
our encounter, I like Bob; talking to him isn't really work, and I
get the feeling that he sincerely wants to bring happiness to the
voice at the other end of the line. With so selfless an agenda,
you'd think he could find a willing partner - if only for the day.
On the other hand, I know why Bob's calling. It's the same
reason for Bob, Larry, and, especially, Fred.: No one ever got
AIDS over the phone.
Adult conversation lines have only become a burgeoning
business since the mid-'BOs, when sexual behavior began to be
defined by fear of contracting the deadliest of STDs. n even
wear a condom in my fantasies," wrote Richard Goldstein in the
Village Voice a couple of years ago.} Behind all the words that
lead to a phone-sex customer's inevitable orgasm is the comfort
of the safest sex available_
Sometimes such thoughts are closer to the fore: Fred waxes
sentimental when he tells me about the old days at the gay bars
and bathhouses - "where I could have my pick ..." Neither of us
dares mention it, but we both know what happened to those
places, and we both know that's why he's caIling me now. In
this day and age, the phone is the gay bar of the '90s, and the
red-light district, and the whorehouse. Working conditions,
however, have become much easier for the whore.
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Easy work
By day two, call seven, the small talk has disappeared from
my conversations_ My average call time has decreased from 17
minutes to eight. Preferred Services charges a base rate of $30
for the first 20 minutes; after that, you're supposed to remind
the customer how much money he's spending at $1.50 a minute.
Efficiency isn't looked down upon, it seems; it's valued. I'm
fast, and it keeps the customers happy. But my hands still shake
as I say hello.
Somewhere in the middle of that second day, it occurs to me
that phone sex - if you can stomach it - is a pretty cushy job_
Short hours, high pay, and no reason to leave the house.
Between calls, you can clean the house, catch up on your
laundry, make yourself a nice lunch, take the dogs out for a
walk You don't even have to get dressed, or for that matter, get
out of bed. Your clients would prefer that you didn't, or at least
that you tell them you didn't.
And it's not, by any stretch of the imagination, an abusive
way to make a living. Most men who call for phone sex are like
62-year-old Cliff. The only person he wants to see abused is
himself. Over the phone, Cliff sounds a little like Blue Velvet's
Frank Booth after a shot of gas, crying for "Mommy." Like
Frank, Cliff wants to retreat to near-babyhood. "Oooh, Sheila,"
he coos, "you're sooo mean to me!" I take it as a compliment in
this case, and continue on. And as Cliff runs coyly through his
series of bizarre suggestions - "Sheila? Could you tinkle on
me?" - it takes all the self-controlI've got not to burst out
laughing_
Playing dominatrix over the phone was an effort at first, but
by the time I got to Cliff it was easy - in fact, I had come to
prefer the kinky types_ Without them, my telephone days
would have been mundane_ Talking kinky doesn't take much
work; it's not like you have to dress for it_ Whatever they want

Continued on page 12
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FM
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Three Sports
Talk Sports
Through the Seasons
Wednesday 7-8pm
Live Call-In
780-4909

at the
Portland Performing
Arts Center
21 Forest Avenue
Portland, Maine 04101
Tel. (207) 775-1304
CD's and Cassettes
Printed Music
Musical Gifts

~
Ra]ph Greenwood
MAGICIAN

·for.
Holiday
Entertainment!
774-8016

44,000
people

Choose
to read

Casco Bay Weekly

.Every Week
Put your ad
in front of those
44,000 readers
Call 775-6601
for rates & info
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you to wear, wherever they want you to be, you can accommodate in a sentence: "Okay, I'm wearing that G-string! And the
boots!"
Posters everywhere advertise this kind of employment:
"Earn $600 a week - at home!" With phone sex, it's really true you could earn that much, if you put your mind to it. Through
Preferred Services, women earn 40 percent of the money they
bring in. Out of that, the woman pays her own phone bill;
according to Marie, that rarely amounts to more than onequarter of her gross earnings. In a society where women earn
pathetic salaries for the most arduous, demeaning work (ever
been a secretary?), the sex industry offers freedom and a living
wage. Phone sex is the freest of all - free from the ocrupational
hazards that mar prostitution - like ST05, physical violence and
jail sentences.
What's more, it's a creative job, adapting your psyche to
strange sexual fantasies all day. It gives you insight into a realm
of human experience you might otherwise miss. Phone sex also
puts your literary imagination to the test Dabbling in Anais
Nin's diaries and the writings of the MarquiS de Sade might
come in handy, as would any forays (purely intellectual, of
course) into ancient Japanese erotica. And it gives you a certain
strange sense of accomplishment.
All men, be they hetero, bi, or gay, call adult conversation
lines for sexual release. All of them masturbate as they trust you
with the deepest, darkest secret of Anglo-American societytheir sexuality - and for the 10 to 20 minutes it takes for them to
release that secret, you have complete control over their lives.
You can ruin their days, or make them. Women who want to
keep their jobs naturally aim to please. And when they're
successful, the caller gets a dream come true: a relatively cheap
date ready and willing to perform unorthodox sexual acts,
without the slightest risk of ruining his health.
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Angora
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Maine Handmade
Cluistmas Decorations
& Ornaments

Delicate, Warm
& Beautiful

blown glass, felt, carved wood & ginger hr"acUI'C.
'i' jams and jellies and other goodies
'i' The Moose & Spruce Watch
'i' and Quistmas music including
Christmas in Portland by Lazy Mercedes &
The Maine Christmas Sang by Melinda Liberty
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highlighted with
pearl beads
One size
fits all
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Save up tom!iloo selected styles and colors
from the MaraljtlC Ferree outeT1lllear coUectioo.

399 Fore SL, Portland, ME
77-UI562

Cheap date
As empty experiences go, Woody Allen noted, sex is one of
the best. In certain ways, phone sex is even better. Empty
physical sex, be it with a paid professional or a disinterested
partner, doesn' t require emotional sacrifice. A man who hires a
prostitute gets a body for hire; she could be calculating her loan
payments on a new BMW for all he knows, and he'd have no
cause to complain. But when a man pays a woman (or a man)
for verbal sex, he's guaranteed an attentive partner, because the
telephone, by its very nature, necessitates constant interaction.
Fred pleads with me to keep talking, because without the
constant reminder that I'm there, mentally and emotionally, he
can't maintain the illusion that I'm watching his lovemaking
with Jack. Bob wants to hear those familiar sounds of orgasm,
the kind you hear through thin apartment walls on the loneliest
nights of your life, the kind of sounds women who fake it have
down cold. Cliff asks me questions that demand a response.
"Sheila, oh Sheila," he whines, "do you have a leather bra?" If
the mind attached to the voice is not on the task at hand, the call
is doomed.
After a week of playing along with desperate and breathy
voices, a week of men who want to be insulted, beaten, urinated
on, a week of learning secrets I never thought I wanted to know,
the images that once haunted me have begun to seem almost
normal- if a bit funny. At first I felt desperate, hungry, oddly
off-balance, as if someone had tilted the earth and I were still
walking upright. Now, after a rough day of phone sex, I go out
at night and scan the crowds to pick out the men most likely to
call these services, the men with fantasies their wives and
friends will never, ever guess. And I laugh. I haven't hardened
myself; I've just grown used to feeling exposed - like I've been
shooting a sex scene of a film for a week - and for better or for
worse, I've found a way to be comfortable with it.
Part of that owes to recognizing that calling for a disembodied sexual experience in the midd Ie of the day isn't what's
perverse, or even a symptom of mental instability. On the
contrary, I'm convinced that within the parameters of repression operating now, phone sex is one of few healthy alternatives
to rape and arson. Bob struggles to remain rational under guilt
and stress, Cliff finds comfort in juvenile playacting. Fred
conceals his true desires under a tough, conformist veneer - as
his sexual nature gets swept under the corporate rug, so goes
his basic sense of human decency as well.
'1'm going to call you once a week!" chimes Cliff, and I
believe him. "You do that," I say. "Ask for Sheila." And even
I'm surprised - she means it.

Judith Uwis took time away from her job as Arts Editor of City Pages, a
Minneapolis 11EWSTJJ«kly, to research this articli!.
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The burgeoning business of rustomized telephone voicemail services has already grown much faster than has
public awareness of what these services really provide.
Although the distinctions are not always made clear in the
advertisements themselves, there are basically four types of
telephone services:
• Private voice mailboxes, on which a caller may listen
to a prerecorded message and leave a message if she or he
chooses.
• Dating services that rely primarily on networks of such
telephone mailboxes, where callers are free to listen to and
leave voice-mail messages for as many or as few others as
they wish.
• Live, multiparty chat lines - sometimes referred to as
"cruise lines" - where several people are on the phone at
the same time, free to listen or talk to whomever they wish.
• And "phone sex" services, where one person pays either with a charge card or through a phone bill - for
someone else to talk to him or her. This type of service is
featured in the article above.
Casco Bay Weekly offers voice mailboxes in conjunction
with its personal ads, and accepts advertisements for dating
services that offer recorded messages from adults who have
not been paid to leave those messages. This newspaper
does not accept advertisements for cruise lines, phone-sex
lines, or other services similar to those described in the
accompanying story.
Monte Paulsen
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We are proud to present the work of
one hundred talented artists and
craftspeople. Exquisite gifts for
discriminating tastes.
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Give Aunt Mia a Chargrilled
Quesadilla or your brother Chip, a
French Dip, by doing your
holiday shopping at Fr:day's, Our gift
certificates come in denom inations of
$10, $25, or any other amount
you want. And they can be used
for any of our menu items.
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Support U.S. forces

Uptown Portland otTers the finest variety
with personal attention for holiday shopping ...
and all year 'round!
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I must say that I disagree
with those who are opposed
to u.s. involvement in the
Persian Gulf. People do not
realize that oil is used for
other things than heating
homes and putting in cars.
Without it, the U.S. will fall
like a house of cards. Not
only would Hussein's
conquest of over half the
world's oil supply cripple us
but it would devastate those
countries dependent on the
Arab nations for their entire
oil supply.
No one wants a war and
heaven forbid one should
occur; but if it does, we have
brave people willing to
defend themselves, their
country, their flag, their
families and their way of life.
If there are Americans
unwilling to support our
fighting services and back
them all the way to the stars
and stripes, then those
opposed should go to Mr.
Hussein and ask to defect. If
you can't stand behind those
who are willing to fight - Get
out of the line!

773-5547

OPEN EVERY DAY
Casco Bay Weekly is a member
of the Association of Alternative
Newsweeklies
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Denise Leach
Portland

Growth
of morality
This letter is in response to
the letter from Mr. Mark P.
Reed of Friendship, Maine
(CBW 11/15/90). Mr. Reed
said, "(it was a) major
disappointment... when
skimming through the
advertisements," referring to
gay matching (homosexual
hook-up services, as he put it)
and how insulted and injured
he was about finding their
services number: -6%9. I am
very ticked that one could get
so upset as to assume 1) that
-6969 is an exclusive number
for homosexuals; 2) that gay
people do not deserve gay
dating services as a basic
right and freedom for their
own sexuality, and 3) that
homosexuality is any different in love and feeling from
heterosexuality.
Gay people need to hook
up with each other and they
are surely not going to get
that chance through normal
heterosexual channels. Why
don't we deserve what
heterosexuals are naturally
given?
There is already enough
hate, bigotry and killing
going on in this world for
you to be waving your magic
wand and judging those
people you think are unfit for
society and causing its
decline in morality. I tolerate
your lifestyle and respect it
for what it is. Why don't you
learn to do the same and
tolerate other lifestyles even
if you don't agree with them.
Live and let live. Realize
that the decline of civilization
will not be caused by homosexuals. If you don't understand what it is like to be gay,
try and get to know a memher .pf the_gay_C9!llmlJUi!X

15

and you may be surprised to
find that we are just like you:
human, kind, understanding,
as well as greedy, spiteful
and stupid, at times. You
don't have to accept us for
who and what we are, but at
least, you can give us a little
room to move and breathe in.
A little bit of respect for
each other will give us a lot of
chance to get rid of problems
like hate and bigotry, ignorance, apathy, lack of respect
for other people, greed and
the decline of this planet
Earth - of which I am proud
to be a member of the human
race and proud to be doing
my part to help make this a
better home to live in with
other people.

C4~-f}lJ~J~
Ashley-Albert J. Lenartson
Portland

Homophobia
Ignorant
I, speaking as a heterosexual with many homosexual friends, take offense at
the ignorant homophobic
remarks by Mark Reed in
CBW's Views column of 11/
15/90. Making the claim that
homosexuality is the decline
of morality in America is to
return to an outmoded
ideology stemming from
ignorance, self-interest, or
both. No person is predestined toward any fate - not by
our genes, not by original sin,
innate depravity, killer
instincts, or any other concept
that has been used, historically and currently, to excuse
human irrationality and
social injustice.
While I agree with Mr.
Reed and his comments
about the sexual inferences to
be drawn from the gay
matching service ad, I
strongly oppose his biased
representation of the matter,
Many heterosexual matching
services use much more
observable words in their ads,
and by no means should
people think that it is merely
gay matching services that
partake in this unnecessary
measure. This is simply one
group and should not reflect
upon the decency that many
gay people possess.
Homosexuality is not the
norm, but it is normal. It's
time to dispel the myths and
give others with differing
views some respect. I propose
that homosexuality is hardly
the decline of morality in
America, but rather it is Mr.
Reed and a band of other
misinformed people who are
the culprits. Regardless of
your sexual orientation, I
urge everyone to get informed. Read anyone of a
number of good books on the
subject, and help crack down
on the impuissant views of an
ignorant society. Thank you!

~~
Jon Cornell
Portland

• It is more blessed to give
than to receive, but it's even
more blessed to do both.
The Barridoff Galleries, 26
Free St., Portland, presents
an opening of multiples and
monoprints by gallery

• Sublime songbird:
Marguerite Jeunemann is a
present part of a past
Grammy-nominated jazz
group called Rare Silk.
Though she no longer
haunts the dark, smoky

The Casco Bay Weekly Calendar: 10 days and more
ways to be informed, get involved and stay amused
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections must be received In writing on
the Thursday prior to publication. Serid your Calendar and UstJngs Information
to: Ellen lIburt, Casco Bay Weekly, 55 1A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.

artists Alice Spencer,
Sigmund Abeles, Marjorie
Moore, Jeff Keller, and
Alfred Chadbourn, among
others. A portion of the
sales from this reception
will benefit the Maine
Children's Cancer Program.
(See Art/ Around Town
listings for gallery hours
and further information.)
Bless and be blessed!

stages of the great
American jazz scene, she
can still be heard - in the
company of the Marguerite Jeunemann
Quartet - at the Cafe No
(20 Danforth St., Portland) tonight and
tomorrow at 9 p.m. The
quartet consists of guitar
maestro Gary Wittner,
bassist Ben Street and

Cheap thr1ll: wordmong ers mingle
hrills out there, but few can
There are a lot of cheap t
space with a celebrity,
ever compare to sharing th~ sa~: same sights, smelling
breathing the same air, see n~ have Made It and are
the same smells of persons w;hat a thrill It must be,
known In the world at lar~~h 40 celebrities!
then to share that space
har e naturally - by atYou can do this - f~ee of&C pu~l;hers Alliance's Third
tending the Maine wr~~~ook Sale, Dec. 8, from noon to
Annual Open House a Writers Center, 19 Mason St.,
5:30 p.m. at the Maine I car Gary lawless, \.S.
Brunswick. Meet Dahlov ~d Peter Parnall and many
Borthwick, Amy MacDona ,
more 01 Maine's flnes~v.;~~e~~thors will autograph
Think of It! Forty a
t books _ after you buy
copies of their latest a~d bes or is free and open to the
them, of course. This hterary g~ 729-6333.
public. For more Information, ca

~71

will be preceded by a whole
range of learning activities,
like puppet building and
perfonning, set design and
singing. Purchase handmade puppets, toys and
masks at the Shoestring
Theater's Craft Fair from
noon to 5 p.m. Admission to
"A Christmas Carol" is 25
cents. For more information,
call 774-1502.
• The Sawyer St. Studios
and Gallery, 131 Sawyer St.,
S. Portland, presents its
1990 Holiday Show And
Sale from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
today, and from noon to 4
p.m. tomorrow. The work of
11 ceramic artists will be on
display and available for
purchase, including functional and decorative pieces.
Artists in this show/sale
include Abby Huntoon,
Marion Baker, Lynn
Duryea, Sara Cox and many
others. For more information, call 767-7113.

Steve Johnson on drums.
Tickets are $5. For more
information, call 772-8114.
• Submarine sublimation:
The Evans Gallery (7
Pleasant St., Portland)
presents a color photography show of underwater
nudes by Bill Curtsinger.
Mr. Curtsinger'S exemplary
underwater photography
has appeared in National
Geographic magazine,
among other places. The
show will run from Dec. 7
to Jan. 12. An opening
reception will be held today
from 5 to 7 p.m. at the
Evans Gallery. Gallery
hours are 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
Tuesday through Friday,
and 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday.
• The Elements Gallery (56
Maine St., Brunswick)
presents"Art To Wear," an
informal fashion show of
one-of a-kind and contemporary clothing, jewelry and
accessories. "Art To Wear"
includes "imaginative
jackets and vests, dramatic
dresses and pants outfits,
elegant scarves and neckties, and playful hats and
tops." The show, which
runs from 5 to 7 p.m., is free
and open to the public. See
Art! Out of Town listings
for gallery hours and
further information.
• Holidays at Henry's:
Celebrate an 1890s' Christmas as the Maine Historical
Society hosts this annual
event at the WadsworthLongfellow House, 485
Congress St., Portland. The
house will open to the
public today from 11:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and again
from 5 to 8 p.m. Admission
is $3 for adults and $1 for
those 18 and under. See Etc
listings for further information.

• The Shoestring Theater, a
non-agist theater company,
presents Charles Dickens'
"A Christmas Carol" at 7
p.m. at 155 Brackett St.,
Portland. The performance

Go West for the
Holidays. See Dec. 9.

• The Scarborough Public
Library presents "The Gift

Cafe is located in the
College Room, USM Campus Center, Bedford Street,
Portland. For more information, call 874-6598.

A

tradition
contln-

See
Dec 8.
Ue5.

of the Magi," O'Henry's
classic Christmas tale
produced and performed by
the Krackerjack Theatre Co.,
a nationally touring
children's theatre company,
at 4 pm. at the Winslow
Homer Center for the Arts
(at the corner of Routes 1

and 114 in Scarborough).
All seats are $2. For more
information, call 883-4723.
• The Portland Museum of
Art (Seven Congress
Square, Portland) presents
"N.C. Wyeth's Wild West,"

a show organized by the
Brandywine River Museum
in Chadds Ford, Pa. This
exhibition features works
from the Wyeth family's
private collection as well as
representative works from
the Brandywine Museum.
The show opens today and
runs through Feb 3, 1991.
(See Art/Around Town
listings for gallery hours
and further information.)
• Deja Vu (620 Congress
St., Portland) is hosting a
Cut-A-Thon today from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. to benefit the
Maine Health Foundation.
For $20, you can buy that
new buzz and brighten the
little comer you live in for
the holidays. All the proceeds will go to the Maine
Health Foundation to
benefit its various AIDSrelated programs and direct
financial support for people
living with AIDS. Guest
cutters include David
Harvey, Paul Rodrique, Lisa
Lennen, Brenda Broder,
Abbey Black and Christian
Frahm. For appointments
and further information,
call David Harvey at 7724552. Walk-ins will be
welcomed!

• Le bon ton roullete!
Tonight at 9 p.m., WCBB
Channel 10 presents
"French Dance Tonight," a
history of Cajun and
Zydeco music in Louisiana.
This film covers the works
of such luminaries as Queen
Ida, Clifton Chenier,
Buckwheat Zydeco and
Bousileil. See - and hear! Louisiana's living musical
legacy. What? You mean
you don't listen to Cajun
music? Cajun is the coming
thing, people! You'll trade
that electrical guitar for an
eight-button accordion any
day now. That's a promise.
Aaaii! L' Zydeco!

• Free funnies: USM
Portland hosts nationally
know comedians AI
Ducharme and Tom Clark
for an afternoon of purely
eduCational and intellectual
discourse in the Tuesday
Cafe, starting at 5:30 p.m.
Free admission. Learn all
about life in the big city,
sex, food, drugs, rock 'n'
roll and other affairs of
plain living. The Tuesday

RECORDS • TAPES • CDs

12/6

Jimmy Lyden
& Carl Dimow
1217 & 1218

12113
Vintage Repertory
Co. Samuel Beckett's
"Krapp'8 Last Tape"

. . .. .. L~~~~~·~t.=.~~~~J

BOOKS
now located
i.

at

81 Ocean St.,
South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE
Uoed & Out-of-Print Book • .
We buy book., too.
tues to.fri 12:30-5, 8at 11:30-4

We always
jingle your bells
for less!
10 Exchange St. • Old Port· 773-1310
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Put Some Soul
Into The Season
- A Candlelight Concert.

t

:

Don', give llull

samt old ,iff

c:'I:::::J
~

rJuJt thty wd' lIeYer usc.
Give lilt'" somelilillg/un alltl u:cirblg

Tofu
with a
Spicy

(lICIt they will always remember ...

Fri., Dec. 2;, 8 pm
1sf Parish Church

Black Bean Sauce

A Night Ollt
at the Mystery Cafe!

$8.95

425 Congress St., Portland
Tickets $13/8 children
Call 774·0465

Murdcr ••• M.)'hcm ... Food •.. • nd FUN!

Also available at Amadeus
Music and The Whole Grocer
Co-Sponsored by The Maine Times.
Shop n' Save and WMGX

IIG SOUNDS FROM ALL OVER

• The good people at
Intown Portland Exchange
bring you a couple of nice,
folksy traditional ways to
mark the season. First, catch
a ride on the Holiday
Haywagon, a horse-drawn
conveyance that leaves
Monument Square approximately every 20 minutes
from 1 to 6 p.m., and
rolls through downtown
and the Old Port. It's free!
Or: Go see the guy with the
beard (not Fidel Castro)
today from noon to 5 p.m.
Sit on his lap and tell him
you want PEACE ON
EARTH for your
Saturnalia/Solstice/
Hanukkah/ Christmas
present. Who knows; maybe
he'll deliver. Mr. Bush sure
as hell won't.

• The Indigo Girls, folk
rockers and licensed social

How To Trim
Your Budget
Without Cutting
The Essentials

great music
• great grub
• great wine

• Bowdoin College presents an evening of Scandinavian Couples Dancing in
the Dance Studio of Sargent
Gymnasium from 7:30 to 10
p.m. Learn to dance in the
beginners' session from 7:30
to 8 and then dazzle the
assembled company for the
rest of the evening. A
donation of $2 is requested;
free with Bowdoin ID. The

dance will be followed by a
holiday dessert potluck. Uff
da! (Which is Norwegian,
but that's as close as we get
to Nordic culture.)

There aren't Just penguins and porpoises
below the surface.
See Dec. 7.

.

Marguerite Juenemann
Quartet wI Gary
Willner, Ben Street on
b ...... & Steve Jobn.on
on drumo

• Portland Stage Company
presents Bertolt Brecht' s "A
Man's A Man," a revolutionary musical happening
by the author of "Three
Penny Opera" (as in "Mack
The Knife," y'know.) The
curtain rises at 7:30 p.m. It
says right here: "Using
slapstick and impossible
comic logic, this fiercely
funny comedy about war
and individual identity
challenges our ideas about
what defines a man."
Tickets range from $10 to
$24, and can be purchased
from noon until curtain
time at the Portland Stage
box office, 25A Forest Ave.,
Portland. (See Stage listings
for review and other
performance dates and
times.)

philosophers, bring their
sparkling pop sensibilities
and acoustic stylings to the
Portland Expo tonight at 8
p.m. Tickets are available at
all Ticketron outlets, or can
be charged over the phone
by calling 1-800-382-8080.
• Pluck Theatre, Knotts and
Crosses and the Barry Arvin
Young Band will do good
music tonight at 8 p.m. at
the Amnesty International
Concert at Raoul's Roadside
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave.,
Portland. Tickets are $5;
proceeds from this event
will benefit the Amnesty
International Human Rights
Fund. For more information, call 773-6886.

Frid0'17:OC· Saiurdny 8'00
An Evt:nlnlo(
ORDER YOUR

GIFT CERTIFICATES NOIV!

plant a gift this
Christmas

THE
MAN WHO
PLANTED
TREES
JEAN GIONG

58 Pine Street 773-8223

'liCMEl.Es'5 SHEL1"ER.,S·

BRING EITHER:

,

•

0

,

'1. CLEAN USED CLOTHING or •
2. NON-PERISHABLE FOODS or
3. $5.00 CASH or'
~
4. ALL OF THE ABOVE! \

I,If!.

One of many entrees under $10

'" r
WEQT
CJIDE
1.1""11.1 \\ I

11 aeJlW,~Wo~

book/audiocassette package

RAFFLES

C-A-F-E BOOKSfORE
Wed & Thun 'rU 8PM, Sundays 12·5.
555 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND • 761·3930

~O~DAY DE~: 1DT~ • J.t::&
• • t.J.J

9PM-2PM· .~
o c

0

••~ 0 0:

0

MULTIPLE GUEST DJ'S ~
PARTIALPROCEEDS FROM BAR & • ~
TIPS TO GO TOWAROS SHELTERS

0··

ZOOTZ 31 FOREST AVE 773-8187

. . . . . . . _--=:0._-18

Casco Bay Wakly

Dtcember 6,1990
Ghost Patick Swayze plays a dual role _
corpseandghost-n asormwhat banal
story aboutfhe Underwor1daf1erjife. Demi
Moore is his wonied. bereh girlfriend and
Vincent Schlavelli is an experienced
poltergeisf who shows Swayze the
ghosdy ropes.
Henry and June Henry Miller, June Miller
and Anais Nin launch a (small) sexual
revolution in Paris. Fred Ward, Maria De
Madeiros and Uma Thurman.

ATELIER FRAMING
Classic & Contemporary Framing
• Gord Leafing. French Mats
• Con.servationFraming
• Fine
Frames

Continwd from 1O-dity CALENDAR

" The kind of framing you dream abauf, a greaf eye and Ihe technical
abilily 10 fum Ihis gill info realily."
Rob & Annene Elowitch, Borrldoff Gallery

82 Middle St., Portland. 774·2088 • M·F 9·5

SELF-ESTEEM & WELLBEING for CHILDREN

~~6.Jd
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Ages4-10
Whollstlc creal1ve classes for
children Includes yoga, creal/ve
movement, relaxation, art
expression and more. Day &
afterschool classes begin Jonuory.
Contact Marilee Musters, Director
Call 646-2511/871-7444

87 HIGH ST. PORTLAND

WHAT'S
WHERE
Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle streets,
POrtland.
772-9751
Fri & Mon-Thu: first, third and
fourth shows
Sat-Sun all shows
Rookie (R)

NANCY

MARGOLIS
GALLERY

HOLIDAY
IDEAS
Ron Pearson's classic
simplicity in sterling.
earrings
a. 140.
b.195.
broaches c. 105.
also cutf links up to 62.
& a fine selection
of sterling earrings
starting at 70.

b.

Holiday Hours:
Monday through Saturday 10-6, Sunday 12-5
367 Fore Street

Portland, ME 04101

207.775.3822

1,3:45,7:20,9:50 (From Dec 7)
Misery (R)
1:20,3:55, 7:10,9:50
Dances WHh Wolves (PG)
12:45,4:15,7:45
The Rescue,. Down Under (G)
1:10,4:20,6:55,9:15
Predator II (R)
1:30,4:00, 7:20,9:45
RockyV(PG)
1 :40,4:10,7:30,9:55
Henry and June (NC 17)
1,3:40,6:50, 9:30
General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, South Portland
n4-1022
Three Men and
• Little UIdy (PG)
(playing an two screens):
12:45,3,5:15,7:35,10
1 :30, 4, 7, 9:20 (through Dec 6)
Avalon (R)
1,4,7,10 (from Dec 7)
The Nutcracker Prince (G)
1:15,3:15
Reversal of Fortu ne (R)
4:50, 7:10, 9:30
Child'. Play 2 (R)
1 :15, 3:15,5:15,7:15,9:15
Home Alone (PG)
12:45, 3, 5:20, 7:40, 10
White Palace (R)
1,3:15,5:30, 7:45, 10
Ghost (PG)
1:30,4:15,7,9:50

The Movies
10 Exchange St, Portland
772-9600
The Natural History
of Parking Lots
Dec. 5-9
Wed-Sat7,9
Sat-Sun Mat 1
Privilege
Dec8-11
Sat-Sun Mat 3
Sun-Too 7, 9
MonterHlflro
Dec 12-16
Wed-Sat 8:45
Sat-Sun Mat 2:45

Where did you find that?
I

Find something special for
just about anyone ...
at the Museum Shop.
Free admission
to visit the Museum Shop.
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Portland Museum of Art
Seven Congress Square
Portland, Maine 04101

PORTLAND MUSEUM OF ART

SILVER
SCREEN
Anion Director Barrylevinson'saulObiographical account of three generations
01 an immigrant Jewish famity living in
Baltimore.
Chlld'. Play 2 John Lafla's sequel about
a mu rderous doll narood Chucky, 'Mlo
must llil an innocent child to reduce his
time in purgatory. Really.
Dance. With Wolv.. Kevin KOSlner is a
gentle hippie n a Civil War soldier's
body. He corrrnunes with on.-dimensional, ~ter90'xPical New Age versions
oltheStoux Indians, who give him a realcool, nature-boy name.

CLUBS

Photo Christmas Card~s~...1tG
20 cards with envelopes

THURSDAY 12.8

7.99 ~I~r h~;ative

JlmmyLyden a Carl Dlmow(jazz) Cale
No, 20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Curt Beuene (acoustic) Horseleathers
193 Middle St, Portland. 773-3501. .
Flesh Allen (piano) Little Wmle's. 36 Market St, PorUand. 773-4500.
Geo'lle Gordon BlInd (rOCk) Gano's, 13
Brown St, Portland. n2-7891.
BIshop Ave BlInd (rock) Old PortTavem,
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Carol and the Chenners (rock) Spring
Point Cale. 175 Pickett St, S. Portland.
767-4027.

Ready in just 5 days
or your cards are free!*
Cards can also be made lrom your color print or slide
for an additional 2.99.
Christmas card orders accepted through December 11, 1990.
'Ask in store for details.

The Portland Stage Company opened a three-week run of BertoH
Brecht's"A Man's A Man" before a justly appreciative audience on
Nov. 29. While the uncanny timing of this production lends itself to
fanciful speculation, it is very doubtful that PSCs annual advertising budget is large enough to have staged the current crisis in the
Persian Gulf.
"A Man's A Man" is the story of Galy Gay, a gentle villager who
leaves his home one day with the intention of getting a fish for
dinner. He is waylaid and otherwise conscripted by three soldiers
enroute, and is transformed into Jeriah Jip, "human fighting
machine."
The discrete steps of Gayly's transformation are absurd, non
sequitur comic mishaps that nevertheless faithfully echo the "tear
'em down and build 'em up" of boot camp. The resemblance
between the phrases "a man's a man" and "be all that you can be"
(in the Arrr-meee!) is not accidental.
PSC's presentation and set design for "A Man's A Man" is
nothing short of treasonable. The soldiers wear gas station attendants' overalls bearing the "Globil" emblem (printed and colored a
14 the "Mobil" trademark) under another famous trademark, a
"cover the earth" takeoff from a paint company whose name
escapes me at this moment.
My favorite detail is the choice of weaponry: the soldiers' guns
are modified gas pump nozzles. The person who thought up this
detail is to be congratulated. I intend to visit you in prison.
- For perhaps the first 40 minutes, the performances were generally crisp and exuberant - all that anyone could want. However, it
did seem that, toward the end, the pacing was somewhat retarded
by adrenaline withdrawal- which is only natural on opening night .
On the whole, the cast did little to disappoint and much to please.
I was particularly happy with Yusef Bulos' portrayal of Galy
Gay, a casting coup if there ever was one. Also effective were
Edward Baran as Sergeant Bloody Five - God, I love that nameand Kate Fugli as Leocadia Begbick. Without intending anything
sexist here, I bid you all to watch her hips. Good physical comedy
requires clear physical diction, and Fugli - who's character is a
whore and a camp follower - is simply eloquent.
George Jean Nathan used to say that only an idiot would review
somebody else's review, but I've never been able to shed a few
idiotic tendencies. I keep running into people who are of the
opinion that the singing in this show is weak. On the contrary; I
thought that most of the singing, particularly Sophie Maletsky, was
exemplary. Brechtian mock epical opera does not call for machined
precision and "downtown" execution. It should be raucous and
warm, which in this case is a pretty good description of this cast's
delivery.
What most people fail to take into account is that the sound
system represents the latest and best in electronic sound reproduction, vies with the best cinematic "surround-sound" systems and is
boosted beyond the range of human hearing for that larger-thanlife thrill of psychedelia. The scaling of unenhanced human voices
to the cybernetic perfection represented here very naturally
produces a letdown.
I confess that I am prejudiced. I suppose that over-loud and
impressive sound is here to stay. But eventually, actors will have to
wear lapel microphones to compete with them - or be heard over
them.
I intend to develop another fetish before that comes to pass_

SATURDAY 12.8

SUNDAY 12.9

Bertolt Brecht's A Man's A Man" is playing at the Portland
Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest A~., Portland, through lJI!c. 16. For
more information, CRlJ the box office at 774-0465.
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MondIIy Night Footbell WIde Se .... n
TV (culture) Moose Alley, 46 Market St.
Portland. n4-5246.
81ue Willow Band (rock) Ok! Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, Portland. n4-0444.
S. Me. 81ue. Society Monthly Meet.
Ing WId Open Jam (blues), Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Monday NIght Footb., WIde Se .... n
TV (culture) Spring Point Cale, 175
Pickett St, s. Portland. 767-4627.

I

Gano's, 13 Brown St. Portland. 7727891 .
Acoustic Cla.slc: Jim Jo.e, LI ••
Gallant, Ken Grlm.ley (acoustic)
Horseleathers. 193 Middle St, Portland.
773-3501.
Bachelor Night (xxx) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
The Blockhead. (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Rad Light Revue (rock,r&b) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Improv: Ferrell, Shone and Rafk/n
(comedy) Ltttle Willie's. 36 Mar1(et Sf.
Portland. 7734500.

TUESDAY 12.11

I

Zootz, 31 Forest St, Portland. Wed:

Progressives. Thu: Live Music. Fri: Post
Modern - Chern Free; Sat: CUlling Edge
Dance; Sun: Req.Jest Night. 773-8187.
The Moon. 425 Fore St. Portland. Open
nightly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3 am. No
cover. 87H)663 .
Salutes, 20 MikSt, Portland. Open nightly
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
Bounty, 200 Riverside S~ Portland. Fridays, 18+.0penFri·Satuntil3am.Opens
Sun-Thu at 8 pm. 772-8033.
T·8Ird'., 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Fr~
Sat Dancing '50s & '60s. Wed Contemporartes. 773-8040.

Continued on pGgt 20
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BAUHAUS--,
Sofas, Sleepers,
Love Seats and
Chairs ...
The latest styles
and fabrics to
choose from ...
all in stock for
immediate
delivery.
Don'l Miss This Sale!
major credit canl. • in·store financing • free parkinc

PORTI-AND

BANGOR

ELLSWORTII

288 Fore Street· 170 Park Street. High Sueet
774-1322
942-6880
6(j7·361S

RICHARD, PARK~· GALLERY
Holiday Sale

15%
OFF

Entire selection of framed art
on display and in stack prints.
Doci not include previously
placed cwtom fn.ming orders
& consignment art.

Gift Certificates
Available

Burnell's Custom Framing
449 Forest Ave., Forest Avenue Plaza, Ponland 772-4859
Holiday hours: Mon-Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-5 • Offer ends Dec. 24, 1990

"Its itavu~otu.
c. r · "'/"
I

WEDNESDAY 12.12 DANCING
An Ev.nlng with the Trout Bros (rock)

30 City Center, Pan/and • 772-7296
7l US Roule 1, Scarborough • 883-7363

RICHARD PARKS GALLERY
400/0 OFF SALE

M

MONDAY 12.10

Register to Win a Bike
in time for Christmas!
Enter a drawing to win a 10 speed Huffy touring bike.
See details at counter

A man is all he can be

a babysilfer and suddenly irs a game 01 Mr. Mojo's Big Night 0' Blues (blues)
burglars versus I'inlanlterribie. Wilh Joe
Blue Moon, 425 Forest Ave, PorUand.
Pesd and Daniel Stem.
871-0663.
Miller'. Crossing A ponderous tribute to Marguerite Jeunemann Quartet Uazz )
the morally ambiguous crime drama of
Cale No, 20 Danlorth St, Pordand. 772Dashiel Hammett by Ethan and Joel
8114.
Coon. With Gabriel Byrne, Marcia Gay Two Saints, Aqua Vewas (rock) Geno's
Harden, John Turturro. Jon Polito and _
13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891.
'
lasl buf not least/- Albert Filney.
Who Knows? (rock) Horseleathers 193
Misery Paul Sheldon (James Caan) is a
Middle St. Portland. 773-3501. .
writer 01 romance novels who has a I~tle
accidenf in the Colorado wilderness _ Swinging Hot (jazZ) Little Willie's. 36
Market St, Portland. 773-4500.
breaks both 01 his legs, in fact - and is
(rock) Moose Alley, 46 Mar1(et St.
impriSOned by one of his lans (Kathy Legend
Portland. 774-5246.
Bates). Direcfed by Rob Reiner.
Montenegro When an alnuent woman's Bishop Ave Band (rock) Old Port Tavern
11 Moullon St. Portland. 774-0444. .
husband leaves on a business trip, she
lalls in with a group 01 immlgranfs - and Carol and the Charmers (rock) Spmg
Point Cale, 175 Pickett S~ S. Portland.
lalls in loYe wtth a young laborer. With
767-4027.
Susan Anspach, Ertand Josephson and
Per Oscarsson.
The Natural HI.tory of Parking Lot. A
not-too-allentive father hands his rebel·
lious t99n over to his even more rebellious older brother lor disciplining. Mr. Mojo'. 81g Night 0' Blues (blues)
Thanks. DadIWith CharieBean,b. Wyatt
Blue Moon, 425 Forest Ave, Portland.
and Charles Glenn Taylor.
871-0663.
The Nutcrecker PrInce Animated story
01 a young girl who dreams 01 a lairyland, Double Naught Sple.. Brood (rock)
Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. mthe Mouse King and the Nutcracker
7891.
Prince - a love interest, see? Featuring
the voices 01 Kieler Southerland, Peter Ka,..oke (lip sync, Interactive entertainment) Horsefeathers, 193 Middle St,
O'Toole and Phylis Diller and the original
PorUand. 773-3501.
Tchaikovsky Nutcracker score.
Predelor 2 An extremely iAegal aien takes SwInging Hot Uazz) Little Willie's, 36
Market St, Portland. 773-4500.
on Los Angeles drug punks. With Danny
Legend (rock) Moose Alley. 46 MarketSt,
Glover and Gary Busey.
Portland. 774-5246.
Privilege Yvonne Rainer's film about
BI.hop
Ave Band (rock) Ok! PortTavem.
women, men and menopause. With Alice
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774·0444.
Spivak and Yvonne Rainer.
The Rescue,.. Down Under Bemard and 81g Chief .nd the Continentals (rock,
r&b) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865
Miss Bianca. airne-stopping rodents 01
Forest Ave, Portland. TIckefs: $3 at the
the 1977 Disney release The Rescuers,
door. 773-6866.
do it again - in Australia. Featuring the
voices 01 Bob Newhart and Eva Gabor. The UpMtte,.. (rock) Spring Point Cale
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. '
Reve,...1 of Fortune Claus von Bulow is
tried and convicted 01 murdering his wife
in a thr9&-ring legal circus. With Jeremy
Irons, Glenn Close and Ron Silver.
Rocky V Sylvesler Stallone is reunited
here with original Rocky director John G.
Avlldsen. Rocky Balboa is in debt to the care No Jazz Jam, open Jam ..salon
with rtlythm section (byo jazz) Cale
IRS. but too mush· brained to climb back
No. 20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
into the ring. Real-lile boxer TOITITly
Morrison becomes Rocky's protege, Sonny Paul Blues Band/Brown st.
Jam (byo blues) Geno's, 13 Brown St.
which doesn't sit well with Rocky Jr ..
Portland. m-7891.
played by real-life son Sage Stallone.
Blue Willow Band (rock) Old Port TavVery realistic, right?
ern, 11 Moullon St, Pordand. 774-0444.
The Rookie Clint Eastwood is an old cop.
Charlie Sh99f1 is a young cop. Together, Sunday Brunch In the Ballroom, featuring. Classical Duo, Portland R.they make one middle-aged cop. Adaring
gency, 20 Milk Streef, Portland. 774and original premise lor a movie. I say.
4200.
Unplugged Coneerb Acouatlc mualc.
no cover. Tonight: Peter Albert, PM Lost
in the Fine Point, Chronicle (acoustic).
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 7736886.

Gritty McDuff's, 396 Fore St, Portland.
772-2739.
8lockheMi. (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
MoullOn S~ Portland. 774-{)444.
Rick MelSte,.. Jazz .nd Vocal. (big
band jazz) Salutes in the Portland Regency.2O Milk St, Portland. 774-4200.
Open Mike NIght with Peter Gleason.
Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S.
Portland. 767-4627.
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Sophie Maletslly, Peter Schmitz .nd Yusof Bulos In
"A M.n', A Man."

FRIDAY 12.7

Th.... Men
Udy In this
sequel to Thr99 men and a Baby. the
baby (Robin Weisman) is now live years
old and her mother (Nancy Travis) has
moved in with the boys. Mommy and
Tom Selleck faM in love. What comes
next? Spellbinding.
White parKe Susan Sarandon is a waitress on the poor side ollown and James
Spader Is the younger man in her lile.

1.

Let's go back to the
Good Egg Pizzeria
a g a i n tonight!
Pi z z a is good fuel.

THE GOOD EGG

PIZZERIA
5 to 10:30 pm
7 nights 773 0801

Orders recieved by
December 18th
fl,re gUfl,rfl,nteed for
Christmfl.! delivery.
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With this ad. Expires 12120190 I

, spruce up your autumn and winter wardrobes I
& Delivery • Same Day Service If dropi , .
off .1
I • Free Pick-up
Alterations. Reweaving • Shirt Service
..
.,'
I
10% Off on BULK Dry Cleaning too! . ~/(:

~A.$

: (E'cmStreet flJry C{eaners
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UPCOMING
Portl.nd Symphony Orchestra (classical) Magic of Christmas yuletide concert will include singer-actress Karen
Stickney. WGME-lV's Jeff Barnd. The
UmtmlUd from pagt 19
Parish Rngers directed by Ray Comils
and the l00-volce Magic of Christmas
Chorus. Dec 14. 8 pm; Dec 15. 2:30 and
8 pm; Dec 16. 2:30 and 8 pm. Por1land
City Hall AudHorium. 30 Myrtle St. Discounts available to seniors. full-time
students and groups of 10 or more.
Tickets are $25. $23. $20. $16 and $9.
773-8191.
Indigo Girt. 12113 (fofk rock) 8 pm.
Cumberland County Civic Center. 783D212.The Indigo Girls. folk rockers and
licensed social philosophers. bring their
sparkling pop sensibilities and acoustic
stylings to the Portland Expo tonight at 8
p.m. Tickets are available at all Ticketron
outlets. or can be charged over the phone
by calling 1-800-382-8080.
Bela Fleck and the Flecktone. Amnesty International Human Right.
Benefit 12113 (various) 8 pm. Raoul's
(newgrass) 9 pm. Raoul·s. 865 Forest
Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest Ave.
Ave. TICkets: $10. 773-6886.
Portland. Pluck Theatre . Knots &
Crosses. Only Motions. the Tomedo
Bros. and sound by Barry Arvin Young.
773-6886.

CONCERTS

THURSDAY 12.8

27 Wharf St.. In the Old Port. Portland· Open 7 Days' 207-772-2487
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An Old Port Tradition
Greater Portland Magazine
Award Winner
for

t\.

GREAT STEAKS • FRESH SEAFOOD
COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE

J!I:.,,"Q~~

FRIDAY 12.7

Portl.nd Symphony Orchestra (classica~ 8 pm. Por1land City Hall Auditorium.
30 Myrtle SI. Magic of Christmas yuletide
concert will include singer-actress Karen
Stickney. WGME-lV's Jeff Barnd. The
Parish Ringers cirected by Ray Comils
and the tOO-voice Magic of Christmas
Chorus. Tickets are $25. $23. $20. $16
and $9. Discounts available to seniors,
full-time students and groups of 10 or
more. 773-819t .
Rockln' Vibration (reggae) 9 pm. Raoul's
R~ Anra<:lion;-OOS Foro-;I Ave.
PorUand. Tickets: $4. 773-6886.
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Best Steak • Best Late Night
Why Go Anywhere Else?

"11~~ Certificates Available for the Holidays.

83 EXCHANGE ST. • PORTLAND, ME • 773-4731

The Phantom Tollbooth The Theater
Project's 'Second Stage" production
company will present this classic
children's book by NorIOn Juster about a
boy who passes through a magic 1011booth to strange lands. where he leams
some valuable lessons. The Phantom
Tollbooth runs from Dec 7-9 and 14-16:
Fridays and Saturdays at7 pm. Sundays
at 2 pm. Tickets are $8 and $5. Family
rates available. For reservations. call
729-8584.
Schoolhou. . Arts Center presents
The Bast Christmas Pageant Ever. a
slory about a family of juvenile delinquents who bully their way into being
cast in the lead rofes in a church's annual
Christmas pageant. For auciences of all
ages. The show runs through Dec 16 on
Fridays at 7 pm. Saturdays at 2 pm and
7 pm. and Sundays at2 pm. All tickets
are $4. Reservations can be made by
calling 642-3743. The Schoolhouse Arts
Center is located half a block north of the
intersection of routes 114 and 35 in
Sebago Lake Village.
Steel Magnolia. Theater Party FundRaiserThe Casco Bay and Port of Maine
Chapters of the American Business
Women 'sAssociation will hold a party on
Dec 6 at 7:30 pm. at Thaxter Theater
(420 Cottage Rd. S. Portland). A recep-

Ii<>n begins at 7:30 pm; the curtain goes

STAGE

up at II pm
Steel Magnolias. Tickets
for this entertalnTilg evening are $15
each. with proceeds benefitting local
scholarship funds. Forticketsand further
information . call Kathy Bascom at 797-

The Paul WInter Consort (world music)
8 pm. Saints Peter and Paul Church.
7388.
_ _
Lewiston. Tickets $14 general public.
seniorslstudents $12. 782-7228.
.
Velveteen Rabbit The SI. Joseph's Co~
Portland Symphony Orchestra (clas- The Bowdoin Dance Group Will present
lege Theatre Guild. in conjunction with
Its annual fall studiO show. !ncludln~ a
Windham Center Stage Theatre. will
sica~ 2:30 and 8 pm. Portland City Hall
present seven perfonmances of this
broad range of dances denvlng InsporaAudilorium. 30 MyrtleSI.Magic of ChristtlOll from such vaned sources as Bulmusical which follows the adventures of
mas yuletide concert wi. include singergarian line ~cing. Afro-Haitian dance a toy rabbit as he tries to become real.
actress Karen Stickney. WGM E-T¥'s Jeff
and the architecture of Frank Lloyd
Dec 8-15. with matinee. evening and
Barnd. The Parish Ringers directed by
Wright Dec EH •.at 7:30 pm. In ~ickard dinner theatre performances available.
Ray Cornils and the loo-voice Magic of
Theater. Me~JaI Hall. Bowdoin Co.ICost is $5perticket. freetopre-schoolers
Christmas Chorus. Discounts available
lege. Brunswick. The performance IS
and senior citizens. The dinner theatre
to seniors. full-time students and groups
free and open to the publIC.
performance on Dec 8 Is $15 . SI.
of 10 or more. 773-8191 .
The Collection and The Dumbwaiter.
Joseph's Theatre. Sl Joseph's Cotlege
two one-ael plays by Harold Prnter. Will on Sebago Lake in Standish. For addibe presented by Mad Horse Theatre
tionaI Information or 10 make reservations
Company through Dec .16. Trekets are
for the cinner theatre performance. call
$14 Thurs-Sun . $15 Fn-Sat. With a $2
892-3052.
discount for seniors and students. 955F
Portland Symphony Orchestra (clasForest Ave. Portland. For more inforsical) 2:30 and 8 pm. Por1land City Hall
mation. call 797-3338 .
Auditorium. 30 Myrtle SI. Magic of
Christmas yuletide concert wiU include The Gin of the Magi Saco River Grange
Theatre presents O'Henry's classic
singer-actress Karen Stickney. WGMElV's Jeff Barnd. The Parish Ringers
Christmas tale performed by the Audition. for Georg Buechner'.
cirected by Ray Cornils and the 100Kracl<.erjack Theatre Co.• a nationally Woyzeck - 10 actors needed. six men
voice Magic of Christmas Chorus. Distouring children's company. Dec 15 at
and six women. Dec 8 from 1-5 pm. at
counts available to seniors. full-time
2:30 pm. Saco River Grange Theatre.
the Where House. 29 Forest Ave. bestudents and groups of 10 or more. 773Salmon Falls Road. Bar Mills. All seats
tween Zootz and The Euro Cale. Prowction dates Jan 24-26 and Jan 31 -Feb
are $3. For more information. call 9298191 .
6472 or 774-1160.
2. There will be some pay based on ticket
Cathedral Chamber Singers (choran 4
sales. For more information. call 772pm. SI. Luke's Cathedral. 143 State St Hans Christian And.,...n wDt be presented by the Portland Lyric Theater on
9640. If you are Interested but cannot
Portland. Wor1<sbyTaliis. Weefkes. Gibthree consecutive weekends beginning
make illo the audition. call Harlan Baker
bons. Mundy. Purcell and Benjamin
Nov 16. Thlsseldom-seen stage show is
at the above number. He has copies of
Brinen . as well as seasonal carols.
based on the Danny Kaye movie. and
the script available for reaclng .
Tickets are $8. $6 for students and sefeatures lyrics and a score by award- Audition. for the Portland Symphony
niors. 772-5434.
winning Frank Loesser. including songs
Orchestra'. thr. . youth ensemble.
J _ Sapp (gospel) 3 pm at the Allen
such as Thumbelina and Wonderful
will be held Dec 12from4-6 pm. Auditions
Avenue Unitarian Universalist Church.
Copenhagen. Perfonmances are schedfor string instrumentalists will be held
524 Allen Ave. Portland. Donations aculed for Fri and Sat eves. with Sun
from 4-5 pm. and auditions for wind and
cepted. Gospel MusicWor1<shop bySapp
matinees at 2:30. 176 Sawyer St. S.
percussion will be from 5-6 pm. Musicians
from 1-2 pm before the service - cost
PorUand. Call box office to reserve tickwID be expected to perfonm a short (5$20. 967-0057.
minute) piece of their own choosing.
ets: 799-1421 or799-6509.
Krapp'. La.t T.pe performed by the
Memorial Middle School. 120 Wescott
Vintage Reper10ry Co .• Dec13. Cafe No. Rd. S. Portland. Students wishing to
20 Danforth St. Portland. Call ahead for schedJle an aucition time or receive
time. 772-8114.
more information may call the PSO ofJoe laflamme: Jaz Excursion (tradi- A Little Night Mu.lc by Stephen
free at 773-6128.
tional and contemporary jazz). 6 pm in
Soncl1eim. Pertormed by USM theatre
The Chalet at SI. Joseph's Coflege.
students and Opera Workshop. Through
Standish. Freeadrrission. 892~766 . ext.
Dec 8 at 7 :30 pm. Dec 9 at5 pm. USM's
791.
Russetl Hall. Gorham. $7 public. $6 USM
Cathedral Choir of St. Luke'. Brown
staff. $4 students. 780-5483.
Bag Concert (seasonal choral and A Man'. A Man by Bertolt Brecht Slapreadings) 12:15-12:50 pm. St. Luke's
stick comedy about a laborer who is
Cathedra~ 143 Stale St. Portland. Frea
tumed into a human fighting machine.
admission. 772-5434.
through Dec 16. per10rmancesare TueThu at 7:30 pm; Frl at 8; Sat at 5 and 9;
Luther "Guitar Junior" .Johrwon (Jazz)
and Sun at 2. Portland Stage Co .• 25A
9 pm. Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 865
Forest Ave. Portland. Tickets: $5 at the
Forest Ave. For ticket information. call
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01 Fa mily and

Friends

d. cole jewelers
10 Exchange S~eel. POIicnd • 772·5 11 Q
Hours: Iv'on.·ScI. 10-9. Sun. 11-6

WEDNESDAY 12.12

Christmas Specialties
order ahead for
Office Parties & Home Entertaining!
For Entertaining:
Gugelhophf Spice Cake
Buche de Noel
Christmas Gift Cake
Linzertorte

Seasonal Coffee Cakes:
German Stoller
Italian Pannetone
Many varleUles of

tradUtma1 seasonal
cookies

door. 773-6886.

ARTG

774-0465.

Harlem Spiritual EnMmbla (tacitional Mystery eare: PorUand·. Onl)' Dinner
Theater Solve a hilarious murder mysNegro spirituals) 8 pm. Cor1hell Concert
HaU. USM's Gorham campus. Tickets:
tery aver a four-oourse dinner. Fridays
and Saturdays. 7pm. The Baker·sTabie.
$12 general admission. $8 seniors. $5
434 Fore St. Portland. For more infor- BarridoffGallert... 26 FreaSt. Por1fand.
students. m.a630 or 780-5555.
mation. call 883-1035.
MultipteslMonoprints by gallery artists.
Opening reception 5-7 pm. Dec 6. 10
benefit the Maine Children's Cancer
Program. Exhibit runs through Dec 31 .
Hours: Mon-Fri. 10 am-5 pm: Sat 12-4
pm. 772-5011 .

OPENIN

,

Evans Gallery. 7 Pleasant St. Por1land.
Cotor photography show of underwater
nudes by Bill Curtsinger. Show will run
Dec 7-Jan 12 (gallery will be closed Dec
24-Jan 2). An opening reception will be
held on Dec 7 from 5 10 7 pm. Gallery
hours: 10 am-6 pm. Tue-Fri; 11 am-4 pm
Sat. 879-0042.

AROUND TOWN
Albert.· •• 21 Pleasant St. Portland. Mythology II. an exhibit of pen and ink
drawings by Lee Thompson . Show runs
through Dec 31 . For more information.
call 799-2210 .
The Art Gallery at Six Deering street.
Portland. The Spirit of Christmas: recent
paintings of Charles Burdick. Marguerite
M. Lawler and Phyllis Woff Wilkins.
Gallery hours: 11 am-5 pm. Tue-Sat the
first two weeks of the month: thereafter.
by chance or appl 772-9605.
BarridoffGalierle• •26 Free St. Portland.
A selection of 19th- and early 2OIhcentury American pantings. Hours: MonFri. 10 am-5 pm: Sat 12-4 pm. 772-5011.
The Baxter Gallery. Portland Schoof of
Art. 619 Congress St. Portland. Faculty
ExhiMion through Dec21 . Gallery hours:
Tue-Sun. 11 am-4 pm; Thu till 9. Free
admission. 775-3052.
Congress Square Galle..,. 42 Exchange St. Portland. Holiday exhibition
of small paintings by gallery artists in all
media for holiday gift-giving. Also on
exhibit will be hand-colored photographs
by David Klopfenstein . sculpture by
Carmen Melito and Melita Brecker.
Gallery hours: Mon-Sat. 11 am-6 pm;
Sun . 11 am-4 pm; evenings after
Thanksgiving. For fur1her information .
call 774-3369.
Danforth Gallery. 34 Danforth St. Portland. Prints for Peace. a benefit show
and sale for Very Special Arts Maine.
Artwork will include wood engravings.
etchings. limitededitionsand monopOnts
by 20 Maine artists. Very Special Arts Is
a non-profit organization dedicated to
developing enrichment programs in all
the arts for people with and without cisabilities. Hours: Tue-Sun. 12-5 pm.
through Dec 23. 775-6245.
Dean Velantga. Gallery. 60 Hampshire
St. Portland. Island Portfolios: an exhibit
of color woodcuts completed on
Vinalhaven Island. Maine. during the
summer of 1990. by Charles HewiU.
Alison Hildreth and Katarina Weslien.
Galleryhours: Thu 12-8 pm; Fri-Sat. 125 pm; Sun 12-4 pm; or by appl. 7722042.
Element. Gallery . 56 Maine St.
Brunswick. Art to Wear: one-of-a-kind
and out of the ordinary clothing. jewefry
and accessories. Wearable art for winter. holiday dressing and gifts with contemporary style and wit for men and
women . Through Jan 16. Gallery hours:
Mon-Sat. 10 am-5 pm; Sun. 12-5 pm in
December. 729-1 108.
F.O. Bailey. 137 MiddleSt. Portland. New
art in the form of paintings, photography.
jewelry. glass. pottery and handwoven
blankets. Artists showing include Lisa
Bonnarrigo. Marty Chabot. Lisa Dombek.
Nick Humez. Padi Mayhew Bain. Cindy
Mcguirl. Orlando Olivera-Najara. Jay
Piscopo. David Pollock. Steven Priestly.
Larry Pfassand Lee Rosenblum. Through
Dec 31 . Hours: 9 am-5 pm. Mon-Fri: 10
am-4 pm Sat For more information. call
774-1479.
Greenhut Galleries. 146 Middle St.
Portland. Holiday Group Showing con sisting 01 all new small works by 20
Maine artists. Through Dec 31 . Gallery
hours: Mon-Sat. 10:30 am-5 :30 pm. For
more information. call 772-2693.
Ashley Leonart son. 57 A Brackett St. first
floor. The Martini Show. an art opening
of original gra phic design. pastels. portraits. drawings and sculpture by Ashley
Leonart son. Gallery open on Saturdays
from 5-9 pm for the month of December.
For more information. call 761 -4696.
Lewl. Gallery. Portland Public Library.
FIVe Monument Square. Watercolors by
Pam Johnson of Saco. who emphasizes
light and shadow to create strong compositional interest. Through Dec 28.
Hours: Mon. Wed & Fri.l0am-6pm;Tue
and Thu. noon-9 pm; Sat from 9 am-5
pm. 871 -1710.
M.lne Potters Marf(et. 376 Fore St.
Portland. Hofiday gift ideas in porcelain.
stoneware and earthenware by 15 Maine
potters. Through Dec 30. Hours: 9 am-9
pm. Mon-Sat; 10 am-6 pm Sun. 7741633.
The Many Hand. Gallery (the back room
in Basics). 537 Shore Rd. Cape Elizabeth. Open House Dec 8 & 9 from lOam5 pm. For more information. call 7674016.
Nancy Margoll. Gallery. 367 Fore St
Portland. One-of-a-kind art gilt pieces.
Holiday hours: open Sun's starting Nov
25 and eves starting Dec 10. 775-3822.

136 Main St., Freeport
Open 10-6 daily
865-6201

Give an
Original

Antiques
and
Accessories

One-of-a-kind pottery
hand-made in Maine

country and fonna!
furniture. haviland.
fine glass and china
accessories
buy & sell

10% Off
selected
items with
this ad
255

vases. weights. ornaments and
much more lopen sund~s .

Stein
FRY

Mon.-Sat. 10-5
Congress Street

Portland
Maine

MAINE
POTTERS

affordable gifts
glass jewelry. perfume bottles. bud

ANTIOU EW O L F
IL ESTATE JEW El RY
Mon . - Sot. 10:30 - 5; Sun. 12 · 4
16 MILK STR.EET
POR.1V>ND, MAlNE04101
107 · 77. · 899.

GAil

04101

CONTEMPORARY GLASS

207/772-9852

F.O • .,,,,, ••.• ,

ANTIQUARIANS

AUCTIONS. APPRAISALS

e

SHOWROOM

Serving Maine with Expertise and Experience Since 1819
-announces-

* A Holiday Estate Sale*
Saturday, December 8. 1990 - 10:00 am to 4:00 pm

and
Daily, December 10 to 15. 1990 - 10:00 am to 4:00 pm
at

The F.O. Bailey Annex
137 Middle Street - Portland, Maine
.lDlirE!Ctions. From 1-295 exit into Franklin St. At 5th set of lights. tum right
onto Middle St. Gallery is on the right at next intersection.
You loved oW' last one. you'll love this one even morel!
Antiques, furniture. colleaibl~s, rugs, practi~ items, <?,eative gifts w~ new
items arriving daily from Mame Estates. Ail .tems priced to sell. Heirloom
:::3:.::.~":":' :' :'.:.~Jil; gifts at affordable prices - our gift to you for Christmas!
TCI'ID5C Cash or Pusonal check only Ilyou haft csubU.sbod credJt with F. O.
SaUcy prior to sale date.. Stair of Maloe requlrcs dcMcn to provkIe • copy of

tbdt sdJc:c's Cerd8care from tbdr

mOle .tate.

No 100/0 BU)'<'r's Premium for tJtls sale..

• Franld1n B. Allen #0191 •
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POLAROID
ONE STEP
FLASH CAMERA
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OUT OF TOWN

Serving You and Your Business

~

General Practice of Law Including:
• Divorce, Custody &. Support
• Criminal Defense
.OUI/OAS

~

• Commercial Law
• Worker's ColllJ'./Personallnjury
• Real Estate I Tide Insurance

Cmllinutd frun pa8 t 21

BRUNEI IE, SHUMWAY & RYER
Street Professional Building
222 Auburn St., Portland
797.2700
FREE PARKING
EASY ACCESS
Auburn

ART

Joan Whhney Payson Gall.ry of Art,
Westbrook College, 716 Stevoos Ave,
Portland. "Impressionism: Selections
from the Colby College Art Museum and
The Joan Whitney Payson Gallery of Art
Collections'through Feb 17. Hours:TueFri, 10 am-4 pm (Thu until 9 pm); SatSun. 1-5 pm. 797-9546.
Th. Pin. T.... Shop and Bayvl.w
Gallery, 75 MarI«!t St, Portland. The
wood carvings and landscape paintIngs
of Wiscasset artist Bob Stebleton will be
on exhibit for the month of December.
Stebleton's woodcarvingsare in the folk
art tradition. The watercoiorsof Camden
artist Carol Sabold and photographs of
Maine by Neal Paroot will also be on
exhibit. Galleryhours: 1OanHi pm. MonSat. Through December. The gallery
wnl also be open on Sundays from noon4 pm. 773-3007.
Portland Museum of Art, Seven Congress Square, Portland. "Refte~ti~ns of
the Built Environment,· an exhIbItIon of
31 paintings. drawings, sculpture and
ceramics on loan from the permanent
coUection. Exhibition demonstrates how.
over the past century. architecture has
continued to playa diverse role in art.
both as imagery and as a physical presence assuming a sculptural form.
Through Jan 20, 1991. "The Artist's
Modet,' an exhibit that concentrates on
the human fonn and examines the relationship between artist and model is on
view through Feb 17. N.C. wyeth's Wild

A bolistlc approacb to
tberapeutlc massage by a
professional experienced In
conventional medicine.
Katble D. McGonagle, LPN, CMT

7berapeutic Massage
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAIJABLE
207-846-3306 or 781-5540

OPEN
FOR
DINNER
Great Food
Affordable Prices
Taste the Difference!

cafe on exchange

west,organizedbytheBrandywineRIV~
Museum in Chadds Ford. PA, the exh~

TREAT YOUR TASTE BUDS AND GIVE YOUR WALLET AREST!
Mon-Wed ,. 11 am to 9pm
thurs-fri ,. 11 am to 10pm
Saturday" 7am to 10pm
Sunday" Brunch

" wolter's cafe' 15 eHchon st. , portland"

THE ,
PERFECT GIFT!
Wonderful Thrkish Kilim Pillows.
We all need a little support,
These lovely pillows are made from beautiful
old Turkish kilims, Colors are mostly ~oft
shades of indigo, madder, pale yellOW, wme,
rose, persimmon, tomato, sand, char~oal, curry
and magenta", and a wide range of SIzes: 8x16,
14x 14, 15x15, 16x16, llx21, 18x18 and 20x20,
Priced for any budget from $15,00 to $75,00,
Please come soon as we always sell a lot of
these for Christmas,

Discover...
"The Maine Source
of Oriental Rugs ••• and pillows©."
Oriental Rugs at unbeatable prices
since' yo " t. AH (1974 AD)
·to

r

HARD CIDER
FARM Oriental Rugs
45 Middle Rd., RL9

-

Falmouth, Maine 04105
Appoinunents: (207) 775-1600
Maine WATS 1-800-660-RUGS
Hours: 10-5 Tues.-SaL
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Food and art seem to be good companions, One feeds the
body, the other nurtures the soul. It is this alli~ce that leads
one to seek out art in local restaurants, where It seems very
civilized to examine a painting with companions over a cup of
coffee.
.
The best restaurant show I've found recently is at the
Seamen's Club, upstairs over the corner of ~xch~ng? ~d Fore
streets. It is one-half of a 16-artist show entitled Spmted Works
by Maine Artists."
This was my first venture into the Seamen's Gub. Frankly,
the name connotes macho beer halls and virile sailors. But
upstairs, the four dining rooms are airy and light, with their.
restored brick walls and exposed beams. They make a surpnsingly good setting for art work - and I saw no sailors.
In the main dining room are three works by Kathleen
Sweeney of South Portland, The mixed m~ia ~ntitled "Martha
Graham" shows a figure with her arms raIsed III ~n open
gesture. The image is achiev~ with deep em?ossmg of the .
thick, cloth-like paper, so that It appears seml-scul~ural. ThIS
one overall is a very pale green, with touches of pamt that make
it look like oxidized copper. Present~ in a har~-painted deep
frame the three-dimensional quality IS emphasIZed. In the next
room: "Falling Man" also captures grace in the figure, and
restful simplicity in this tactile medium:
Three untitled oil paintings by Samnth Chap of South
Portland are also on view in the main dining room. In the
middle painting, deep, rich colors make faces and fi~~s
emerge, giving focus to an otherwise abst~act compoSItiOn. The
colors are a beautiful, rich range of blue-VIolets and reds.
There is intensity here but not an entirely clear story. I~ the
paintings on the left and the right, however, the message IS
clear. Skeletons, faces, and hollow eyes, together with lots of
reds contrasting blue and orange, denote blood, violence and
death. In a statement about the subject matter of his work~ Chap
says it is "memories of the communist regime in .Cambodla,"
influenced by "past experiences." Powerful a~d mtense, they
remind me of the Expressionists, who used bnght color and
paSSionate brushstr:ok~s to expr~ss ,~ling~: often of angst ..
Two huge oil pamtmgs (one IS 6 x7-1/2 ) by Ken Hendnksen
of Portland are in one of the side dining rooms. These works are
impressive in size and technical ability but don't fit i~to the
otherwise cohesive effect of the group show. The subjects are of
Roman sculpture, rendered with cold, photorealist precision.
The melodrama of the sculptures, their gaudy boldness,
reminds me of the decadent Roman Empire: I don't ~ the.
point in these paintings besides demon~tratmg techm~al skill.
The most striking work in the show IS by Iv~r ~fu~ng of
Swan's Island. In the main dining room is an oil pamting
entitled "Salvador," depicting a scene in a small town in
Guatemala. The color is inviting as is the style, f1a~ color ~d
homemade perspective. Looking closer at the subjE!Ct, I stIli felt
invited but also alarmed at what first appeared as a happy
scene. Several people have their hands up in front of a. death
squad, by a bus. A funeral procession is in progress Wlt~ ~he
ghost of Archbishop Ramero in the back~ound. Two rruhtary
men hover in the foreground next to a pIg. A row h~llse holds
people in its doorways - just ordinary pe?ple, h~gmg .out. It
reminds me of a tragic song put to upltftmg mUSIC, an mtense
subject painted with a sure hand in a friendly, folk-art style.
Lofuing describes life in Guatemala after two years ~ t~~ P~ce
Corps as an odd mix. of this military culture happenmg whlle

gUt certUlcates avallable
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Fun-fur
lined,
tIeated.
leather

GWENDOLYN 1. O'GUIN, D.O.

slouch

boot

Atlult/Petli4tric MedicifU • Office Gynecology
ManipulAtion. PreJImtMwe Medicine

J'

mini-lug
with

and by Appointment
222 St.
~t., Suite #322

Walk-In

sole
$89

773.3760

164 Middle St.

Restr'Pations

In the

Welcomed

Old Port

RAW BAR & GRILL

32D

Main St. • Freep:>rt
865-1444

• parkmG m thp rp m •

HOLIDAY GREETINGS
from all of us at
THE OYSTER CLUB
We are the WINNERS o/the Chowderfest
Both the Judges and the Peoples Choice Awards!
During December come in for dinner
Sunday through Thursday and enjoy a cup of our chowder for
FREE with any entree!
Book your Christmas parties and reserve your table for
New Years Eve now!
Our Gift Certificates are available in any denomination.

L-_HAPPY HOLIDAYS--J
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... Unique art and jewelry

CONTtMPORARY
FIINITDRE
LImING
ACCESSIBIES

DIMDRA
26 Exchange Street
PortIard·. 0i::I Port
775-704a

1991
Calendar

from Indonesia and Africa
OPEN EVERY DAY

OTHER

life goes on,"
.
Lofuing's panting "The Wanderer" tell another story, this
one of hitchhiking in Maine. A red pickup heads away fro~ the
viewer up a rural back road. There is a naked woman standmg
in a doorway. In the front are some almost transparent d~,
representing "the spirit of the det;r," acco~ding to t~e artIst, To
the left on a hillside is a commumty of trailers. ~s In the
painting "Salvador," there is a factual presen.tation, no~ h~rd
hitting, but a subtle political statement: here IS the reahty, look
at it. There is a democracy of images - no one scene overpowers
another. The trailers are arranged in a pattern and actually
appear beautiful.
, Cl b
Altogether there are 20 artists showing at the Seamen s u
and The Bakets Table. The show lacks consistent labeling,
however. Andre Versosa, curator of and contributo~ to the
show, can provide information on the artists and p~ces, I
enjoyed walking through the dining rooms yet realIZed that
unlike a gallery, here the art is specificall.y for patrons, Maybe
you can manage to enjoy lunch and the hvely atmosphere as
you view some local art work.
.
.
Spirited Works by Maine Artists Wlll be on VIew through
Dec. 31 at the Seamen's Gub, 1 Exchange St., and The Baker's
Table, 434 Fore St., Portland.

Bowdoin College Muaeum of Art,
Brunswick. "From DOrer 10 Picasso: Five
Centuries of Master Prints froma PrivaJe
Collection' through Dec 9; TwentiethCentury Art from lhe Collections through
Mar 31. Museum hours: Tue-Sat, 10
am-5 pm; Sun 2-5 pm. For more Information, call 725-3275.
The Center for the Arta at The
Chocolate Church, 804 Washington
St, Balll. Members' Show and Sale will
run through Dec 22. Open to the public,
the show offers an opportunity to buy art
for the holiday season. Gallery hours:
Tue-Fri, 10 am-4 pm; Sat, noon-4 pm;
closed Suns and Mons. 442-8627.
Cry of the loon. Route 302, South Casoo.
Affordable art for Christmas by Maine
artists. Hours: 9:30 am-5:3Opm, MonFri. 655-5060.
Dlmora. 26 Exchange St, Portland. Watercolors by Ellen Norton and various
works by local artists. Through Dec 31. EI.mentary Educators' Conf....nee
Open daily. 775-7049.
Focus is a futuristic conference for
Gallery Framing. 12 Pleasanl St,
educators grades 4-6, to be held at the
Brunswick. -Often, Less ts More: an
Stephen ManchesJer/Arfington School,
exhibition of photographic imagery from
Wincltam, on March 15, 1991. Focus
Ihe lens of Lee J. Hargadon. Hours: 9
members believe in the education of lhe
am-5 pm. Mon-Fri; 10 am-2 pm Sal.
whole chUd and the conference's keynote
729-9108.
speakers, Dr, Marge Bumpus and
The Good Egg Cafe, 705 Congress St,
Murray Banks, will address this subject.
Portland. Recent work by Johanna
A varlely of worl<shops will also be held
Moore, through Dec 15.
the day of the conferooce. For more
Hobe Sound Galleries North, 58 Maine
information, contact Joyce Parker, c/o
St. Brunswick. A L~tle Art is a Small
ManchesterSchool,709 RooseveltTrail.
Present: a holiday collection of small
Windham, 04062, or call 892-1830.
works by gallery artists. Through Dec En.rgy Cons.rvatlon Classes The
22. Hours: Tue-5at, 10 am-5 pm. 725Energy Conservalion Division of the Dept
4191.
of EconomIC and Communily DevelopKenn.bunkport Post Offlc., The
ment will conduct a sarles of workshops
on energy consarvation this fall. Upon
Mentoring Committee of Project ASPIREI announces the opening of an art
completion of the workshop, participants
exhibit featuring !he work of 18 local
will receive a certificate for a 50 percenl
artisls and students through Dec 9. For
rebate up to $200 for weatherization
materials, energy efficient lighting
more information, call 985-2912.
products and heating system maintelanea.ter loung •. Moulton Union,
nance. The REAP workshops will be
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Exhibition
conducted through area adult education
of Blue Hill artist John Harris' watercolprograms. Contact your local Adult
ors. through Jan 2. 725-3253.
Education Dlreclor or the Energy Con'
The Maine Emporium, 85 York SI,
servation Division at 289-8000 for
Portland. Exhibit of hand-quilted wall
worksho~timesandplacesneareslyou.
hangings by Kathy Boudreau through
Dec 31 . Hours: open seven days a week Forty Mal ne Author. will be signing their
books at Maine Writers & Publishers
from 11 anHi pm. 871-0112.
Alliance's Third Annual Open House
MRoute 1, 1 SUI 0 from Kittery to
and Book Sale, Dec 8, from noon-5:3O
BNnawlek, A Senior Perspective,·
pm at the Maine Writers Center, 19
a Danforth Gallery showing al HuntingMason St. Brunswick. Dahlovlpcar,Gary
ton Common, 11 Ross Rd. Kennebu nk.
Lawless, J.S. Borthwick, Amy
Juried exhibit of works by 20 artists from
MacDonald, Paler Pamall and many
Southern Maine. Through Jan 6. HOU1S:
more of Maine's finest writers will be
Tue-5at, 11 am-5 pm. 775-6245.
present Thousands of Maine books for
Thom_ Memorial library, 6Scoll Dyer
sale. Refreshments. Free and open to
Rd, Cape Elizabeth. Bernice Madinek
the public. For more information. call
Glixman will display a selection of her
72~6333.
sculpture through Dec 8. 799-1720.
University of N_ England, 11 Hills "How Maine Provided Granite to the
World,· a leclure by Eleanor
Beach Rd, Biddeford. Exhibit of paintRichardson. Dec 12 at 5:45 pm (preIngs, watercolors and rrixed media by
ceded by a cocktail hour). Maine MarlSusan CoIbum,Motta and paintings by
time Museum presents one in a series of
Salazar on view through Dec31. Hours:
fJVe lectures. Program includes an in8 am-5 pm. 283-0171.
formal social hour with the lecturer beUniversity of South.m Maine Art
fore the talk. IndiviOJai lectures are $9
Gallery, Gorham. USM's Art Faculty
for non-members and $6 for members.
display their work through Dec 13. 12
For more infonnation about registration
ooon-4 pm. Sun-Thu; closing reception
for the series, or about other offerings by
4-6 pm, Dec 13. Free and open 10 the
the Museum, such as concerts of tradipublic. 780-5009.
tionalsaamusic,contact Maine Maritime
Museum, 243 Washinglon St, Bath
04530, or call 443-1316.
language Tabl.. for people who wanl
to learn how 10 speak French, German.
Russian or Spanish. The USM Dep't of
Annual Holiday Sale of Itema by PortForeign Languages and Classics atlhe
land School of Art faculty, staff
Portland campus has scheduled staff
alurooi and friends. Dec 8 & 9. 10 ar0-4
members to help people. The sessions
pm, at the Baxter Building. PorUand
are scheduled for weekday aft's and
School of Art, 619 Congress St, Portearly eve's through mid-December.
land. 775-3052.
Merrbersofthe public who are inlerested
"From Thos. Who Hav. Been Cenin finding out more about this service
sored_.· Union of Maine Visual Artists
and where each table meets can call
presents a panel of Maine artists who
780-4290.
wijl speak on their experiences with
having wOlll censored for political and lnblan Mlnl.ter to Shllre Spiritual
Journey Ganaral Theological Center
other reasons. Dec 7, 7:30 pm, at Maine
wi" present Rose Mary Denman, a UniWrilers Center, 190 Mason St.
tarian Universalist minister and author
Brunswick. Free and open to Ihe public.
of the book Let My Peopleln. Denman
For more inlonnation. call 799-5150.
wi. give a free lecture entitled Religion
N_ England Foundation for the Arts
Won'l Necessarily Get You Where You
offers support for artists working in aafts,
WanltoGo. Dec9at4 pmattheGeneral
photography and experimental media.
Theological Center of Maine, 159 Stale
Two grant programs. the NEFAINational
St, Portland. For more information, call
Endowment for the Arts Regional Felthe Cooter at 874-2214.
lowships for \he Visual Artists and tha
New Fonns Regional Initialive. are Maine AnImal Sanctuary wit hold its
next regular meeting on Dec 11 at 7:30
available for individual artists throughpm at Clark Memorial Church, 15
out the New England region in 1991.
Pleasant Ave, Portland. The speaker of
The Hrst will award 10 awards in crafts
the evening will be Dr. Michael Hoff, a
and lOin pholOgraphy this year. All
veterinarian. Anyone inJeresled In aniawards will be for $5.000. The second
mal welfare is invited to attend. For
wi. support the creation of new work by
further information, call Edith Estes at
emerging and leSser-known artists in
773-5054.
the conlemporary and Iraditlonal arts.
Six to 12 awards. ranging from $2,000 10 Meet Jill Krememz, Author of A Very
Young Mualdan, andJosh Broder ,lIle
$5,000, will be cistributed. The deadline
Very Young Musician, from 7:30-9 pm
for submissions for bolh is Jan. 31.
on Dec 6 at Portland Public Library.
1991. Program guidelines and applicaKrementz will focus In her talk on her
tion forms are available by contacJing
book series aboul children coping w~h
the New England Foundation for the
crises. For more Informalion, call 772Arts. 678 Massachusselts Ave., Cam6832 days. or 846-3631 eves.
bridge, MA, 02139;telephone (617) 4922914. Information and assistance may
also be obtained by contacting any of
Cmltinued 01\ page 24
the six New England slale arts agencies.
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See art at the Seamen's Club

bition will feature works from the
Brandywine's collection and that of the
Wyeth family. Dec~Feb3,1991. Hours:
Tue-8at, 10 am-5 pm; Sun 12-5 pm;
open Thu till 9 pm. Free adrrission Thus
from 5-9 pm.
Portland School of Art'. V1shlng ArtlatSerIes p....."ta L1.. v ..kaVllge,
painterlprintmaker. at 7 pm, Dec 6, the
Baxter Building, 619 Congress St, Portland. Adrrission is free. 775-3052.
Portland Wine & C"-•. 8 Forest Ave,
Portland. Oil paintings by AI Waterman
and watercolor paintings by Frieda
Lundberg. Through Dec 31. Hours: 1 0
~5 pm. 797-9450.
Sawyer St ....t studiOS and Gallery.
131 Sawyer St, S. Portland, announces
its 1990 Holiday Show and Sale. Awide
variety of works in clay ~eated by t.t
cerarric artists wi. be on V19W and avrulable for purchase. The gallery and entire studio building wi' be opoo to the
public and refreshments will be served,
Participating artists: Manan Baker, Lynn
Duryea, Abby Huntoon, Nancy Carroll.
Nancy Nevergole, Cathryn Schroeder,
Sara Cox, Tracy Lynn Hessel, Josh
OUlerbridge and Whitney Smith. Dec 8,
10 am-6 pm, and Dec 9. noon-4 pm.
767-7113.
The Seamen'. Ctub Restaurant, One
Exchange St, Portland andThe Baker's
Table Restaurant, 437 Fore St, portland
present Spirited WorI<s byMaine Artists,
Artists appearing in this show are as
follows (artists with· by their names are
showing at The Baker's Table): B.J.
Bateman: 5amrith Chap. Diane
Cothern' Wolcoll Dodge, Mimi Feld,
Denise Frohlick, Eilleen Gillespie, Ken
Hendrickson. Donna Hodgkins,Lawrence Kelley,lverLofuing, Tim Mack,
Tom Mavrais, Christina Mouloo, Bonny
Neson, Jamie Salmon, Kathleen
Sweeney, Andres A. Verzosa and
Lauren Zust. Show runs through Dec.
31.767-5978 for more information.
The stein Gallery, 20 Milk St, Portland.
Stephen Nelson and Dan.1eI Gaur:ne~s
interpretations in glass of ImpresstonlSt
paintings. Dec 1,Jan 15, 1991. Gallery
Hours: Mon-Sat, 11 am-6 pm; Sun 12-5
pm. 772-9072.
Thoma. Mo.e, Cabinetmaker'.
Showroom, 415 Cumberland Ave,
POItSld. An exhibilion of quilts by Maine
artisls Debb Freedman and Barbara
Srriththrough Dec31. Showroom hours:
9 am-5 pm, Mon-Thu. 774-3791.
USM'. AREA Gallery, Campus Cenler,
96 FaimoutJ St. Portland. DulCh Treat:
PerceptionS of Holland, a group shoW of
mixed media through Dec 15. Gallery
Hours: Mon-Fri. 7 am-l0 pm; Sat-Sun.
10 am-l0 pm.

Wildlife Art Photo Competition sponsored by Maine Arts Commission and
Dept. of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife:
emphasis this year is on photos of Maine
wildlife species. To be eligible, Maine
photographers. 18 years of age and
older. must deliver up to 2 original 35
mm slides of their photographs by the
deadline. No prints will be accepted for
judging. Winning entries will be displayed
in the Govemor's Gallery Space in the
State House in Augusta from Jan 31March 20, 1991. For a copy of the contest guidelines. contact the Maine Arts
Commission, State House Station #25,
Augusta 04333, or call 289-2724.
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These new and
returning advertisers
hex support us in our
en eavor to provide
you with an alternative
to the daily news.

Gallery Music,
Portland

•

F. Parker Reidy,
Portland

•

Oyster Club,
Portland

•

Portland lighting,
Portland

--

CYR INDUSTRIES, INC.

Electrical Contractors
8920-0119
P.O.

or

1-800-2087-~RE

Box 2123, No. Windham, ME 04062

We have a few
tables for two ...
or take it on the fly at

BLACK TIE.

_
m
'ri·Lu"i§'mnDa% Entrees & sou

799-7119
I 0 am-6: 30 mon-fri
870 Broadway. S. Portland

Specialty Wines and much morel

STOP IN AND WARM UP WHILE
HOLIDAY SHOPPING!
Homemade Soups, Chowder,
Desserts, Burgers, Sandwiches
and Much Morel
Upstairs lounge available
for Christmas banquets.
Make reservali,()ns

On the Waterfront
In the Old Port
84 COIDlnercial St.
Portland, Maine
Gift Certificates Available

774-3550

Great (;onversations
begin in

CascoBav
""EEKLY

Alternative Medium. 1111 needs volun_so arbls \0 exhibit work; perfonners; writers; administrative persons and
enlhusias1ic people to do gallery and
stage prep. sell program advertisements.
public relations. and more. Altemative
Mediums is a non-prom organization
dedicated to providing and promoting
services 10 people with AIDS and AIDSContinued
ptlgc 23
related illnesses. advocacy regarding
AIDS-related issues. and AIDS-related
health education and information to citizens of Maine. The intant of the organizations is not only to earn money for
AIDS. but equally to provide artists with
a space. opportunity and reason to exhibit and/or perform their work. VoIunt_sare needed for an evening of altarnative performance and exhibition of
......ng.r Rail Servlc.from Boston
visual art being developed and planned
to Portland .net Beyond will be lhe
topic at a luncheon meeting of the
for March 28. 1991. Meetings are held
wary Monday eve at 8 pm. at Euro
Portland Chamber of Comnerce atll :30
Cafe. 27 Forest Ave. PorUand. For more
am. Dec 7 at the Sonesta Hotal. 157
information. call n5-1514.
High St. PorUand. The discussion will be
led by Eugene K. Skoropowski. a transit Be Part of a Portland Tradition as you
expert recognized Worldwide. Cost to
learn more about the Wadsworth
chamber members is $20. to nonLongfelow House. The Maine Historical
members $25. For more information.
Society's annual Holidays at HenlY's
contactlhe Chamber at m-2811 .
open house will be held on Dec 7. 8 and
9. Many volunteers are required to enstlIrt Your Own Busln. .s Workshop
sure its success. Guides will greet visiPorUand SCOR E. Service Corps of Retired Executives. a volunt_ organizators. explain the decorative theme of a
specifIC area and direct traffic within the
tion supporting small business. will hold
house. They will be provided with an
a workshop covering all important conoutline 01 their responsibilities and inforsiderations in starting a business. inmation about the house. Volunteers are
cluding how to organize. budgeting.
also needed in the gift shop. Call the
marketing and record-keeping. Dec 13.
Center for Voluntary Action at874-1015
from 1-4 pm at Ihe Score offices at 66
Pearl St. Portland. For more information
for lurlher details.
and reservations. call n2-1147.
Center for Voluntary Action Is looking
for a voluntaer \0 fill the position of
A Teach-In on the Mlddl. Ea.t.
CoordinatorofCaiendarofEvents.About
sponsored by lhe Maine Coalition to
three hours a week are needed to orgaStop the U.S. War in the Middle East.
nize and updata a calendar of events
will be held at the Moot Court Room of
and activities planned by PorIland agenthe USM Law School. Deering Ave.
cies and organization. The calendar is
PorUand. Dec 6 at 7 pm. Speakars will
sent evary olher month to various orgainclude Reza Jalali. an Iranian refugee
nizations who use it as a planning tool.
of Kurdish descent. For more informaFor more information. call the Center lor
tion. call 767-4110 or 772-1323.
Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Toxic and Hazardoua Waste Who
clean. up? Who pays? These issues ChlloH:are providers are needed at
the Preble street Chapel Child Care
wil be addressed by an environmental
Cent.r. You will provide support. guidlawyer. a professor of environmental
ance. supervision and structured play \0
studies and env\-onmentallawyer. and
children from families at risk whose
an environmental historian. Dec 6 at
parents are participating in a Parents
7:30 pm In the Beam Classroom. Visual
Anonymous support group. You must
Arts Center. Bowdoin College.
be 18 or older. have basic understandBrunswick. For more information. call
ing of child development and the issues
72>3000.
related to family violence. The program
Virgil Lecturel Sunt tacrimae rerun:
runs from 6:30-8:30 on Tuesdayeves. A
Virgil's Tragic VISion. Gloria Duclos. USM
12-monlh commitment is requestad. For
professor of classics. will discuss the
more information. call the Centar lor
many sides of Virgil's Aenid. Dec 8 at4
Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
pm. Free and open 10 the public. USM's
Luther Bonney Audilorium. Portland. Christmas Tr.. Sale Bene1lta the
Handic.pped Resources for the De780-4330.
velopmentally Handicapped is selling
Celebrating the Single Life: The staff
plantation1lrown Balsam firs up to nine
of River10n Branch Library has gathered
feet tall. as well as wreaths. Starts Dec
a collection of materials on the many
7 on Fris. Sats and Suns through Dec
and complex issues of living singly.
16. Prices range from $25-$33 for the
Single men and women of all ages are
trees. Col. Westbrook Executive Park
especially invited to view the collection
on Route 22. just past UNUM. For fur(available for checkout). and meet. talk
ther information. call 797-7921.
and share refreshments on Dec 13 from
The Community Leadership Program
&-8 pm. 1600 Forest Ave. 797-2915.
is lor people who are or want to be
VIsit with George Pavto". author of the
actively involved in their communities
Man Who Was It. TBW Books is sponand who want their actions to make a
soring an author reading and reception
difference. The program runs from Janon Dec 8 at the following ptaces and
April and provides participanls the optimes: 1-2 pm. Bookland. Mill Creek
portunity to develop their leadership
Plaza, S. Portland; 3-<4 pm. BookIand.
skills. broaden their understanding of
Maine Mall Plaza. S. Portland; and 6:30community issues. leam from commu8:30 pm. Maybe Someday Bookstore.
nity leaders and meet other indiviOJais
195 Congress St. Portland. For more
withsirrilarintarests. CalltheUSM Dept.
inlormation. call n3-3275.
01 Community Programs for more information at 874-6500.
Computer AMlatanta are needed at
the South Portland middle and high
school levels. Volunteers would be responsible for monilOling lhe lab while
students are using it and would assist
students needing help wilh simple procedures. No compu ler knowledge is
necessary; training Is available as
needed. A minimum commitment of 45
minutas per week is requested. Laib
assistants must enjoy being around
adolescents and be willing to leam about
computars. This opportunity wiN allow
you to share your expertise or to leam
more about computers. Contact the
Center lor Voluntary Action at874-1015
for furlher information.
Cro.s Country Ski Benefit The American Lung Association in cooperation
with the Maine Nordic Council isoffering
a limited number of 1990-1991 'GoId
Cards" for only $50. The card allows
holder up to six visits at each participatIng ski area. which !otals 90 passes. The
card Is valid arly dey of the week. For
more information. call the American Lund
Association atl-8O().462-lUNG.
Deja Vu Cut-A-Than to Benefit M.lne
H••1th Foundation: $20 wil buy you a
new look for the holidays and all the
proceeds wiN go to the Maine Health
The AIDS Project Board of Directors
Foundation·s various AIDS-related pro.. MakIng MW members. The Board
grams and direct financial support for
is a diverse. spirited and active grouP.
people living with AIDS. Deja Vu wil be
and people are needed who are wilWng
open ..om 10 arn-5 pm on Dec 9 for the
\0 vokmteer time. experience. energy
benefd. arid is located at 620 Congress
and creativity. (A sense of humor is
$t in Portland. For further information
always welcome.) people who have
and appointments. cal David Harvey at
considered doing something to help
772-4552. Walk-ins also welcome
lhose who are living with AIDS in
lhroughoutthe day.
Soutlem Maine. call the AIDS Project

from
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OFF THE
CLOCK
atn4-68n.

Donate BIoodThe Portland Red Cross is
looking for donors. Give life. 524 Forest
Ave. For more information. call n>
2367.
Healing Apprentlc . . are now being accepted for an innovative program creating healing environments. Volunteers
wil gain hands-on experience. For more
information. call Maybe Somedayatn33275.
Help People with AIDS All donations of
Items big or small will be appreciated for
men. women and children who are living
wilh AIDS in Grealer Portland. All gifts
can be received at 377 Cumberland
Ave. PorUand. 04102. For more information. call David at People wilh AI OS
Coalition 01 Maine. n3-8500.
Holiday Carrol.,.. Intown Portland Exchange is looking for groups to participata in the Downtown Holiday Carroling
Series to be held Dec 7-23. Carroiers
are needed Thursday evenings and
weekend afternoons. Interested groups
of carrolers should contact IPE at n26828.
Languag. . are an important part of the
intemational scene and St. Patrick's
School would like to start children ages
seven to 12 speaking conversational
Japanese. If you can speak Japanese
and can teach the basics to a class of
less than 20 students over a 1-week
period. contact the Center for Voluntary
ActIon at 874-1015.
Maine Handicapped Skiing is looking
for students and volunteers for its ninth
season. MSH is a non-profit organization that teaches downhill skiing. costfree. to physically challenged children
and adults with the help of specially
trained volunteer instructors. Students
must be six years of age or older. be
interested in learning to skl and have a
physical disability. All ski equipment.lill
tickets and instruction are provided Iree.
Volunteers need to be intermediate level
or bener skiers and must attend two
days 01 training clinics in Nov or Dec. A
lree day 01 skiing is given for each day of
volunteering. Anyone interested in becoming involved with MHS as a volunt _ or student Is urged \0 contact Betsy
Doyon at Maine Handicapped Skiing.
Sunday River Ski Resort. RFD 2 Box
1971 Bethel. ME 04217. or call 8242440.
The Portland Symphony Orch. .tra Ia
p ..... ntlng The MagiC of Chrlstrn_
11 times during December and needs
additional voIun_ ushers for the event.
Ushers are required to greet and guide
parons to their seats. and rrust be able
\0 walk steps and be lriendy and helpful
while enjoying the concer1. Call the
Centar for Voluntary Action at 87 4-1015
for more Inlormation.
PROPS, Promoters of Portland Stage.
is looking for new members. Anyone
interested in being part 01 this theater
support organization is invited 10 altand
a meeting Dec 10 at7 pm at the Por1and
Per10rming Arts Center. 25A ForestAve.
Members of lhe Portland Stage Company artistic and production stan will
explain the multiple steps of a production. from how a play is selected to
opening night. For more information.
call n4-1043.
Retired SenIor VoIunt. .r Program of
Southern Maine (RSVP) is looking for
people 60 and over to volunteer for
seasonal opportunities. The following
are available: knitting for disadvantaged
infants and children. wrapping gifts to
help cancer patienls. helping distribute
toys to needy children. and ushering at
the Magic of Christmas programs. To
volunteer. call Priscilla Greene at n>
6503 or 1-800-427-7411 for details.
Support the Chrt.tmaa Caravan. a
focal organization commilled to providing gifts during lhe holiday season to
families in need. BrinQ a children's book
in good condition' (tOr children 16 and
under). to the Indigo Girls concert. Dec
13 at8 pm. at the Portland Expo. 239
Park Ave. There will be collection bins in
the lobby.

HELP
A.R. T ... Anonymous is a group of focal
artists recovering through the 12 Staps.
who have oome together 10 form a support group that meets every Mon at7 pm
at SI. Luke's Cathedral. Stale St. Portland. For more informakm. calf 8466911.

Chronic Fatigue Syndrome Support
Group meets lhe first and third Sun of
wery month from 4-5 pm in the Mercy
Hospital basarnentauditorium. For more
information. call n>2219 or 625-8412.
Ingraham VoIunt. .rs Help available by
phone 24 hours a day. Call n4-HELP.
Injured Workers Meeting for workers
having difflQJlty with workman's compo
system. 7:30 pm wary Wed 8t Goodall
Hall next to Sanford Unitarian Church.
comer of Lebanon and Maine streets.
Sanford.
M.lne'. First Brain Tumor Support
GroupwiU mootwaryThursday evening
at7 p.m. al New England Rehabilitation
Hospital of Portland (NERH-PorUand).
13 Charles St. This new group has been
designed by NERH-Portland and the
American Cancer Society to mool the
special needs of adultswith brain tumors
and lheir families. Interested participants
should oontact Rev. Wish prior to their
first meeting for a brief preliminary interview. People are encouraged to join
any time by calling Wish at n5-4ooo.
ext. 542.
•
MS In Action. Greater Brunswick area's
multiple sclerosis support group. will
hold its Dec meeting at Parkview Memorial Hospital in Brunswick. Anyone in
the area who has any connection with
MS. MS·erorotherwise. is invited to join
the group. There will also be a ·Scottish
Auction: so bring a wrapped gift of
approxinately $3 value. Also. a cookie
exchange: il you bring a dozen cookies.
you will take home a dozen different
cookies. Dec 10 from 7-9 pm. For more
information. call Bill Owen at 729-3611.
O_C_D_ Support Group meets weekly on
Tuesdays al 7 pm. Williston West
Church. Porlland. Free.
Senior Outreach Services In response
to the needs of older people, Southem
Maine Area Agency on Aging is providing
SeniorOulreach Services to the following
locations: Warren Congregational
Church. 810 Main St. Westbrook, 1st
Mon of each month. for residents of
Weslbrook and Gorham. lrom 9 am-12
noon; Ross Centar. 38 Washington St.
Biddeford. 1st Tue of each monlh. for
residents of Biddeford. Saco & OOB.
from 9 am-12 noon. An Elder Advocale
wi. be available to assist residents with
their aging-related issuesandconcems.
such as Medicare. insurance. hOUSing.
social seaJrity. etc. This service is provided free of charge. n5-6503 or 1800-427-7411.
The Path of Recovery Portland Sufi
Order offers a series of smal meetings
involving meditation based on the Suli
teachings of Hazrat Inayat Khan and
sharing focused on bringing spirituality
into our lives. Meetings are modeled
alter 12-step groups and welcome
anyone with a desire \0 recover from
addictions or codependency. Meetings
are Tuesdays. 7 :30-8 :30 pm at
Woodfords Congregational Church. 202
Woodfords St. Portland. Open to the
public. Donationsarewek:ome. Formore
inlormation. call Jan at 878-2263. Robin
at 767-2315 or Eli at n4-1203.
The Single Parents' Hom. Schooling
Support Group meets once a month.
Any single parent interesled in home
education is welcome to allend. For
more inlormalion. call 772-7269.
Southern Maln.Singles Social Group
for single. widowed. divorced or separated people over 35 meets Friday.
Saturday and Sunday evenings in various locations from Biddeford \0 Portland. Call Linda 8t934-1692. Robertaat
284-9322 or Ruth at 892-4407.
Special Interest AA Meeting for
Peopl. Living with AIDS meets
weekJyon Tuesdays at8 pm at the PWA
Coalilion. 3n Cumberland Ave. Portland. Meeling designed to provide a
safa space in which to discuss HIV issues. while living positively sober. This
meeting is open only to lh058 who have
tested HIVIPositive or have been diagnosed wilh AIDS. For more information.
call 871-9211.
Health lnaurance Aaalstance Clinics
Project Maine Neighbor. a federally
funded par1nership between Malne's
Bureau of Elder and Adult Services. the
Soulhem Maine Area Agency on Aging
and other comroonity groups. is opening
the first two in a series of Heallh InsuranceAssistance Clinics lor older people.
Trained volunteers will be available to
answer questions about Medicare.
Medicaid and Medicare supplemental
health insurance and to assist people
with claim forms. Ctinics will be held on
the first and third Thursdays of lhe month
at Mercy Hospital. 144 State S~ Portland. To make an appointment forona of
the clinics. call 1-800-427-7411 or n>

6503.

Sports quotes
of the week
IPVice-president Dan
Quayle has been pigeonholed
as a crackerjack golfer. This
week his name is famous for
association with another
sport. Little League baseball
will induct Quayle into its
Hall of Excellence as the third
member (Tom Seaver and Bill
Bradley were the first two).
"Vice-president Quayle was
selected for this prestigious
honor based on his qualifications as a leader and a role
model for children and his
commitment to excellence,"
Little League President
Creighton J. Hale said.
--Excuse me, but Hale is
out in left field on this call.
Quayle was a marginal
student who dodged military
service. He is also the same
expert on Central America
who once said, "Yes, I know
the area weJl because I've
Jived most of my life in
Indiana." Quayle played
Little League for one year:
1955. For what it's worth, no
American president ever
played Little League.
Mike Qui""
WINGS. a non-profit organization dedicates 10 providing support for low-income single parents announces The
Kids' Place. providing day care forchil<lren from infancy 10 eight years in South
Porlfand. Reasonable rates end nurturing environment. For more information.
call 767-2010. Also. weekly support
group helps set goals lhatlead to selfsufficiency and to discuss problems
single parents encountarTuesdays. 7-9
pm at 139 Ocean St. S. Portland and
Thursdays. 7-9 pm at 11 Day St.
Westbrook.
Biracial Families' Support Group The
YWCA Racial Justice Corrrni\laa has
organized a support group for parents of
children in biracial families. Dec 12. from
6:30-8 pm. at the YWCA, 87 Spring St.
Porlfand. Participation is free and open
to the public. For more information. call
the YWCA at 874-1130.

SPORT
Bodyahop USM Lifeline Is offering membership in the Bodysoop. a supervised
weight training program for all ages and
fitness levels. Bodyshop offers personal
orientation and training for participants
whether lhey simply want to tone up or
get in condition for a particular sport.
Bodyshopisan ongoing program; memberships are offered for 3 monlhs. 6
monlhs or 1 year. Call 780-4170 for
more information.
L.L. Bean is sponsoring lhe following
public clinics: Hiking Above Ihe Arctic
Circle: Baffin Island Exploralory. Dec 7
from 7:30-9 pm; Waxing for Going Fast
and Flaeing. Dec 10 from 7:30-8:30 pm.
Call 865-4761. ext 7800 or 1-800-3414341. ext 7800 for more information.
Wallyball Join the Casco Bay Bicycle
Club weryThursday at 6:30 pm. People
of all abifilies are welcome. Pizza al1erwards. For more information. contact
Walleybal Rand at7W-4013.

New Corporate RIIclng SerIes at Lost
V.lley The Lost Valley Corporate Flaeing Series will be held every Tuesday
night for eight weeks. beginning Jan 8.
There win be pre-series practice night
on Jan 1. The series finals are scheduled
for Feb 26. The race format will be a
head-to-head dual. modified giant slalom course. Racers will take one run on
each course with the results being c0mbined for one overall time. For more
Information on the Lost Valley Corporata Racing League. call 784-1561. or
write LostValley Corporate Raeing. P.O.
Box 260. Aubum. Maine 04212.
USM's Lifeline CertIflcate In Fltn. . .
In.tructlon Open House The public is
cordially inviled to altand an open house
\0 learn aboutlhisprofesslonal certiflCata
program. which offers eight coursesand
over 190 hours of classroom instruction
in subjects such as sports injury. anatomy
and physiology. nutrition and more. Dec
6. from &-7:15 pm. in USM's Campus
Center on the Por1and campus.

Community
Cable Network
WIIIIk of 12/7/90

Call In Portland:
Live Call-In with Mayor
O'Donnell discussing
plans for Intown
Portland. (1 hour)
Paying for College:
Student Financial Aid.
(1 hour)
Dreams & Actions for a
Global Perspective
(1 hour)
Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-1Opm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. !lam-noon.
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MOVIES·.

DEC 5-9

WED-SAT 7,9
SAT-SUN MAT 1

THE NATURAL
HISTORY OF
PARKING LoTS
DEC 8-11

SAT SUN MAT 3
SUN-TUES 7, 9

Yvonne RaJner's

PRIVILEGE
DEC 12-16

WED-SAT 7

DEC 12-16

WED-SAT 8:45
SAT-SUN MAT 2:45

f~A~

~DAGTIME

~J.~~
10 Exchange

st.. Portland 772-9600

- ,~
....

.
.:- 'STAY FIT
ALL WINTER LONG!

,

WELL
NESS
Health Clinic. The Heallh Promotion
Program of Conmunity Health Services.
Inc .• will sponsor an adult health
screening for diabetes. anemia.
coIorectal cancer. high blood pressure
arid choleslerol level at the following
limes and places: Dec 6. Steep Falls
Center Memorial Clinic. 1-4 pm: Dec 11.
Freeport Oakleaf Terrace. 10:30 am-12
pm; Dec 12. Bridgton United Methodist
Church. 10 arn-l pm; Dec 18. Gray
Congregational Church Hal. 12:30-2:30
pm; Dec 19. Windham Community
Building. 9:30-11 :30 am; Dec 26.
Gorham S1. Anne's Church. 9:30-11 :30
am. Two or more tasts per person are
available.timepermilling. Donation. For
more information. call n>7231. ext.
551. or call \ol~free. 1-800-479-4331.
Malne'a Firat Brain Tumor Support
Groupwil rmet waryThursday evening
at7 p.m. at New England Rehabilitation
Hospital of Portland (NERH-PorUand).
13 Charles st. This new group has been
designed by NERH-Portland and the
American Cancer Society to moot the
special needs of adults with brain tumors
and 1heirfamilies.1 ntarested par1cipants
should contact Rw. Wish prior to their
first meeting for a brief preliminary interview. People are encouraged to join
any time by calling Wish at 775-4000.
ext. 542.
Portland Suft Order Universal WOrship
Service will now be offered every month
at 222 St John St. Suita 132. Service
wiN be conducted by Satiya Martin on
Sundays starting at12 noon on Nov 30.
874-2938.
Recovery Aerobics. Help release holiday stress. Class is open to all people in
recovery and 12-step programs. Dec 6.
13 & 20 at 7 pm. $4 per class. Ram
Island. 25A Forest Ave. Portland. For
more information. call 783-8970.
Red Cross COu..... will be offering an
adult CPR course -leaching procedures
appropriate for the needs of persons
interested In helping victims 9 or older.
Dec 17 from 1-5 pm. Also. several standard first aid courses will be offered on
Dec 6 and Dec 20. from 8:30 am-5 pm.
A course with lessons win be offered on
Dec 12. No minirrurnage or pre-training
needed to participate in any of the above.
Special review courses for current Red
C ross instructors in forst aid and CPR will
be available in December. and instructors Interested in taking this review
training should contact lhe office. Advance registration and payment are required for lhasa courses. 524 Forest
Ave. PorUand. For further information.
call 874-1192 from 9 am-5 pm. weekdays.
Tal-Chi Chuan is an ancient Chinese
Martial Arts system based on meditation
in movement. Excelent for heal1h. relaxation. stress reduction and self.<fefense. Classes for beginners through
advanced levels. including ongoing
PUsh-hands class. For informalion and
sign-up. call Gene Golden al772-9039.

Contmued 011 page 26

with a fitness gift from
Back Bay Bicycle.
We have the best prices
around on trainers.

1991 bicycles
now In stock.
Closeout prices
on our 1990
models.

Open
M·F 10-6
Sat 10-5
Sun12-4

ICYCLE
Portland, Maine (207)

773-69~.:d

Join J's Oyster
in Supporting
the Bruce Roberts
Santa Claus Fund
Get a logo T-Shirt
for only :& 1-5. All
proceeds to benefit the
Santa Claus fund.
On the Waterfront
5 Portland Pier

772-4828

~cmWer 6,
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Casco Bay
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ENVIRONMENTAL
PRODUCTS
OISII1I8UI QRS.If.lCORPOIWEO

"Recycled products that
make a difference"

OUT

The gift that
shows you care!
100 sheets of 81/ 2 x 11"
for $10.50 or
6 1/ 4 x 9" for $9.50
white or ivory
recycled stationery
with 50 envelopes

Ql8l1ty IIIJoPte~ &Domestic Toys

(includes tax, shipping

and handling)

*

P.O. BOX :nzz

PORTLAND, ME 04104
772·4408

*

'ttte INGENUlTY SIfOY
195 Commercial Sr. • Old Porr
871·1427

FR

RK

58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146
Open Every DIIY Mon" through Sat. 11-6:30
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Portland Stage Company Presents

A MAN'S A MAN
By Bertolt Brecht
A fiercely funny comedy about war and
individual identity.
November 27 - December 16
Call the box office for ticket information at 774-0465.
Brought to life at

PORTlAND

I, .;
I

I

**SfAGE**
COMPANY

I

t
,
, '

.

25A Forest Avenue, portland, ME 04101
sored
Continental Airlines and Shaw's Su

arkets

"/

DON'T
WAIT!
3irHS sng beginni~
MEMBERSHlpT;J

Dec. 1, 1 90

NO INITIATION FEE ... EVER!
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Intown Portlmd Exchange'. s.ntII
Ca-ue will be vI.ltlng ~ (522
CongressS~ Portland) on Dec 8, 7, 13,
20 and 21 from 4-8 pm, and on Dec 15,
16, 22 and 23 from noon -5 pm. He wHi
aI80 visII the SoMSta Hotel (1 S1 High
St, Portland) on Dec 8 from 1-5 pm, and
the Portland Museumof Art (7 Congress
Square) on Dec 9 from noon-I pm. For
further information, call Julie Thompson
Cotttirtwd from page 25
allntown Porttand Exchange. m-6828.
Frt~y Free Movl. . offered by S. Portland Public Library from 3:30-4:30 pm.
AN ages welcome. (No movies during
school vacations or snow days.) 482
Broadway, S. Portland. 775-1835.
LOCIII Stuclenb Mked to ParticIpate
In NIltI_1 Competition As part of
\he Great Ideas campaign. WCBB-TV Is
8627.
asking local schools 10 participete in "I
The Children'. MUMum of Maine has
Can Change the World.' This is a c0mscheduled the following workshops
petition in which high school and middle
during the month of December: Dec 11 ,
school students are invited to create
3:30-4 :30 pm: School Age Christmas
their own script and story board for a 30Around the World· leam how different
to 6Q-second public service announcecountries celebrate the holiday season,
M.lne Outdoor Adventure Club
ment Deadline to enter the competition
with samples of foods and crafts avail(MOAC) upcoming trips: Dec 8, Hike in
is Feb 15, 1991. No entry fee. Teachers
able 10 participants; Dec 18, l1 - no:on :
\he White Mts. and cut your own holiday
who are interested in having their stu·
Preschool Holiday Workshop - a variety
tree ($5 fee), meet at Gomam Shop 'n
dents participate are asked to call France
of holiday crafts will be available for
Save at 10:30 am, call m-8465; Dec 8
Shea, Director Community Relations at
children to create, induding a holiday
& 9, Hiking in Acadia Nat'l Park, stay at
WCBB-TV, 783-9101 . before Dec 14.
cookie. The Children's Museum of
Blackwoodscarrpground, call 657-4418;
Maine, 746 Stevens Ave, Portland. 797- The Portland Public Library'.
Dec 16, Downhillskiing at Sunday River,
Children'. Room Schedule for the
5483.
call 772-9831 ; Dec 15 & 16. skiing and
week of Dec lOis as follows: Dec 10,
Children'. Resource Center offers
snowshoeing in the MahoOSics, cal 77410:30 am, Preschool Story Time for3-to
Art Fun sessions for 3-to 5-year-olds
0074; Dec 29-Jan I , cross-oountry ski5-year-olds; Dec 12, 9 :30 am, Finger
on Tue's, Wed's and Thu·s. Sessions
ing in Moosehead Lake area, call 772Fun for Babies: Dec 12.10:30 am, Pr&focus on a creative activity and cost $1
2311; Jan 20, cross-oountry skiing in
school Story Time for 3-to 5-year-oIds;
per child. Children must be accompaGreater Portland area (near Back Cove
Dec 14,10:30 am, Tales for Twos; Dec
nied by an adull and reselVations are
Shop 'n Save) , 9 am, call 774-3032;
15. 10:30 am, Movies for children of all
necessary. Activities for 6- to 12-yearspontaneous day hikes during the week,
ages. All programs are free and open to
olds are also scheduled. Cost varIeS
883-5984. People Interested in Ice
the public. Five Monument Square,
according to activity. Thompson's Point.
climbing this winter should call Carey at
Portland. For more Infomnation,call 871 Building 1A, 741 Stevens Ave, Portland.
772-9831 .
1700.
Call 773·3045 for more inlormation.
Maine Women Outdoors offers \he 101- Christmas Ornament Workshops The Porta-nd Rec,.atlon'. Aqu.t1c Divilowing activities: Dec 16, Cross-Country
sion will begin accepting registrations
City of South Portland will sponsor a
Skiing, call 785-3053 ; Thanksgiving
for the winter session of Saturday
workshop from 3:30-4:30 pm on De.c 10
Weekend, Day Hike, call 547-3919; Feb
morning swimming lessons at the
for grades 3-5. Preregistration reqlJlfed .
9-10 Winter Camping , Skiing & Skating.
Riverton Pool, 1600 Forest Ave. To
S. Portland Public Library, 482 BroadIf YO~'d Nke to be a trip leader, have a
register, call 874-8456 or 874-8455
way, S. Portland. To register, call 799camp to lend lor a fall or win1erweekend
(phone registrations aller 1 :30 use 8742204.
trip, or have any questions about MWO
8456 only) . Classes begin on Dec 22
D..,ce GlIm. . Worllshop wnh Michelle
at all, call 547-3919.
and continue for 10 weeks. Classes are
Stuckey and Stephanie Leighton Zip,
Nmure Center: Wells National Estuafor Infants, todders, preschool and beJump and Fly:amusical dance workshop
rine Research Reserve welcomes visi·
ginners through swimmers. For addifor children 8·11 . this event will focus
tors to its exhibits. open Tu&-Fri from10
tional inlomnation, call 874-8456.
on the enhancament of each child's
am-3 pm; petking lot and trails ?Jl8I1
awareness of creativity, COfI1lOSition and The Portland SymphorlJ' Orc:h. .t,.'.
Mon-Fri 8 am-4 pm. through Apnl 30.
K1nderkonzert series for children ages
dance skills. The process and the fun
Free.Tours may beananged. LaU<llolm
3-7 will present a brass program entitled
are the most in1>or\8nt components of
Road. Wells. 64&-1555 . 64&-4521 .
' Different Hats: to be performed in ten
this workshop. Dec 8 , from 2-4 pm, at
Outd_ Hotline Call 774-1118 for a
locations throughout Maine In Dec. The
Portland School of Ballet , 341
listing ofbicyding , hlking , crosscountry
brass program is part two of a four-part
Cumber1and Ave, Portland. Fee : $16.
skiing, canoeing and other outdoor acseries in whidl ensembles from the orFor information andragistration, call 773tivitiessponsored by the Maine Outdoor
chestra visit different locations to dem3345.
Adventure Club and the Casco Bay Bi·
onstrate the distinctive characteristics
Expecting? Sibling class lor big brothers
cycle Club.
of the families of musical instruments to
and sisters to be will be offered by 0sschool children. Tickets for kids and
teopathic Hospital on Jan 13, March 10,
adults are $2. Kinderkonzerts will be
May 12 and July 14. This two-hour acperformed in Portland at the Italian
tivity session, designed for 2 112·10Heritage Center at 9:30 am, 10:30 am
year-olds, will help prepare children for
and 1 pm, Dec 17 & 18. 40 Wes1\and
the arrival of anew baby. Ctassfee: $10.
Ave, Portland. Contact Ellen Scontras,
335 Brighton Ave, Portland. To reg ister,
799-4830 lor more information.
or for mol'8 infonnation, call 781 -2694.
Flick. for Kids: The Chooolate Church Riverton Branch Library offers the tollowing programs for children : Wednesand the Patten Free Library present
days - Tales for Twos , 10:30 am ;
their 1990 Children's Fall Classic Films.
Thursdays· Afterschool Films, all ages,
All f~msrun from9 :30-11:3O every other
3 :30 pm; Fridays- Finger Fun for Babies,
Sat. Popcom and drinks served . Dona9:30-9 :45 am; Preschool Story Time (3tions welcome. Kids under 5 must be
t05-year-olds) , 10:30 am. Library hours:
accompanied by an adult. The Center
Wednesdays, 9 am-6 pm; Thursdays,
for the Arts at the Chocolate Church,
12-a pm; Fridays. 9 am-12 pm. 1600
804 Washington S~ Bath. For more InForest Ave. For further information, call
fomnation . caM 442-8455.
797-2915.
A Fun Event for the Big Sister or Big
Brother To Be Childbirth Education Sana I. Coming to Townl Actually, to
the Free Mini-Santa Village, where he
Assn. of Grealer Portland is sponsoring
win talk to children . Free Santa oolor
a two-hour activities session to help
picture and candy cane. Through Dec
prepare children for \he arrival of a new
10, from 4-7 pm each night Everyone
baby. The session is designed for 3- 1/
welcome. Bring your camera. Plenty of
2-year-olds through 100year-olds, and
free parking. 7 Bridge St, Westbrook.
children are asked to bring a newbom
For more information. call 775-0507.
tee shirt with th9lT1 so they can create a
gill for their baby. Activities include Schola,.hlps to Intertochen Arts
C.mp Through a grant provided by St.
movie, stories, coloring books, articles
Louis·based Emerson Electric Co., high
for parents and birthday cake for chll·
school students are eligible to apply for
dren . Classes held from 3-5 pm Jan 13,
a Govemor'sSchoIar Award to the world1991. $10 per child. Call 781 -2694 to
A Holldlly WorUhop will be sponsored
famous Interlochen Arts Cart'4l in northregister. Classes held in the first 1Ioor
by \he Portland Museum of Art on Dec8
em Michigan. The Governor's Award Is
conference room at the Brighton Medfrom 10:30 am-12:30 pm. Recoma $2,790 scholarship, which provides
cal Center, 619 Brighton Ave, Portland.
mended for children 7-12,the workshop The Gift of the Magi Scarborough
fun tullion, room and board for \he eight·
will produce unique ornaments, holiday
weeksunmer program. Appticantsmust
Public Library presents O'Henry's dascards and a special gift inspired by the
be in grades 9-12 and be proficient on
sic Christmas tale written , producedand
pioneers. Seven Congress Square.
violin, viola, cello, bass, wind or perperformed by the Krackeljack Theatre
cussion instruments and harp.They must
Portland.
Co. , a nationally touring children's th&submit a taped solo performance with
Children will l1li" the opportunity to
atre oolT1l8"Y, on Dec9at4 pm. Winslow
their application. One student from each
catch up on thefr hoIlcs.yglftlllllking
Homer Center for the Arts at
state, the Distic1 of Columbia and Puerto
at \he Portland Museum of Art's Holiday
Scarborough High School. All seats are
Rico will receive one of 52 Governor's
Workshops. where they will create ob$2. For more information, cal 883-4723.
Scholar Awards. Winners will be deterjects with awestem theme: quiK-lnspired HolI~y Art WorUhop Classes Fresh
mined soley on merit Applications must
cards, ornaments and hand-printed
Paint is offering holiday art workshop
be postmarked by Jan 21 , 1991 , and
bandana scarves. The workshops will
classes for children ages 2-1 4. Kids w~1
winners wilt be announced by March I ,
be off8l1ld at different times for ages
sculpt angels out of sheets and wallpa1991.
For more inlomnation, or to obtain
seven through twelve: Dec 8, 10:30 ampers paste to create gilded tre&-Ioppers.
an application. write the Governor's
12:30 pm, and 1:30-3:30 pm. Childr~
as well as using glitter, glue, clay and
Scholar Program, tnterlochen Arts
ages three to six may attend a specia1
paint 10 create ornaments, cards and
Camp, P.O . Box 199, Interlochen , MI,
workshop with their parents 10 create a
menorahs. Children may sign up for
49643-{)199, or call (616) 27&-9221 .
bandana scarf while learning simple
classes on Dec 10. Classes from 9:30printing techniques. The parenVchiid
10:30 am are for ages 2·5; those from
workshop wig be held on Dec 6, 11 am3:45-5 :15 are for 6- to 14-year-01ds.
noon. The oost Is $8 for museum
Fresh Paint continues to offer rolling
members and$1 0 for non-members and
admissions to its are pr&-school on
includes supplies, refreshments and a
MondaysandTuesdaysfrom8 :45-11 :15
special admission pass to the e~hibition
am. Pr&-arranged extended day care is
N.C. Wyeth 'sWildWest PrereglstratlOl1
also available. Fresh Paint Is a state
and prepayment are required. Seven
licensed day care fadlity. It is located at
Congress Square , Portland. For more
One Blue Heron Drive, Brunswick. For
information, call 775-6148.
more information, caU 725-4983.

Portland A Regency
HEAlTH CLUB

20 MILK ST. • OLD PORT

871-7054

SIDE

FOR

KIDS

Children'. Holld-rW0rk8hop 0Ifer.d
.t the Choeol.te Church Joanne
Wilson, former teacher at Yarmouth
Academy, will offer children the opportunity 10 try their hands at designing and
prinllng bookmarks, greeting cardS and
gill paper. They will make jewe~, buttons and small sculptures. Inventive use
of materials and indvldual attention win
be emphasized. Children will be able to
make three or four gifts they might want
to give for the holidays. Ages 6-9, Dec 8
from 12:30-2 pm; ages 10-12, Dec 8
from 10:45am-12:15 pm and 2:15-3:30
pm. Fee: $10. Limit of 10 children. The
Chocoiale Church is located at 804
Washington St, Bath. For more information, contact Patricia Conn at 442-

M.mmal FHCllng. Join the ani- FlrIIt Annual BrIdgton Art. and Cran. Medieval Chrl8tm. . "-III: Solstice
Cefebration Dec 7 & 8 at 7 :30 pm; Dec
F.lr Over 47 crallers will present a
mals at Maine Aquarium through the fall
9 at5 pm. Bath City HaP Auditorium, 54
variety of handcrafted Items. Admission
and winter for their daily feedings.
Front St TICkets available in Portland at
is free . Dec 8 from 9 arn-4 pm, Town
Penguins' feeding 10 am, seals' feeding
Buck Dancer's Choice and McBean's in
Hall. Route 302. Bridgton. For further
11 am, seals' training 1:30 pm, penBrunswick.
Call Edith Doughty for more
information,
call
777-5443.
guins revisited 2 pm, seals ravished 3
information at 443-9603.
pm. The sharlls dine on a less regutar 11Ie Harp.well CI'1Ift Guild is presenting a Weekend Festival of Fine Art & NewVe.,'. Portland On Dec 31 , Maine
basis so plan to join \hem on Tue's,
Arts, Inc. wiN again present Maine's
Crafts for \he holiday season. Studios
Thu's and Sal's around 4 pm. Crooked
largest New Yea(s celebration, fea\Jrand showrooms that will open for the
Jaw the moray eel and \he Caiman
ing a wide array of ooncerts, perforweekend include Ceramic Choreograalligator dine on an irregular. catch-asmances and exhibitions and drawing
phy, Surnmersweet Handcrafters Galcan basis. 783 Porttand Rd. Saoo.
thousands to downtown Portland to
lery,
My
Sisler's
Place,
Ash
Cove
PotSeume Str. .t Uw How do you wake
celebrate the beginning of the new year .
tery, Widgeon Cove Studios, MaCulley's
an eight-foot sleeping bird before he is
TICkets for the event will go on sale at
Old Softies, Dale Boyce, Woodlumer
coveredwhh purple polka dots? II's easy;
Shop 'n Save Supemnarkets on Dec 1.
and Martha's Closet. A special 10 peryou have 100 princes and princesses
Additional funding is still needed 10 ficent discount will be offered at some
blow him a kiss. Help wake the sleeping
nance the celebration fully. Those
locations, as well as refreshments. Dec
bird and attend the WCBB-TVlShop 'n
wishing 10 contribute should contact
8 & 9. Hours for the festival will be from
Save performances of Sesame Street
Maine Arts. Inc. , whidl is also looking for
10 am-4 pm. Follow the signs off Route
Live, Dec 6-9 at the Cumberland County
volunteers to put up posters, sail tickets,
123, Harpswell, 10 find all Guild studios
Civic Center in Portland. A limited
manage stages and act as parade
and showrooms. For Information or a
number of WCBB-TV members will be
marshals in retum for free admission to
brochure/map of all locations. can 833given a spedal opportunity 10 purchase
the event and other benefits. For further
6081.
four tickets for $24 by calling 783-9101 .
information on any of the above, call
General tickets can be purchased Holiday Gift Making for &enlor Cltl·
772-9012.
zen. Portland Recreation is offering
through the Civic Center; $2 discount
classes from noon-2 pm on five oon- Portland Festlvltl•• '90 The weekend
coupons available at petticipating Shop
of Dec 7,8 & 9 brings together many
S8Cutive Mondays, starting Dec 17, at
'n Save Supermarkets. For more inforexciting food, entertainment and shopthe Cummings Community Center, 134
mation, call 783-9101, ext 168.
ping events, including the foDowing : 11th
Congress St, Por~and. Classes are free
Shoestring 11Ieater Craft Fair with
Annual Magic Candlelight Carol Parade,
and registration is not required. For more
handmade puppets. toys, masks, banDec 7 at 5 pm at the Sonesta Hotet:
information, call 874-a793.
ners and posters for sale. Dec 8 from
December 6-9, Sesame Street Live at
noon to 5 pm. To be followed by a Art, HI.tory and Science on Display
the Cumberfand Country Civic Center;
The Yorfl InstiMe Museum's oollections
performance of Dickens Christmas
The Portland School of Art 11th Annual
include 18ttt- and 19th-century paintCarol, at 7 pm (cost: 25 cants). The
Holiday Sale of Arts and Crafts, Baxter
ings, furniture, period rooms, stuffed
show is a production of a biannual
Building, 619 CongressSt;Christmasat
birds. rocks, minerals and fossils. 371
children's workshop put on by the
Victoria Mansion, a special celebration,
Main St, Saoo. Hours: Tue and Wed 1Shoestring Theater. The workshop in·
485 Congress SI. . Dec 7, 8 & 9; a visit
4 pm, Thu 1-8 pm. 283-3861 .
cludes the building of the puppets as
with Santa at the Sonesta Hotel, Dec 8
well as performing , set design and Jingle Ball March of Dime. Birth
from 1-5 pm; Dinner with Dickens at the
singing. This spedal adaption of the
Defects Foundation (Maine state
Sonestabeginning at5 :30pmon Dac8 ;
chapter) offers this holiday spoof on Jail
class Christmas story will be performed
Santa's arrival at the Portland Museum
by children for children. 155 Brackett St,
and Bail. People arrange to have their
of Art at noon on Dec 9 - greet him
Portland. For more information , call 77 4'fiends picked up and turned into elves
outside and then enjoy children 's enterfor an hour. The captives will be held at
1502.
tainment. storytelling and activi1ies inSanta's workshop, where they will be
side. For more infomnation on any of the
asked to raise pledges for the March of
above, call Intown Portland Exchange
Dimes to help Santa prevent birth d&at 772-6828.
fects. Elves will be eligible towin prizes,
including ski passes and other holiday 11Ie Portt.nd Folk Club meets every first
and third Tue of every month at 7:30
treats. Dec 11 -12, 10 am-3 pm, Cook's
p.m. in the Swedenborgian Church, 302
Comer Mall, Cook's Comer. Brunswick.
Stevens Ave, Portland. Pickers and
For more inlomnation, call 871 -0660.
players of every description are enLaser Light Shows This lall the
oouraged to attand. as weN as storytellers
Southworth Planetarium is presenting a
and people who just want 10 listen. A
choice of 3 laser light evening shows for
donation of $1 appreciated. For more
the general public on Fri and Sat eves at
information , call 773-9549 .
7 and 8:30 pm. II is also oontinuing its
midweek, hour-long programs, "After Quilling aChrlstm. . Orn.ment: Learn
to hand-quill a snowflake design ornaSchool Thursdays· at 3:30 pm, at the
ment at the Riverton Branch Library.
special prica of $2.50/show. Telescope
Worflship wil be led by Phyllis Forward
viewing of sunspots folows the show.
on Dec 6 at7 pm at the Riverton Branch
For information about all planetarium
Library at 1600 Forest Ave. Portland .
shows induding special Sunday pr&Space is limited ; call 797-2915 on
sentations, can 780-4249, 24 hrslday.
Wednesdays from 9 am-6 pm, ThursAlso good 10 know: Sky Watch Hot Line,
days from 12-a pm, and Fridays from 9
780-4719. features a new message
AI Ducharme and Tom Clark, nationam-5 pmto reserve a place. There is no
every week about whafs going on in the
ally know oomedians, will be performing
charge for the workshop. For further
heavens. 96 Falmouth S~ Portland.
at the Tuesday Cafe at 5:30 pmon Dec .
information, call the number above.
11. Free admission . The College Room, 11Ie L1ghbhlp '12 N.ntucket, an inPortland
USM Campus Center, Bedford Street.
th&-water dockside maritime museum Senior Citizen Holld-r
Recreation is holding a dance for senior
Portland. For more information. call 874and National Historic Lananark- and
citizens ages 55 and older Dec 7 from aCoast Guard-designated • Allraction
6598.
Il pm. Music will be provided by Steven
Vessel: offers guided tours on board,
a.rpln Symphony Tlc:keb The Port·
Sandborn. Refreshments and door
Sat's from 10 arn-4 pm&Sun's 12 noonland Symphony Orchestra is offering
prizes. A donation of $3 is requested.
4 pm. Adults $3, seniors and children
discount tickets to students. Full-time
Cummings Community Center, 134
$1.50. Groups by appointment. Maine
students can purchase Classical Series
Congress St, Portland. Can 874-8793
Wharf, Portland (near Casco Bay Ferry
tickets for $24-$51 for sixconcer1s,three
for more information.
Terminal). For more information call 775concert Pop Series tickets for $15-$32 ;
The Single Socl.bt. . for Men &
and four concert Candlel ight Series
1181.
Women Are you lonely, and tired of
tickets for $27.50. Groups of 100r more Local Red Cro. . to Spon8Of' M . .tlng
doing things alone? Are you between
senior citizens can receive a 15 percent
for Desert Shield Families A Red
the ages of 40 and 50? Are you single?
discount for series concerts as weN as
Cross staff person will be on hand to
Or are you widowed or divorced? Would
theMagicof Christmas ooncert. Portland
provide information and answer quesyou enjoy going out with a group s0City Hall Auditorium Is located at 30
tions ooncerning how to contact a sercially? If so, call Ruth at 892-4407. We
Myrtle SI. For more infomation. call 773vice member in time of emergency; what
meet on Fridayeves to plan activities for
to do about mail delays or sudden loss of
8191 .
the weekends.
contact with a service member; and
Bath Antlqu. Show, featuring 60 dealwhat oounseling services are available Social Group: If you are single, 35-55,
ers, will take place from 10 am-3 pm on
and would like 10 socialize with \hose
for local families and service members
Dec9, at Bath Jr. HighSchool (Exit U.S.
who are involved in activities such as
connected with Operation Desert Shield.
1 at Congress Ave). Admission $2, with
sight-seeing, camping, bowling. dancing,
All family members, including children ,
adv $1 .50. 443-8983.
trips, etc., call 856-1174, from 5-6 pm
are welcome 10 anend. Those interested
Bo8ton Comedy w~1 perform at USM's
only.
in allending should call the Portland
TuesdayCafeSeriesat5 pm on Decl1 .
Red Cross, located at 524 Forest Ave. at 11Ie Sounds ofthe Season In Fr. .port
CoUege Room, USM 's Portland CarTl'US
874-1192.
The Freeport Area Bed & Breakfast AsCenter. Free and open to the public. For
sociation has joined forces with the
M.lne HI.tortc.1 Society presents
more information, call 780-4812.
Harraseeketlnn to present \heir second
Holidaysat Henry's. Celebrale an 18905
Chrt.tma Tree s.le Benefits the
annual series of holiday ooncerts and
Christmas as the Maine Historical SoHandicapped Resources for \he Deopen houses. The participating B&B's
ciety hosts this annual event at the
velopmentaly Handicapped is selling
wil each host an open house and oonWadsworth-Longfellow House, 485
plantationllrown Balsam firs up to nine
cart during the weekend of Dec 8 & 9.
Congress St, Dec 7-9. The house wiN
feet tall. as well as wreaths. Starts Dec
Refreshments wi. be served. Admisopen to \he public on Dec 7 from 11 :307 on Fris, Sats and Suns through Dec
sion is $3 per ooncert, or $10 lor al fIVe
1:30 and 5-8. Admission is $3 for adults
16. Prices range from $25-$33 for the
events; procoods wll beoefi\ the Freeport
and$1 for those 18andunder. Salurday
trees. Col. Westbrook ExeaJtive Park
Christmas Project. For more informais FamAy Day, with a special adrrission
on Route 22, just past UNUM . For furtion, call 865-6566.
price of $7 for two adults and up 10 four
ther information, call 797-7921 .
children. The Merriconeag School 111,.. Maine-made pilnel. from the
Contradance from 8 :30 -midnight ,
Puppeteers wi" perform at 1 :30, 2:30
Names Project AIDS Memorial Quilt
Chestnut St Church, next 10 Portland
and 3:30 in \he Society Library. For
wil be on view at the Portfand Museum
City Hall. $4 donation. This contradanca
more information, call 774-1822.
of Art through Dec 18. Seven Congress
lakes place without exception fie third
Square. Porttand. 773-2787.
Maine M.,ltlme MUHum will offer an
FrI of every month.
Open House at the Maritime History UNICEF. 1 8110 HoIkIIIy Cwd.nd Gift
Contr.ct.nce with New Sh_nlg.,.
Building, from 9 :30 am-5 pm. Afternoon
Collection hM arrtved. The colorful
Bend on Dec 8 from 8 :30 pm-midnight.
choral music in the galleries and r&greeting cards, note cards and stationNewbegin Gym in Gray. All dances
ary are a way to send a message about
freshments; tree IIgh'ng at 4:30 pm.
taught. BeginnerS/singles welcome.
Also, Children'sChrlstmasat the Donnell
children in need. The proceeds from the
Cost: $4. For more Information, call42aHouse from 9:30-4 pm. Storytelling, orsale 01 UNICEF cards translate Inlo lif&3988.
nament workshop, exhibits of Ioys and
saving and healthlliving programs for
The Enriched Golden Age Club invites
games, period decorations and more.
children in 128 developing countries.
men and women 60 and over to lunFree admission for all events. 243
For information on where to buy UNICEF,
cheons and programs as follows : Dec
Washinglon S~ Bath. For more inlor·
call State Street Church in Portland at
12, Beau & Devid (music): Dec 20.
mation, call 443-1316.
774-6396.
Christmas Dinner and Entertainment;

s..

ETC

o.nce

Dec 26, After Christmas Party and Film.
297 Cumberland Ave, Portland. Reservations mu st be made In advance by
calling the Salvation Army at 774-6974.

~:-. --~-------~ ...~=::..........-
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Gift Certificates
Available

2

Weeks Till
Christmas

NOW

TICKETS FOR NEW YEARS EVE
BALL AT SONESTA ON SALE
AT 883 .. 2802
Those who have arrended preViously are urged ro call.

•

Nov. 28 Raoul's Dance Pany
Dec. 5 Raoul's Dance Pany
6 Southern Me. Tech., Sonesta
7 Merideth Station, N.H.
8 Osteopathic Hosp., Sonesta
9 Marine Corps Ball, Holiday Inn
12 Raoul's Dance Pany
13 Me. Medical Center
15 Ponland Club, Private
19 Raoul's Dance Pany
21.22 WU·XAN, Saco

•

RED LIGHT REVUE
Magic of

Christmas
Portland
S!jmpl1ony
Orcl1estra
TOS(1f!fllkr
\1U<1(

December 78.9. 13. 14. 15. 16
Porlfaold Cily Hall Alidiloritrm
Karen Slieliney. Sopra no
Jeff Barnd . Na rrafor
Magic of Cil ri s'mas Choms
Porlfand Brass Ol/ illief
The PariSH Ringers
Ray Comi/s. Organ

Call 773-8191

M on.-Fri. 9-6. SaL Noon-6

Sponsors • •~j:iIjtifi!!'~ 'II SavIJ

Sliimada

DIFNlolr!UII'C"",f«cklr

_.t&i!.

--·------·--·-·---·-----------·---.-----j~dk;;;~;~;;~~;ri~;··-····-·
Name
Phone 6us. _ _ _ _ Home
Ad dresSi _ _ _ _ __

Cily/SLiZip, _ _ _ _ __
Check to PSO

Visa/MC

No _ _ _ _ _ __
E,p.

Sig. _ _ _ __

52 added to ch.irgeOJders. Enclose a self-addressed
stamped envelope
MAil PSO 10 M:trlieSt f1Ortland.ME041{)1
InqUire about di~ounls

numb er of t icket s·
A-. Fri. Dec. 7. 8:00 p m
l B. Sat. Dec. 8. 2.30 pm
C. Sat .. Dec. 8. 8.00 pm
lJ D. Sun. Dec. 92.30 pm
D E. Sun .. Dec. 9. 8:00 pm
[ Th u.. Dec. 13.8:00 pm
G. Fri.. Dec. 14.8:00 pm
H. Sal. . Dec. 15.2:30 pm
I Sat .. Dec. 15.800 pm
K Sun .. Dec. 16. 2.30 pm
L. Su n . Dec. 16. 8:00 pm

o

$25_ $23_ 520_ $ 16

$9

SUPER
BEERS!
by Frank Guiano
Wh:>t's the biggest margin by which
a fust -place team ever finished
ahead of the second-place team? ...
The Pirates of 1902 fmished first by
27 1/2 games .. . No otherteam ever
fmished farther ahead of the secondplace team than that.
Did
you
know
MlcheIob, Mlchelob
Dry, Mlcbelob Ught
and Mlchelob Classic
Dark represent over
80% of all IUper·premlum beers sold In

America? Here's an
amazing auto racing
fact.. . Richard Petty,
who holds the record
for driving in the most
NASCAR stock-car races
in history, has driven the incredible
tol.al of over 350,000 miles in his
career on race tracks since joining
the stock-car circuit in 1958 ...
Imagine going around race tracks
for 350,000 miles. OUr thanks to all
lover. of our new Mlchelob

brands. Oddly enough, there
was once a football game in which

two touch--downs were scored
AFfER the game was overt .. . A
player on the College of Pacific
team some years ago intercepted
a pass as the fmal
gun went off and
ranforaTD .. . The
play was called
back beC2Use of an
offensive penalty
and one more play
was ordered ...

Again, a pass was
intercepted and

another touchdown scored! Did
you know, Thomas Jefferson

was also Interested In brewing
and made beer at Monticello.
He culled all of the books he

could flod on the subject and
added them to his extensive
library. Beer, A good part of
the good life!

The Portland
Museum of Art's
Annual Lighting of
the Copper Beech
Tree

Casco Bay Wukly
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personals
dating services
body & soul
roommates
aptslrent
houses/rent
officeslrent
real estate
studio/rent
theater arts
photography
leaming
music lessons

dating services

personals
BiWM, 36, 6 ft., 160 Ibs., seeks
couples for fun and excitement.
Looking for something different?
Lers get wild and crazy, down and
dirty. All responses answered. Discretion assured. CBW Box 467.
DWM, 28, Quiet, sensitive, loyal and
likes children. movies, walks, TV,
Celtics, seeks SWF, 26-32 same
thars willing to settle down, interested long-term relationship, possibly
marriage. Those here today; gone
tomorrow need not reply. CBW Box

469.
DWM, age 49, sensitive and caring,
seeks same. Likes hiking, walk on
the beach, bird watching, camping,
biking, movies, casual clothes.
Answer all. P.O. Box 57, Old Orchard
Beach, 04064-0057.

Tired of watching old Molly Dodd reruns late at night??? Well neither am
I, but other diversions might be nice,
given the right companion. I am a
single, modem male, 113 of a century, educated, bright, sincere and
I'm looking for that woman now.
Favorite activities: dancing the line
between logic and intution, finding
just the right color, seeking culture in
an urban setting and solving puzzles.
I'll keep this open-ended and let you
provide any clues you like. Please
write CBW Box 436.
You've had it with apes, baboons
and wolves . Why not try this Noble
Beast of 41? He hunts not for meat
but for Beauty. Well tamed, may
prowl but rarely bites. Complete with
one wonderful cub. Your mirror image and paw prints welcomed. CBW
Box 457.

PERSONAL
OF THE WEEK
Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!

GWM, 35, dark hair, beard, professional, cancerian seeking friendship
and compatibility with other gay
males ages 30-45 who are hones~
sensitive and seeking a possible
relationship with the right person and
willing to take the time to build it. I
enjoy many things in life, but anxious
to learn an appreciation for new interests. I especially enjoy my home,
the theater, cross-country skiing,
romance, hot tubs, massage. Seeking the man who wears a suit and tie
five days a week, but easily puts on
jeans and a flannel shirt on the
weekend. If you think you are him,
write me. Please be honest with me
and yourself and we've already set
the basis for a great new friendship.
CBW Box 468.
The voice said," If you write it, she
will respond". Creative DWM, 34,
seeks teammate to play on the Field
of Dreams. A non-smoking, lite-drinking, chem-free, SlDWF, 25-40, who
is lrustworthy, educated, open, mature, playful, supportive and selfaware. Some interests: art, movies,
travel, sports, music, reading, dining,
cuddling and good conversation.
CBW Box 466.
Young, 21 year old, bi-sexual male
seeks same for possible relationship.
I'm kind, down to earth, energetic,
caring, seeks male 18-26 years.
Please write; you won't be sorry. All
replys answered. Hope to hear from
you. CBW Box 472.

HO HO HO SANTA looking for helper for giving and
receiving. Have beard and Santa's physique. Helper
may write with qualifications. CBW Box 470.

HO HO HO SANTA looking for helper
for giving and receiving during
Holiday Season. Have beard and
Santa's physique. Helper may write
with qualifications. CBW Box 470.

/

With ea.co Bay Weekly" Ta1Jd o li
Personals you can not only read the
personals,you can also listen to them and

leave a message of your own!

Ta1Jdng p<!nonals ore a quick and easy
way to fmd out more about the person
' g the ..d, to share more about yourself,
placon
or just to see whols out there.
Whenever you pla.cc a. Pcrson-to-Pcr.iOn ad
in casco 8ayWeeldy, you will be assigned
a TalklnllP<!nonaJ number (TPL), free!
You can leave an outgoing message so that
others can hea.r and leave messages of their
own for you!

To listen to the Talklnll Personals in this
issue, just follow these simple instructions:
,

wanted
employment
biz services
business opps
stuff for sale
garage sale
boats
wheels
bulletin board
childcare
animals
lost & found

All c:a11a are ..~ OboccDe .....

_wI11

TiALKING '"

P

[RS~NAL

V

Tall aggressive redhead kinky with
years of experience, or Nancy/JeH a
totally diHerent type of woman than
you have ever known, Alona soft
sweet but strong all the things that a
lesbian switch could be. MCNISA
call1-BI8-3n-9B47.

Don't let good space
go to waste.
Occupy it with an ad in
Casco Bay Weekly.

REAL GIRLS
IN YOUR AREA!
1-900-860-3377

Meet girls in your area
who would like to meet
someone like you
tonight!! !!
$3/min_

18 yrs old

775-6601.

HOT TALKING PERSONALS!

1·900·646·4646
Uat.n to thouund. of Vole. Ada recorded
by SEX., Men & WOfIIIIn who w . .t to
.....t YOU - CALL US NOWI It'. fun - _y

and include. Voicemall for .xtra privacy.
S2/min. Free info: l-.'!OO-927-INFO, Ext. 5715

FEARS, LIMITING BELIEFS AND
SHAME AROUND MONEY can get
in the way of a happy, fulfilling life
-INCREASE AWARENESS of these
feelings and attitudes -EXPLORE
THE SOURCE of your personal
money rules -LEARN TO CHOOSE
positive, life enhancing money atttitudes -ACQUIRE specilic money
management skills -TAKE STEPS
toward transforming your relationship
with money, Six week course -Money
In Our Lives', starting in early
January, led by holistic CPA, Lu
Bauer. In Falmouth. Call for flyer,
797-0466.
FOR CURIOUS PEOPLE : Creative
space offering the tools, the environment and personal direction to
fild relaxation, nurturance and fun
through your inate creativity. If you
are curious about your creative
abilities, this is where you can discover them . Come join me in my
studio. $10 each 3 hour session. For
more information, call L. West 7673950.
INTEGRATIVE
HEALING
AND
WELLNESS: Explore the joy of healing from the inside out, from spirit to
the body. Professional altemative
health care practitioner draws upon
Christian, Eastern, and New Age
methods to assist in the restoration
of whole-person wellness. Practice
includes: education, counselling,
trans formative energy work -MariEI
and Healing touch- and guided
meditationslvisualizations for healing
and
relaxation.
Lisa
Love,
B.S.N.,R.N. 892-5878 M-F, 9-5.

2. 'M1on the macH.... .., ......... lial access
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fJmM how many words you want to give ~nd for
how many weeks. fJuiM if you'd like to give Box
Service_

CIIII and use your Master Card or Visa, or mail us
your name (the recipient is your personal
information) and the amount of the ad you want to
purchase, to: Casco Bay Weekly, 551 A Congress
Street, Portland, Maine 04101. Attn: Personal Gift
Certificate.
The recipient of your Personal Gift Certificate can
simply tum it in when they place their Personal Ad!

TAl-CHI CHUAN an ancient Chinese
Martial Arts system based on
meditiation in movement Excellent
for health, relaxation, stress reduction, and self-defense. Classes for
beginners through advanced levels,
PUSh-hands
including
on-going
class. For information and sign-up,
call Gene Golden, 772-9039.
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE. Ease
tension and relieve stress through
the benefits of massage. Nourish
your health and well-being. Gift Certificates available. Pam Richards.
C.M.T.775-6636.
WEIGHT MANAGEMENT-An ongoing weekly group therapy session
is now being formed to focus on
changing mental, emotional and behavioral habits that prevent one from
reaching and maintaining a healthy,
stable weight Topics that will be discussed are self-esteem, body image,
stress/anxiety, relationships, assertiveness, social influence, life style
and diet. For more information call
Dudley
Davis,
(M.S.,Health
Psycholqgy) at 761-0058.
WHOLISTIC HEALTH COUNSELING - INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING substance abuse, eating disorders,
stress/anxiety, relationships, marriage, body (self) image, Call Dudley
Davis (M.S., Health Psychology) at
761-0058.
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ASROLOGY READINGS
PHYCHIC READINGS
Let the stars be your gUide

TAROT READINGS
life changes. bUSIness changes

775-2077
9 am-9 pm daily
756 Forest Ave Portland

Ph ychotherapist

Female Roommate to share large
apartment in the Old Port area. $225
+ 113 utilities. Call n5-0238 after 5
p.m.

• uf~ TNftSitioll • Cuided lU-PII_tillg
• Self EstumlEmp~ent
Insurance Reimbursable

871-9256

COUNSELOR

Donna Godfrey, M.Ed.
Assistance in recognizing destructive patterns in your life,
overcoming fear and living life joyfully.
Falmouth

781-4842

"

Responding to a CBW Box # ?
Do
It
Like

This!

Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, ME, 04101

o

CBWBoxXXX

Correspondence is forwarded before the
publication of the next issue.

INTOWN COUNSELING
CENfER
AddIctloru - ACOA Is.....
Co-Depcndency • Individuals
Groups. Couples

Lucy C. Chudzik, LSAC
LIcensed Substance Abuse Counselor

207-761-9096
417 Congress St., Suite 410,
Portloand, ME 04101

Comfortable, intimate, 2 bedroom
apartment to share with responsible,
sensitiive person. Down to earth
situation, artistic milieu. Will split$420. monthly rent Near Good Day
Market. Call Scott at 761-7901.
FALMOUTH- 10 minutes to intown
Por1Iand. Female non-smoker to
share sunny house. Fumished,
washer/dryer I $325. + utilties, 8782557.

Psychotherapy Center of Maine
SarahJ. Bulley, LCSW

Classified
+Charge+
by Phone
775-6601

roommates
1st Floor, beautiful Munjoy Hill
apartment with hardwood floors and
2 musicians. $175. + oil. Laundry in
basement Must like Michael's cat.
Sorry, no other pets. n4~666.
Leave message.
Beautiful waterviews of Casco Bay.
East Prom. apartment needs 1
responsible, chemical-free adult to
share fully restored Victorian building. Uvingroom, diningroom, large
hall, kitchen, pantry, washer/dryer
and parking. Tastefully fumished.
$300. plus 1/3 utilities. Available Immeciatelyl 774-3013, leave message.

Female housemate needed to share
charming Victorian house, in Deering
Center Area of Portland (near Deering H.S.) with woman and cat.
Uvingroom, diningroom, 3 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, washer, piano,
ample storage space. Non-smoker
essential, vegetarian, or "fishatarian- preferred. $375. includes
utilities. 774-9378, anytime.
Female preferred to share house in
South Portland with professional
female, sense of humor required.
$250/month includes all. 799~391
GWF looking for roommate to share
a roomy 14X70, 2 bedroom trailer.
Good location on Route 201 with
easy access to 1-95. Very reasonable
rent $250Jmonth. 666-3879.
INTOWN- Male or Female wanted to
share clean, comfortable, 2 bedroom
apartment. $275. heated. Call n53275,
Lesbian household seeks mature
part-time roommate. Non-smoker,
neatnik preferred. Comfortable home
in Portland. Very reasonable. Send
me a postcard and we'll talk. P.O,
Box 7685 Portland, ME 04112.
WF Responsible roommate wanted
to share 3 bedroom apartment with 2
males. Nice view. Next to harbor
view park in West End. $166.00 plus
1/3 utilitiies. Call Scott 871-0126.
Peaks Island - Male to share 2 bedroom home. $50 week including
utilities. 766-3372 after 8 p.m. and
weekends.
Professional woman seeks female
housemate, 30+. to share charming
3-bedroom house on West End.
Must be neat, responsible and open
to a1temative lifestyles. Non-smoker.
WID
Hook-Up.
$375.1month
+
utilities. Call n4-7224.

Clean and Sober Housemates wan- SOUTH
PORTLANDMale
$75.00 weekly includes all . roommate wanted to share two bedutilities. Beautiful farmhouse on outer room
condo
near
waterfront.
Washington Ave. Parking and yard.
$270.lmonth plus utilities. Phone
Call 828-1116, ask for Mike or Marc,
799-1657, please leave message.
(afternoons and evenings).

ted
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The best ones are at Compatibles .. .
active, interesting men who luven't
had time to meet the right woman .. .
50 they've come to Compatibles.

U you're a single woman who hasn't
met the right man, perhaps he's
waiting for you here.
You see, we're not just another
dating service. We're Compatibles.

CaU Today Jor a personallnlenJiew
883-1066 - Portland
783-1500 - Lewiston

HWM<W~

Compatibles
"The Dating Service That Cares"

.,~ .- + . •

for display classified (border ad) rates call CBW at 775-6601

All charges are per week.

~g«----------------------------------------------

Up 10 30 words
$ 9.00
31-45 words
11.00
15.00
46-60 words
Each additional word
aller 60
.15

Name ____________________________

RATES

Single Men?

--- ,

A Gift Certificate for a Personal Ad!

STRETCHING THE SPIRIT A yoga
class of gentle breathing and stretching ending in deep relaxation. Will
leave you refreshed and renewed.
Wed 6-7 pm, Sat 9-10 am at the
Church,
302
Swedenborgian
Stevens Ave., Portland. $3.00 suggested donation. For inlormation, call
772-8277.

rates and fine print

Where Are The

1"IlI"Ilba'. Enter the -TPL- runba' Isted at
the..-.d oflhead you v.4ah 10 reopond to.
4. Ust81 to the recorded ~•• Wld
IeB"Je yOU" reeponsa if you",

Give IIS omethlng Personal" This Year!

SHIATSU- Experience the Japanese
interpretation of acupuncture, without
needles. AN EXQUISITELY GENTLE
YET POWERFUL APPROACH TO
HEALTH CARE, Shiatsu can help
you better understand and work with
your body. A typical session combines gentle body manipulation,
massage (fully clothed) and pressure
on an individualized combination of
acupuncture points. Shiatsu is an
excellent complement to other
eastern and western curative techniques. Ann Foster Tabbun, Shiatsu
Practioner - AOBTA. 799-9258.

'dating services

rnonberCOOllng Jan. 4,1991.)

be ddetooI. .~ID-_
may choose DOt to ksft an outaolna meu&p;;-

~~w

DREAM GROUP FORMING in
Pordand, evening to be arranged.
Jungian orientation: Use of dreams
to explore the problems and potential
for growth within the individual. For
more information, please call Glenn
LCSW,
Licensed
Morazzini,
Psychotherapis~ insurance reimbursible, n4-9382.

THE TAROT- Consultations, counseling, classes, -Insight today for tomorrow's situations- Call Jim, n2-4202
daytimes or 772-3709 evenings. Gift
Certificates available .

f

1. Dial1-~2824 rom 8nI
touchlone phone. Each call C06Is 95¢ pB'
mJrule, bled to yo.x phone. (PI•• '" Note:
TIll_ nlmber will not be In effect after
Dec. 17, 18'QO. Pte.se watch ror cu new

ATTENTION BODYWORKERSI Introductory workshop on psychological aspects of physical healthcare.
Workshop will address unconscious
and conscious relationship issues
between healthcare, providers and
receivers, boundaries,sexuality, trust,
transferences, etc. December 16,
6:30-9:30 PM. 883-4989.

METAPHYSICAL READING from a
spiritual perspective offer insight and
practical application regarding your
current energy field, life lessons,
personal symbols and challenges.
Call Regina at 729-0241 .

Syrian Male Prisoner of conscience
imprisoned without trial for political
beliefs desires corespondence in
honor of Human Rights Day, (Dec.
10). Write to M.A. clo Amnesty Internationaltt355.
P.O.
Box
364
Yarmouth, ME 04096.

roommates

body & soul

Category ---------

OEADUNES
Line ads: Monday noon. Display ads: Friday 5p_m.

Address

Total Number of Words __________

POLICY

City, Zip

Basic Rate _________

CBW will not print adslhaI ..ek 10 buy or aelisBlualaervicea for money or
goods, or adswilh purely IIlual content. CBW will nol prinl tull naml!$,
streel addresses, or phon. numbers in Ihe PERSON TO Pl:RSON IIction.
Pl:RSON TO PERSON advertisers must .illler pruvide aPost Office BOI
number in their ad or usellle CBW BOI Service. All intormation concerning
Pl:RSON TO PERSON advertisers Is kept strictly confidential. CBW reserves
Ihe right 10 calagorize, raluse or edit ads due to inappropriate content, etc.

WHAT IS A WORD?
Awonl is considered .wonl wh.n it has I space on bollt sides. Aphon.
number Is one wonl. Punctuation il fre •.

ERRORS

CBW shall not be liable for any typographicalllTors, omissions, or changes
In th. ad which do no aff.ct lllnalul or cOldent of lIIe ad or substantially
chang, the meaning.

REFUNDS

Class Hied ads are non-refundable. Credit will be issued when aviabll error
has been delermined.

Phone (days),_________ (eves) ________ + Extra Words at_e Each ______
CBW Box $5.00/Wk ______
WOW! I WOULD like more information about the Casco
Bay weekly & Maine Times O"e-Stop Shopping SpeCial.
No
Please cal
to give me advertising
Talking Personal line _-=C::,::ha:.!;rgce:....._
rates so that I can reach 100,000 readers this weeki
Check One YISO noD
COST PER WEEK ______
Complete paymenl must accompany
Multiply
cost by number
III advertiSing. NO REFUNDS. There is
at weeks ad will run __________
a $10 charge lor all returned checks.
TOTAL DUE ______
Bring or mail ads with payment to:
Casco Bay Weekly
Please cali me wilh
Classified Dept.
One-Stop
Shopping Into 0
551A Congress Street
Portland, ME 04101
Mon 9-7; Tues-Fri 9-5;
o Check or Money Order enclosed
0 VISA
0 MaslerCard
Sat 12-3
Card ,.____________ Exp. date _ _ __
or cali 175-6601
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houses/rent
by Lynda Barry
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YOU SAY

the word~'

.

Do you know what it means?
You can easily find out. B~ T!'Gr"rma~(yS/

PORTLAND - Private, serene, great
neighborhood, dead end street near
Payson Park and Back Cove, 2
bdrm, 1 1/2 bath, beautiful, sunny
duplex home, all appliances, private
yard and gardening space, patio,
garden shed, walk-up attic and more,
$595, Non-smokers, no pets, 7723225
days,
767-5439
eveslweekends,

(EJ

my 'Word of Vc<abulacy bgl11adyS"
m~ wor~ of vocabulary 15 Groovy. It IS
the word for wi"t.n :I. S?rnetjw~, weaJ/ v,e I
I t- In a sentence.' Ii 15 alSo a SOn~ H:<LIn~GrvO'Y'

Groovy, Grao - vy.

-

,

Cape Elizabeth Charming Duplex in
established
neighborhood,
Uvingroom wllireplace, spacious
dining room, den, kitchen with pantry,
two large bedrooms, bath, Ideal for
roommates, small family. Basement.
wId hook-up, $750, month, 7991401, 871-0112, Immediate occupancy,
PEAKS ISLAND- Charming, 3 bedroom, newly rennovated house, furnished or unfurnished, new appliances, Sky light deck, gas heat,
near beach and stores, $475Jmonth,
766-2227,

The

acc.el)t is 0>'1 -the

~ firSt- S~lIq ble. The !}"'OO'II est thill9 af
In~ liFe wOUld. be to 5ta.r In Qn E"'8/(Sh
fhovI'e fY\:J MIt: TIl! r;ol/~doFlY1o.r{'15! q:
me SI'n3i~q &-"th glJ(St sra.rs Pet-!rq,yj Gordon
ftermanS' 'ifermr'ts (l.l( people Of Enslandl
It would be the ,9("'0011.'/ rrwvie of all hfYIe!
I wrfl be a, rt',/.J<;lcal baf,.'jSilter wAo WIllS '

Vers" s the Na .. /s / Coffli",J Soon to f:j0llr
most ryoovy 1h~a.ter! S fa rn'f1 'j rna~('1r!
MY

GR.oV~

Why Winter in the City?? North
Yannouth, custom built, spacious,
one bedroom saltbox, Available
Oecember- March, Reasonable rent
incl udes care of my dog and cat
Non-smokers, 829-5392,

animals
AKC German shepherd puppies,
parents are top German i~ports, Vrated in SchH-3, 5 genera~ons, certified hip clear, all shots and wormed,
vet checked, Guaranteed, Call 3779607 or 946~7474,

life
of tl,( ,
hltv,l,

photography
roommates
SUNNY, SERENE, AFFORDABLE- 2
professional women looking for
roommate on the West Side, Approximately $270/month, Call 7754365, evenings,
t

f~:

i

'.

,

NORTH STREET- Large, sunny, 4
bedroom apartment. New bathroom,
No Pets, 1 car off street parking,
$595Jmonth,892-4152,

USM AREA- Park Ave , Top noor, 1
bedroom with huge livingroom, wood
floors, lots of light, on site laund,ry,
$395/month, heat and hot water Included, Call 774-6363,

OLD ORCHARD BEACH- on ocean,
fully furnished, 2 bedroom, 2 bath, WEST END- Beautiful Victorian
washer/dryer, flexible terms, Call Building, All utilities included, Parking
available~ Studio and one bedroom,
617-233-0919,
Call after 3 pm, 775-4049,
OLD PORT ARMS- LOWER EXTwo
bedroom
CHANGE STREET,- Unique 1 bed- WOOD FORDSroom apartments now available, apartment, large kitchen, sun-deck,
USM AREA- Male/ Female wanted to Variety of styles include 2 levels with off street parking, washer/dryer,
share spacious, 2 1/2 bedroom loft, Perfect location to all intown ac- HEAT INCLUDEDII $625Jmonth +
apartment. First floor, washer/dryer, tivities and businesses, Spacious utilities. 772-0561, leave message,
hardwood floors, all the comforts of rooms, wall to wall carpet, fully ap- STEVENS AVE- Nice location, spahome, $308 plus 112 utilties, Call plianced kitchens, Rents range from cious 2 bedroom with kitchen, bath,
$450-$525/month, plus utilities, SecJean at 772-4566.
tion 8 vouchers accepted, Lease dining, livingroom, parking and fully
by
owner,
Rent
now and receive one month free maintained
rent. For more information please $6oo/month, plus utilities, Section 8
vouchers accepted, Lease now and
call SPECTRUM, INC, 797-0223,
receive 1 month free rent. Call
Attractive, clean, quiet room in West One large 2 bedroom apartment SPECTRUM, INC, at 797-0223,
End townhouse, Chemical-free en- near Willard Beach, One month free
vironment. Shared kitchen, bath and rent! $550Jmonth includes heat. Call
sitting area, $300/month, Security 799~6581,
deposit, references reqUired, Avail- Owner occupied, convienient locaable Dec, 15, Call 775-5022 or 326- tion, secure building, 3rd noor,
Attractive, economical 2 bedroom
recen~y
painted, 3 bedrooms,
8810,
·Landmarks· home on beautiful West
hardwood noors, gas heat, parking,
CUMBERLAND AVE. Back Bay
End street Livingroom, hallway,
Grant
Street,
appliances.
Security
Tawer area, Same view - half the
dining, modem k~chen, 2 1/2 baths,
No
pets,
deposit,
references,
price, rennovated 1 bedroom with
porch , Self contained basement area
spectacular views of Back Cove $495Jmonth + utilities, 772-<3078,
for in-laws/sbJdents, $119,000, Call
$425Jmonth + utilties, parking in- PORTLANDFurnished
studio
773-8927,
apartment to sub-let. December 16 cluded, Call 774-6363,
di-lem-ma, a choica or sibJation in
April 16, (Negotiable), $350/month
CUMBERLAND AVE,-West Side which one has to choose between
includes everything, Call 761-9205,
Recendy remodeled 1 and 2 bedtwo or more things: a difficult choice:
room mUlti-level apartments, Affor- SCARBOROUGHAvailable
Excellent opportunities exist but redable,
spacious
with
laundry Jan,1,1991 , 2 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath,
quire extra caution, Over 20 years
facilities, Section 8 vouchers wel- condo with basement and deck,
multi-level professional real estate
come, Lease now and receive one washer/dryer hook-up, dishwasher,
experience to assist you, No charge
month free rent. Call SPECTRUM, new carpet and fresh paint. No pets,
for initial discussion, R. E. Consulting
$575, + utilities, Call 883-5447,
INC, 797-0223,
Service, (207) 563-5412,
MEADOWBROOK APARTMENTS- SPRING
STREETSpacious,
Spacious, modern, 2 bedroom modem 1 bedroom apartments
apartments available, WIW carpet, available, Within walking distance of
disposal, dishwasher, ample parking, MMC and Mercy Hospital, $425, and
extra storage, Rent $5oo.lmonth plus $5OOJmonth plus utilities, Unique
utilities, Section 8 vouchers accep- style, hardwood floors, on-site
YARMOUTH OFFICE/STUDIO- Main
ted, Lese now, receive one month laundry, Section 8 vouchers accepfree
rentl
Call
797-0223, ted, Lease, references, security Street- 675 Sq, Ft., oak paneled,
deposit required, Lease now, and shylights, wall to wall ca~et
SPECTRUM, INC,
$395.1month includes all utilities,
MUNJOY HILL- Two bedroom, third receive one month free rentl Call
846-5416,
797-0223,
floor, remodeled, sunny, good views,
gas heat, porch, $460.lmonth, plus
utilities, Call Oliver, 772-4739.

USM AREA- Male/ Female wanted to
share spacious, 2 112 bedroom
apartment. Rrst floor, washer/dryer,
hardwood floors, all the comforts of
home, $308 plus 1/2 utilties, Call
Jean al 772-4566,

I.
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apts/rent
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SUrprise that special someone with
the gift he'll never forget. An elegant
and seductive boudoir portrait capbJring the unforgetable you , Truly, a gift
thaI will lake his breath away I Be
pampered by our professional makeup artist and photographer in a safe,
comfortable environment. Call Jennifer at Silk Images about our limited
time offer, 772-8180,

Ph.D" Physical, Organic Chemist. 10
years teaching and research experience, seeks Moring, Fee negotiable, college and high school level.
874-<>409, Mon-Fri" 11AM to lPM,
SELF ESTEEM AND EMPOWERMENT FOR CHILDREN- Wholistic
classes include awareness activities:
movemenL relaxation and art expression, Age appropriate activities
provide positive affirmation, Offered
at CHILDLIGHT CENTER, 87 High
Street, Portland, Beginning Jan, 1,
for Children 4-10 years, Marilee Musters, 871-7444 or 646-2511~
SbJdio 132 Pottery Instruction,
Beginning and advanced wheel
throwing and hand-building classes,
Continuously scheduled, Come join
the fun, Gift certificates available,
772-4334,

biz services
A
CLEAN
HOUSE
FOR
CHRISTMAS!! I'll make your home
sparkle for the holidays and beyond,
For thorough and responsible house
cleaning call 773~0476,
College Student with truck available
to do odd jobs and moving, Very
handy and can fix most anything,
Experienced mover who will move
you for less, 774-2159 anytime,
G & B CLEANING COMPANY- offers
first time FREE cleaningl We can
contract offices, homes and commercial properties, References, bonded, FREE ESTIMATESI 772-5173,
leave message,
Is "Walking the dog" a big problem for
you? Are you disabled, hate the cold,
or just don't have the time? Responsible adult who's an exercise addict
would like to walk your dog while at
work or away, Call 772-0552,

NASTY~NEAT
C O .... P U lSIVE
CLEANING
al'l(l other lite suppor1 servoc.es

If you've ever cleaned up for the
cleaning person .. , or worse,
cleaned up after them."
You need me in your life,
Katherine Clark
772-8784
residential
commercial

A.I.A. Award Winning Design 1990
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Classical Guitarist
Tom HIggIns
Performance and Private Instuction
Classical and Modem Styles ,
Evenings 985-8565

Available for Holiday Bookings
p,o, Bo" 715
Kennebunkport. ME 04046

employment
$40,OOOIYRI READ BOOKS and TV
scripts, Fill out simple ·Uka/don't like"
form, EASYI Fun, relaxing at home,
beach,
vacations,
Guaranteed
paycheck, 24 Hour Recording
Reveals, 801-379-2955 Ext.ME115B,
APPRENTICESHIP
WITH
PAY
Wholistic health care, Call Bonnie
Vierthaler, at Maybe Someday, 7733275,
Automobile Air Purifier Exciting and
new, We need help to market. Earn
$300 a day, No investment. Call 1800-223~7592, at tone 502-8426,
Nacel Cultural Exchanges is seeking
local representative in Maine who is
interested in promoting cross cultural
summer exchange programs for high
schoolers and their families, Local
rep will be working within the context
of a supportive world-wide network,
Fees on commission basis, Support
foreign language and an international community by contacting
Sarah Barnard at 761-4716 or by
writing : Sarah Barnard, Nacel Cultural Exchanges State Coordinator,
PO Box 3351, Portland, ME 04104,
POSTAL JOBS Start $11.41 per
hour, Carriers, sorters and clerks,
Excellent pay and benefits, For examination and application information, call 1-206-736-700 ext, 237TS,
6 a,m,-l 0 p,m, 7 days,
SERVICES CooRDINATOR- The
Rape Crisis Center, Inc, seeks a well
organized and energetic individual to
coordinate rape crisis services to
Cumberland County, Responsibilities
include supervising 24 hour hotline,
developing and maintaining community relationships and facilitating
support groups, Candidates should
have a college degree, experience in
crisis intervention, knowledge of area
services and the ability to work
flexible schedules, Understanding of
sexual assault issues required,
Resumes should be sent by December 10 to: Executive Director, Rape
Crisis Center, Inc, P,O, Box 1371 ,
Portland, ME 04104,

ARTISTS ENTREPRENEURS AND
CRAFTS-PEOPLEII I have 4,000 sq,
ft, of street level space in Old Port to
share, I can divide into units of 500
sq, ft, and up, to fit your needs, Starting at $550.lmonth, Inlerested? Let's
talk, ADRIAN, 879-0296,

real estate

<7 .'

LEARN TO PLAY GUITAR!! , Kathleen Austin, B,M, Berklee College of
Music, offers patient, experienced instruction and specializes in beginning and intermediate levels, All
ages welcome, 878-3618,

business opps

apts/rent

i<

music lessons

Built by Sunrise Builders Inc.
Custom Building & Remodeling
Portland, Maine 799-4477
ARTISTS' STUDIOS
Join several other Artists, Photographers, Craftspersons and Art~Retated people in this
downtown building exdusively devoted to the Arts , High ceilings, sinks in each studio,
All utilities, low rental rates, 799~7890 or 799-4759,

wanted
Dogsitter, plant waterer and housesitter needed in Harpswell area for
10-12 weeks starting in January,
Lovely n_ home on the ocean,
Need someone who doesn't have
another job so he/she will be al the
house most of the time, Salary negotiable, CBW Box 471,
Room, board, and small salary in exchange for household help and
childcare, We are easy-going,
·Green· oriented and very busy, We
seek a peaceful, helpful person with
excellent references, Call Jenny or
Albert. 766-2604,

offices/rent

childcare
Downtown Storefront - Completely renovated, Join busy bookstore in this highly
visible, high foot~traffic area on Congress Street. 2000 sq It, 165 ft sheetrock Wall ,
high ceiling , Ideal for Art Gallery, Frame shop, Boutiques, etc, Very reasonable rent.
TURNKEY - ready to occupy , 799~7890,

Experienced Day Care Provider and
mother of one would like to care for
your child part~timelfull-time in the
South Portland area, Call 767-3065,

',f

holidays
B~CK
&
WHITE
CUSTOM
PORTRAITS ~ just before Christmas,
Not free but NOT EXPENSIVE.
FAST bJm aroundlll CHRISTY- 7746651.

CHRISTMAS SALEII SHOP IN
PEACE- Beautiful, socially conscious
books and gifts from all around the
world, Birds and baskets from Archangel, Chinese temple gongs,
Russian peace posters, Stockman
beeswax crayons and watercolors,
Jataka Tales from India" , Incredible
savings on overstocked books and
the amazing ·New Leaf Catalog·,
Ask about itll Maybe Someday
bookstore, 195 Congress St. between Levinskys & the Whole Grocer,
773-3275,
Hand Painted Silk Scarves- Beautiful
flowers, exotic lizards, Studio Sale,
Dec, 15-16, 1-3 PM, 50 Gray Street,
Susan, 879-0170, leave message,
Professional SANTA CLAUS for hire,
I will come (dressed appropriately)
and visit your private party, business
gathering, or other engagement. I
will do so in a kind, dependable,
professional manner, 773-1948,

Part write
We've cut slices out of
several well-known logos,
which we'd like you to identify. See if you can name the
insurance company, soap,
television, dessert, automobile, food franchise, magazine,
oil company, computer, and
stereo. They are in no particularorder, In fact, they may not
even be right-side up,

"

•

1)

2)

~

-

3)

stuff for sale
AFRICAN HAND DRUM FOR
SALEII Brand new DJEMBE, was
$575, now $450, Call now, 5632041, Newcastle,
December 19th, fly Portland to San
Fransisco, female ticket. $225, Call
729-8133 preferably after 6PM,
FOR SALE- Pair of Tailwind
mountain bike panniers in excellent
condition, (used for only 2 weeks)
$30, Call Rose at 775-660 1,
FUTON & FRAME: single, white cotton with cover, Hardwood convertible
frame, Clean, excellent condition,
$350, value for $125, 874-7482,
I have TWO one-way tickets, one
male, one female, from Portland to
Utile Rock, Arkansas for January 10,
1991 , $100 per ticket. After 5PM,
856-1073,
Portland to San Franscisco Round
trip airline ticket, January 7-14 $272,
725-5382,
Two extremely nice Panasonic
answering machines (KX-T 2632:
KX-T 2427), Both have a host of advanced features and have seen very
little use, Instructions, personal
guarantee included, $75, each, 7732755,

wheels
1985 Toyota Tercel Hatchback, 5
speed, AMI FM Radio. Good Condition, $1000, or best offer, 929-3760,
evenings and weekends,
1986 Oldsmobile Calais- V6FI,
sports coupe, landeau roof, AlC
Automatic, AMlFM cassette, cruise
control, clean~ must be seen to be
appreciated, 56,000- $5895,00, Call
773-7330
FBVU.S,
SEIZED
CHEAPI
84VW",$50, 87 Mercedes" ,$200.,
85 Mercedes",$100, 65 Mustang",$50, Choose from thousands
starting at $25, 24 Hour Recording
Reveals Details, 801-379-2929 Ext
MJ115C U ~ S, HOTLINE copyright.
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Can you solve the Real
Puzzle? There is a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for the
first prize winner. The second
prize winner receives something swell (we just don't
know what it is yet). Drawings are done at random.
Contestants are ineligible to
win more than one prize in a
four-week span. Only one
entry is allowed per person
per week_

1990 United Fealure Syndicate.

••••

•

All entries for this week's
puzzle must be received by
Wed., Dec. 12. The solution to
this week's puzzle will appear
in the Dec. 20 issue of Casco
Bay Weekly. Send your best
guess to:
Real Puzzle #49
Casco Bay Weekly

551A Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04102

Solution to Real Puzzle #47
The coupon from Ameri- 12) Financial analysts
(a bull)
can Film magazine (a theater
ticket) and the change-of-ad- 8) Change of address
dress label are punched along
(a typical label)
different sides. Folks who 11) Telephone warranty
tried to gain admission to the
(a phone)
history museum with the 1) Travel agents
ticket were stuck with the
(luggage tag)
mask.
3) Student loan
(a graduate's tassel)
The correct solutions:
5) Data-recovery services
(a punched card)
2) Hanes Underalls
7) Facial tissues
(panty-shaped coupon)
(punclH>ut from package)
6) American Film magazine
10)
Wheaties
(a ticket)
(a champion)
4) Cruises
(a ship)
9) History museum
(a mask)

This week Craig L. Clark
of Portland will use a coupon
to dine at Alberta's; Penny
Stone of Raymond wins free
admission for two to Raoul's
Roadside Attraction for the
Dec. 6 perfonnance at 9 p.m.
of Bela Fleck and the
Flecktones.

(Don Rubin's book,
BRAINSTORMS, was recently

published by Harper and Row.)

bulletin board
BATH ANTIQUES SHOW - 70
dealers, December 6, 1Oam-3pm,
Bath Junior High School, off Congress Ave, ,Bath, ME, Admission
$2,00,
With
ed, $1.50, PT
PROMOTIONS, INC ~
BOOK SIGNING PARTY- and reading "The Man Who Was It" by
George Pavioff at Maybe Someday,
Saturday Dec, 8th, 6:30 to 8:30 PM,
195 Congress St. 773-3275,

.

Give "Something Personal" This Year!
A Gift Certificate for a Personal Ad!
DIll and use your Master Card or Visa, or mail us your name (the recipient is your
personal information) and the amount of the ad you want to purchase, to:
Casco Bay Weekly, 551 A Congress Street, Portland, Maine 04101.
Attn: Personal Gift Certificate.The recipient of your Personal
Gift Certificate can simply tum it in when they place their Personal Ad!
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MADRS
MaIne's Most
Unique Exotic
BIrd ExperIencel

~ For all ye mighty
wind related needs.

i 1PtJG.,
~sr. i

Discount Price.

FInches to Macaws
Cages & Supplies
Everyday Special
Young Parrakeets
$8.99

kites. windsocks.
stunters • wind toys
• and much more

IF(Q)lli'fLZ,~Dl

~~~

lfj]~rr~r,

'Gray Cockatiel. $37 oGoflln Cockatoo $20l
.MlDdrnlHIII'1 Plano. $222 -Tame, Talking
V_low Nape '1200 'Alrican Rlngnock $56
oCongo Gray $473 'TIrmeI1 Gray $206

J:ziday
season
~,
~
g~ve the • •~.~
gift of
flight, and f?l.~
wa.t~h their
(( ,
_
SPirits...
f~

SAT1t:7

.Umbfttlla Cockatoo S450
.l..aIge eelectlon of finch. & MORE

736 Rear Forest Avenue
(in the Sullivan Photo Bldg.)

77'l~8?E5

Portland • 828-0236

3 Wharf St. • Old Port
871·0035

Cozy
Comfort
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Beginning Our
*
**
*
*
*
*
Thanks to all our clients over the past years

*

and welcome to our new ones.

*

*

your toes warm and cOXi all year long in
our clogs, shoes and sandals.
Sizes for men & women.

*

WITH CUSTOM CUTS, PERMS AND
COLORING. TANNING BOOTH.
FACIALS. MANICURES, PEDICURES.
WAXING, EARPIERCING. AND LASH
TINTING ALSO AVAILABLE.

*

Gift Certificates Available

8 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAN MAINE

775-2555

8:30 - 7:00 M-F
8:30 - 5:00 SAT

your Birkenstock store
337 Forest Ave.- Portland, Maine. 207-773·6601
Huge Inventory, up«t Rting. "..lIordwlWtiorNride, ~•• ,.paIr ..viCe.

~"-~'~1i'!!f.~".I~' jt

$25

gih certificate to cafe always
will buy
someone you know
i .

a

4

course dinner

at portland's most
consislently creative cafe

,

entrees from $9.95
-reservotions accepted-

I •

,•
I ;

I ' ..

I "' ;

92 Exchange Street
Portland. Maine 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open 7 Days a week

I .

LEAVE THE
COOKING TO US
,

'1

"'"

I

In addition lo our sumptuous lunches (sf
dinners we offer calerill8 (off premises
~ on) parties or business funclions. Call
now for all of your holiday party plans!

th,(}ALL£/,

,"

-../

RESTAURANT

I

HOT & HEALTHY DINNERS TO GO
Party Platters
Holiday Catering
& Gift Certificates, Too

-&
~.

, •.

~

BON VIVANT

215 Foreside Road. Falmouth Foreside. 781-4262

SOUPS • SANDWICHES • SALADS • AND MOREl

mon-thurs, 11:30-9" fri-sat, 11:30-10" sun 11:30-8

10 Moulton St. • 774-4342

